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You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. 
Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
ONE HuNDRED SEVENTEENTH CoMMENCEMENT 
9:30A.M. 
FRIDAY, MAY 10, 2013 
LITTLEJOHN CousEUM 
2:30 P.M. 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
6:30P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
PosTING oF CoLoRs 
Pershing Rifles 
INVOCATION 
Jennifer Anne Jameson, Student Representative (9:30A.M. ceremony) 
Laverne Anne Piper, Student Representative (2:30 P.M. ceremony) 
Taylor Connor Wells, Student Representative (6:30 P.M. ceremony) 
INTRODUCTION OF TRUSTEES 
President James F Barker 
RECOGNITION OF THE DEANS OF THE COLLEGES 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R Helms 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE 
President James F Barker 
Nancy Humphries O'Dell, Recipient 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND DELIVERY OF DIPLOMAS 
President James F Barker 
RECOGNITION AND PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Clemson University SINGERS 
Dr. Glenn P Birrenkott, Jr., University Marshal 
CEREMONIAL Music 
Prelude 
Haec Dies -William Byrd 
At the Round Earth's Imagined Corners-
Williametta Spencer 
Clemson University SINGERS 
Dr. Justin W Durham, Conductor 
Voluntary on "Ein Fest Burg"- Gordon Young 
Prelude in Classic Style- Gordon Young 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/ Soloist 
Processional 
Rondeau- Joseph Mouret 
Various Marches 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/ Soloist 
National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music attributed to John Stafford Smith 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/ Soloist 
Musical Interludes 
Hallelujah- Robert DeCormier 
Clemson University SINGERS 
Dr. Justin W Durham, Conductor 
Be Thou My Vision - arranged by Cindy Berry 
Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken - arranged by 
Lloyd Larson 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Closing 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Words by A C Corcoran, Class of' 19 
Music by Hugh H McGarity and R Hawkins 
Arranged by J Butler 
Clemson University SINGERS 
Dr. Justin W Durham, Conductor 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Recessional 
Trumpet Tune and Air- Henry Purcell 
Various Marches 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
BoARD oF TRUSTEES 
David H Wilkins, Chairman ....... ...................... Greenville 
Robert L Peeler, Vice Chairman ........................ Lexington 
Bill L Amick .............. ........................... Batesburg-Leesville 
David E Dukes ................................................... Columbia 
Leon J Hendrix, Jr. ...................................... Kiawah island 
Ronald D Lee ............................................................ Aiken 
Louis B Lynn ...................................................... Columbia 
Patricia H McAbee ............................................. Greenville 
John N McCarter, Jr. ......................................... Columbia 
E Smyth McKissick III ....................................... Greenville 
William C Smith, Jr. .......................................... Columbia 
Joseph D Swann ................................................. Greenville 
Kim A Wilkerson ............................................... Columbia 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P Batson, Jr. .............................................. Greenville 
J J Britton ................................................................ Sumter 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr ....................................... Charleston 
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr. .................................. Columbia 
Harold D Kingsmore ........................................... Clemson 
Thomas B McTeer, Jr. ........................................ Columbia 
D Leslie Tindal .................................................. Pinewood 
Allen P Wood ...................................................... Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Angie Leidinger 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F Barker .................................................... President 
Doris R Helms ...................................... Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
A Neill Cameron, Jr ....... Vice President for Advancement 
Brett A Dalton ...................................... Vice President for 
Finance and Operations 
Gail DiSabatino ........... Vice President for Student Affairs 
R Larry Dooley ......... .lnterim Vice President for Research 
W C Hood ................................................. General Counsel 
John W Kelly ... Vice President for Economic Development 
Dan Radakovich ................................... Director of Athletics 
Leon E Wiles .................................... Chief Diversity Officer 
HoNORARY DEGREE 
Nancy Humphries O'Dell 
Doctorate of Humanities 
Nancy Humphries O'Dell has donned many different hats 
throughout her life -broadcast journalist, television host, author, 
producer, actress, spokesperson, entrepreneur and mother. But to her 
Clemson Family and friends, perhaps the most important is the cap 
she tossed into the air after crossing the Littlejohn stage in 1990 as a 
Clemson graduate. 
A native of Myrtle Beach, O'Dell began her success long before 
starting her career as one of the country's most respected and leading 
entertainment journalists. She held the title of Miss South Carolina 
1987 then graduated summa cum laude from Clemson University two 
years later. Shortly after, she began working as a reporter and news anchor in Myrtle Beach, followed 
by positions in Charleston and Miami, before joining "Access Hollywood," which she co-anchored 
for 13 years. 
Currently, O'Dell co-hosts "Entertainment Tonight," the most-watched entertainment news program 
in the world, where she has garnered exclusive interviews with President Barack Obama, First Lady 
Michelle Obama, Second Lady Jill Biden, Oprah and numerous other entertainment celebrities. 
In addition to her work with ET, O'Dell has contributed stories to the "Today" show, "Dateline" 
and "CBS This Morning"; has hosted live red carpet events for the Emmy's, Golden Globes, ESPY 
Awards and VH1's Critic's Choice Awards; and produces and hosts HGTV's "Celebrities at Home." 
She has also made guest appearances on various television shows and films. 
Named one of "Television Week's" 10 Most Bankable Stars in Syndication, O'Dell has also been 
honored with three Associated Press Awards, two Society of Professional Journalists Awards, an 
Emmy Award, seven additional Emmy nominations and the inaugural Beautiful Humanitarian 
Award. In addition, she was nominated twice for the esteemed ICG Publicists Guild Press Award for 
excellence in reporting. O'Dell is also a published author with three best-selling books, including her 
most recent, Here's to Fabulous You!, the winner of the prestigious Addy Award. 
O'Dell regularly contributes her time and talent for philanthropic endeavors. Serving as the 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) national ambassador and a national vice president of the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association, she honors her mother, who passed away in 2008 from ALS 
complications. The following year, she and her family formed a foundation in her mother's name, 
Betty's Battle: Fighting ALS. O'Dell also serves on the American Red Cross's National Celebrity 
Cabinet and is a spokesperson for the March of Dimes. Further, she acts as an international board 
member for Best Buddies, a nonprofit organization devoted to enhancing the lives of people with 
intellectual disabilities and which honored O'Dell with its Spirit of Leadership Award. 
Her home state of South Carolina demonstrated its pride in her accomplishments by designating 
February 1, 2006, as "Nancy O'Dell Day." 
Although she resides in Los Angeles and maintains a hectic professional and personal schedule, 
O'Dell has not forgotten her alma mater, Clemson University. On her Twitter and Facebook pages, 
she often reaches out to the University and its students, sending congratulatory messages to newly 
accepted students, cheering for the Tigers and searching for Clemson students to be recognized as 
ET's fan of the week. 
It is a most significant occasion when Clemson University recognizes and honors one of its own for 
eminent career achievements and stellar representation of the state of South Carolina and Clemson 
University. It is a distinct privilege to present the honorary degree, Doctorate of Humanities, to 
Nancy Humphries O'Dell. 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees and most honored guests of the University. 
Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, 
described under University Regalia. The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors 
that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are listed below. 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval origin. Those 
who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding 
institutions. Academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from institutions in the United States are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar boards with 
tassels. Doctors of philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer than bachelors' 
gowns. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow, while those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. 
Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three 
velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet in the 
discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, degree level is 
signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' the smallest, masters' larger and doctors' quite large and of a different 
shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is 
dark blue, which designates the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the 
awarding institution. The colors are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical or military regalia as set forth by their professions. 
The president of Clemson University wears a purple gown with four velvet bars piped in gold and the university seal 
embroidered on the panels. Each trustee wears a similar gown with three velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an 
embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from 
the awarding school. They are preceded by the university marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal 
wears no hood and bears the university mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional 
but are dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
COLLEGE 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DocToR's DEGREE 
Karen J L Burg, Interim Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, foRESTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Am rita Balachander Koushik ................................................................................. .. ........ Clemson, SC 
B.T., Sastra University 
Dissertation: Role of Phosphoinositide-Based Signaling In Virulence in Entamoeba Histolytica 
Advisor: Dr. L Temesvari 
LeAnna Lorelei Ledford .............................................................................................. Spartanburg, SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Contributions of the Human SSB Complex and Mei5-Swi5 Complex to Homologous 
Recombination 
Advisor: Dr. M Sehorn 
Sunayan Samant Ray .. .................... .. .............................................. .. .................................. Delhi, India 
B.S., Chaudhary Charan Singh University; M.S., Bharathiar University 
Dissertation: Biochemical Investigation into the African Trypanosomes Initiation of Fatty Acid 
Synthesis and Screening for Novel Anti Trypanosomal Drug Compounds 
Advisor: Dr. K Paul 
Biological Sciences 
Takashi Maie ................................................................................................................. Kawasaki, Japan 
B.S., Saint Cloud State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Functional Morphology and Performance of Ecological Systems with Extreme 
Pressures: Predator-Prey Interaction and Waterfull Climbing in Hawaiian Freshwater Gobioid 
Fishes (Teleostei:Gobioidei) 
Advisor: Dr. R Blob 
Poulomi Ray ..................................................................................................................... Kolkata, India 
B.E., West Bengal University of Technology 
Dissertation: Interplay of Mechanical and Molecular Signaling during Chick Middle Ear 
Morphogenesis 
Advisor: Dr. S Chapman 
Carrie Nicole Wells ................................................................................................................. Vilas, NC 
B.S., M.S., Appalachian State University 
Dissertation: The Demographic and Phylogenetic History of the Diana Fritillary, Speyeria Diana 
Advisor: Dr. D Tonkyn 
Environmental Toxicology 
Lance Edward Beecher ...................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Louisiana State University 
Dissertation: Assessment of 17Beta-Estradiol Removal from Wastewater via Abiotic and Biotic 
Routes and Potential Effects on Food Chain Pathways 
Advisor: Dr. S White 
Food Technology 
Linda Carol Creel ........................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Coastal Carolina University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Efficacy of Treatment with Chondroitin Sulfate from Various on Rat Adjuvant 
Induced Arthritis 
Advisor: Dr. D Maurice 
Lahari Surapaneni ........................................................................................ Hanuman Junction, India 
B.T., Osmania University 
Dissertation: Correlation of Physicochemical Properties of Chondroitin Sulfate to its In-Vitro 
Absorption and Anti-Inflammatory Activity 
Advisors: Dr. V Haley-Zitlin and Dr. A Bodine 
Forest Resources 
Celestine Akuma Che .............................................................. .................... .. ...... Bamenda, Cameroon 
B.S., University of Buea; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Regional Soil Project and Adaptation and Interpretation of Soil Judging Competition 
for Cameroon 
Advisor: Dr. E Mikhailova 
Genetics 
Jacob B Spangler ............................................................................................................ Enumclaw, WA 
B.S., Washington State University 
Dissertation: Conserved Noncoding Sequences Regulate Steady-State Mrna Levels in Arabidopsis 
Thaliana 
Advisor: Dr. A Feltus 
Microbiology 
Uma Vikas Mahajan ................................. .. .... ..... ... .. ... ............................................. ... ... Mumbai, India 
B.S., M.S., University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: Analysis of the Interaction of Francisella tularensis LVS and Legionella pneumophila 
Biofilms with Components of the Aquatic Environment 
Advisor: Dr. T McNealy 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Amy Hackney Blackwell.. ................................................................................................ Greenville, SC 
B.A., Duke University; M.A., Vanderbilt University; J.D., University of Virginia 
Dissertation: Remaking the South Carolina Botanical Garden 
Advisor: Dr. P McMillan 
Stephen P Ficklin .............................................................................................................. Clemson, SC 
B.S., Brigham Young University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Predicting Complex Phenotype-Genotype Relationships in Grasses: A Systems 
Genetics Approach 
Advisor: Dr. F Feltus 
2 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Planning, Design and the Built Environment 
Erik Benjamin Simon .......................................................................................................... Seattle, WA 
B.S., University of Washington 
Dissertation: Public Participation in Brownfield Redevelopment: The Role of Public Participation 
in State Administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs 
Advisor: Or. M Lauria 
Brooklynn Joy Wynveen ...................................................................................................... Anoka, MN 
B.A., University of Maryland; M.S., Texas A & M University 
Dissertation: Attaining Sustainable Behavior among Non-Environmentally-Motivated Individuals: 
A Formative Experiment 
Advisor: Dr. C Ellis 
Rhetorics, Communication and Information Design 
James Michael Butts ....................................................................................................... Columbus, OH 
A.B., College of Charleston; M.A., Winthrop University 
Dissertation: Seven Strangers: Rhetorical Devices for Hospitality, Epiphany, and Repentance in 
the Media Flood 
Advisor: Or. C Haynes 
Steven Keoni Holmes ................................................................................................. Walla Walla, WA 
B.A., M.A., Washington State University 
Dissertation: Actants, Agents, and Assemblages: Delivery and Writing in the Age of New Media 
Advisor: Dr. V Vitanza 
Stephen James Lind ........................................................................................................... ..... Hope, MI 
B.S., Liberty University; M.A., University of Illinois 
Dissertation: Schulz's Religion: Exploring Faith in the Mainstream Media through the Peanuts 
Franchise 
Advisor: Or. A Billings 
CoLLEGE OF BusiNESS AND BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Wallace A Campbell ................................................................................................... Montgomery, AL 
B.A., Bucknell University 
Dissertation: Option Valuation of Timberland and the Effects of Parcelization on Forest Valuation 
and Management 
Advisor: Or. S Templeton 
Economics 
Sine Kontbay ...................................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.A., Dokuz Eylul University 
Dissertation: Growth Beyond the Threshold 
Advisor: Or. M Jerzmanowski 
3 
Economics (continued) 
Laura Marie Lamontagne ............ .... .. ..... ... .. .... .. .... .. .......... .. ..... .. .... ..... ... ....... ... .. ... .......... . Andover, MA 
B.A., University of Massachusetts; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Essays on Energy Economics & Legislative Impacts: An Analysis of Renewable 
Portfolio Standards 
Advisor: Dr. R Sauer 
Human Factors Psychology 
Nicole Lee Fink ..................................................................................................................... Odessa, FL 
B.A., Florida Gulf Coast University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Picture Superiority Effect in Prospective Memory: Examining the Influence of Age 
and Attention Load 
Advisor: Dr. R Pak 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Meline Marie Schaffer ........ ... ..... .............. ..... .. ............... .... .... ..... ......... .. .... .... ..... ... ....... Fayetteville, AR 
B.A., University of Arkansas; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Mentoring-Burnout Relationship and Predictors of Nurse Mentoring Behavior 
Advisor: Dr. M Taylor 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Automotive Engineering 
Michael O'Neal Arant································································································: Williamston, SC 
B.S., M.S. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Stability Control of Triple Trailer Vehicles 
Advisor: Dr. T Kurfess 
Yujie Chen ....................................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Harbin Institute Technology; M.S., University of North Texas 
Dissertation: Prediction of Subsurface Damage During Machining Nickel-based Superalloys 
Advisor: Dr. T Kurfess 
Dmytro Konobrytskyi ............................................................................................ Simferopol, Ukraine 
B.S., Odessa National University 
Dissertation: Automated CNC Tool Path Planning and Machining Simulation on Highly Parallel 
Computing Architectures 
Advisor: Dr. T Kurfess 
Robert John Mau ...................................................................... ... ....................................... Laurens, SC 
B.S., University of California; M.S., National University; M.S., Oakland University 
Dissertation: Improving Conceptual Vehicle Design Maturity through Multi-Objective Systems 
Integration and Optimization Techniques using Hybrid Low-Order Models 
Advisor: Dr. P Venhovens 
Qin Shen ................................................................... ...... ................................................ Jiangsu, China 
B.E., Tianjin University 
Dissertation: Impact-acoustic Evaluation Method of Internal Crack in Rubber Composite 
Structure 
Advisor: Dr. M Omar 
4 
Automotive Engineering (continued) 
Baitao Xiao .................................................................................................................. Shenzhen, China 
B. E., South China Agriculture University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Adaptive Model-Based Combustion Phasing Control for Multi Fuel Spark-Ignition 
Engines 
Advisor: Dr. R Prucka 
Bioengineering 
John Neilson Barry ............................................................................................................ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Sustained Release of Estrogens from PEGylated Nanoparticles for Treatment of 
Secondary Spinal Cord Injury 
Advisor: Dr. A Vertegel 
Eleni Marina Katsanevakis ........................................................................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
B.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Engineering a Biomimetic Structure for Human Long Bone Regeneration 
Advisor: Dr. M Laberge 
Victor D Maximov ............................................................................................................. Elista, Russia 
B.S., M.S., Moscow State University 
Dissertation: Design of Gene Analysis System to the Single Cell Level using PCR Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. A Vertegel 
Erin Pardue Sproul .......................................................................................................... Lexington, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Identification of Novel Genes and Transcription Factors Regulating Elastic Fiber 
Formation through Expression Profiling Analysis of Elastogenic Models 
Advisor: Dr. M LaBerge 
Andrew Jeffrey Sweeney ................................................................................................... Pendleton, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., Virginia Tech 
Dissertation: In Vitro Chemotaxis Assays to Investigate Cell Migration at Choice Points 
Advisor: Dr. Z Gao 
Yongren Wu ................................................................................................. ..... ................ . Clemson, SC 
B.S., Tianjin University; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: Integrating Biomechanics and Cell Physiology to Understanding IVD Nutrition and 
Cell Homeostasis 
Advisor: Dr. H Yao 
Biosystems Engineering 
Arpan Jain ..................................................................................................................... Rajasthan, India 
B.E., Visveswaraiah Technological University 
Dissertation: Process Development for Pretreatment of Lignocellulosic Biomass for the Production 
of Bioproducts 
Advisor: Dr. T Walker 
Chemical Engineering 
Rebecca Marie Alway-Cooper ...... .. ...................................... ...... ...................... ...... ............... Seneca, SC 
B.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: Structure-Property Relationship of Nanomodified Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers 
Advisor: Dr. A Ogale 
5 
Chemical Engineering (continued) 
Milagro Del Carmen Marroquin ................................................................... San Salvador, El Salvador 
B.S., Universidad Centroamericana 
Dissertation: Novel Design and Characterization Methods for Membranes in Chromatography and 
Filtration Applications 
Advisor: Or. S Husson 
Mary Katherine Mitchell ..................................................................................................... Fishkill, NY 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Dissertation: Degradation of Aliphatic Polyesters: Poly (lactic acid) and Poly (butylene 
succinate-co-adipate) 
Advisor: Dr. 0 Hirt 
Chemistry 
Hongyu Chen ............................ .. ................................... .. .............................................. Wuhan, China 
B.S., Wuhan University 
Dissertation: Multifunctional Nanophosphors For Tissue Imaging And Drug Delivery 
Advisor: Dr. J Anker 
Marcel Fallet .................................................................................................................... Columbus, NE 
B.S., Creighton University 
Dissertation: Bombardment of Graphite and Amorphous Carbon Surfaces Using Molecular 
Dynamics Simulations: Toward a More Realistic Experimental Model 
Advisor: Or. S Stuart 
Brynna Jayne Laughlin ......................................................................................... West Carrollton, OH 
B.S., Hillsdale College 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Chromophores and Semiconducting Polymers 
Incorporating a 1,4-Fluorenylene Scaffold 
Advisor: Or. R Smith 
Christopher Cole Underwood ..................................................................................... Port Orange, FL 
B.S., University of Central Florida; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Hydrothermal Synthesis, Structural Determination, and Spectroscopy of Novel 
Fluorides and Borates 
Advisor: Dr. J Kalis 
Civil Engineering 
Corey Anthony Cattano ......................................................................................... New Providence, NJ 
B.S., Lafayettee College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Measuring the Vulnerability to Natural Disasters of Residential Buildings 
Advisor: Dr. L Klotz 
Yiming He ................................................................................................................ Guangzhou, China 
B.E., South China University of Technology 
Dissertation: Vehicle-Infrastructure Integration Enabled Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles for 
Energy Management 
Advisor: Dr. M Chowdhury 
Zhiyun Li .......................................................................................................................... Jinhua, China 
B.S., M.S., Oalian University of Technology 
Dissertation: Development and Evaluation of an Intelligent Transportation Systems-Based 
Architecture for Electric Vehicles 
Advisor: Dr. M Chowdhury 
6 
Civil Engineering (continued) 
Sujay Math ............................... ................................ ........................................................... Hubli, India 
B.E., Visveswaraiah Technological University; M.S., Clemson University . 
Dissertation: Optimization of Ternary Concrete Mixture Proportions using Statistical 
Mixture-Design Technique: Simplex-Centroid Design 
Advisor: Dr. P Rangaraju 
Jeffery Maurice Plumblee II ....................................................................................... Travelers Rest, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Incorporating Disaster Resistance into Life Cycle Assessment 
Advisor: Dr. L Klotz 
Computer Engineering 
Robert Bryan Willimon ................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Sensing Highly Non-Rigid Objects with RGBD Sensors for Robotic Systems 
Advisor: Dr. S Birchfield 
Computer Science 
Svetlana V Drachova-Strang .................................................................................. Zaporozhye, Ukraine 
B.A., Zaporozhye State University; M.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Teaching and Assessment of Mathematical Principles for Software Correctness using 
a Reasoning Concept Inventory 
Advisor: Dr. M Sitaraman 
Electrical Engineering 
Wei Liu ................................. ............................................................................................. Clemson, SC 
B. E.; M.S., University of Electronic Science and Technology 
Dissertation: Electromagnetic Scattering of Three-Dimensional (3D) Objects Embedded in a Half 
Space with Random Rough Surfaces 
Advisor: Dr. X Xu 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Richard Jason Hall ........................................................................................................... Newburgh, IN 
B.A., University of Southern Indiana; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Aerosol Delivery as a Method for Enhancing Remedial Applications in 
Contaminated Vadose Zones 
Advisor: Dr. L Murdoch 
Human Centered Computing 
Joshua lme Asukwo Ekandem ........................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.A., Auburn University 
Dissertation: Ambient Hues and Audible Cues: An Approach to Automotive User Interface 
Design using Peripheral Multi-Modal Feedback 
Advisor: Dr. J Gilbert 
Kinnis Kyle Gosha ........................................................................................................ Phenix City, AL 
B.S. Albany State University; M.S. Auburn University 
Dissertation: The Application of Embodied Conversational Agents for Mentoring African 
American Stem Doctoral Students 
Advisor: Dr. J Gilbert 
7 
Industrial Engineering 
Gregory Louis Boylan ........................................................................................................... Seneca, SC 
B.S., United States Military Academy; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Robust Parameter Design in Complex Engineering Systems: Analytics, Modeling, 
and Optimization under Asymmetric and High-Variability Conditions 
Advisor: Dr. B Cho 
Yuan-Han Huang ............................................................................................................. Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., I-Shou University; M.A., National Taiwan University; M.S., State University of New York 
Dissertation: Evolution of Medication Administration Workflow in Implementing Electronic 
Health Record System 
Advisor: Dr. K Gramopadhye 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Stephanie Lynn Morris ................................................................................................. East Aurora, NY 
B.A., B.S., Alfred University 
Dissertation: Glass-Clad Semiconductor Core Optical Fibers 
Advisor: Dr. J Ballato 
Mathematical Sciences 
Min Wang ......................................................................................................................... Anhui, China 
B.A., Concordia University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Bayesian Hypothesis Testing and Variable Selection in High Dimensional Regression 
Advisor: Dr. X Sun 
Qi Zheng ......................................................................................................................... Jiangsu, China 
B.S., Nanjin University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Adaptively-Weighted Kernel Regression 
Advisor: Dr. C Gallagher 
Mechanical Engineering 
Joshua William Finn ............................................................................................... Moncks Corner, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Thermoelectric Devices Modeling and Control with Applications to Human Subject 
Safety and System Design 
Advisor: Dr. J Wagner 
Christy Leigh Herran ...... ..... ............................................................................................ Greenville, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Jet Instability and Droplets Formation for Bioprinting Applications 
Advisor: Dr. N Coutris 
Ravindra Shiva Charan Masana ........... ...................................................................... Hyderabad, India 
B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Understanding the Role of Nonlinearities in the Transduction of Vibratory Energy 
Harvesters 
Advisor: Dr. M Daqaq 
Timothy C Reeves ....................................................................... .. ......... .... ........... ............. Clemson, SC 
B.S., Pensacola Christian College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Prediction of Appropriate Discrete Element Parameters for Modeling the Strength of 
Sandy Soils for Wheel/Soil Traction Applications 
Advisor: Dr. S Biggers 
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Physics 
Zhe Zhang ..................................................................................................................... Jilin City, China 
B.S., Jilin University; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: In Silico Modeling the Effect of Single Point Mutations Rescuing the Effect by Small 
Molecules Binding 
Advisor: Dr. E Alexov 
Song Zhu ........................................................................................................................... Hebei, China 
B.S., Beijing Jiaotong University 
Dissertation: Thermoelectric Study of InSb Secondary Phase Based Nano Composite Materials 
Advisor: Dr. T Tritt 
Polymer and Fiber Science 
Jessica Marie Domino ....................................................................................................... Hanahan, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Production and Characterization of a Multi-Functional Fiber-Based Composite 
for use in Protective Clothing 
Advisor: Dr. P Brown 
Steven Lee Saville ................................................................................................................ Canton, GA 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Aqueous Suspensions of Polymer Coated Magnetite Nanoparticles: Colloidal 
Stability, Specific Absorption Rate, and Transverse Relativity 
Advisor: Dr. 0 Mefford 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Heather Rogers Brooker .................................................................................................. Greenville, SC 
B.S., Wake Forest University; M.S., Medical University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: The Effects of Visual Imagery and Keyword Cues on Third Grade Readers' Memory, 
Comprehension, and Vocabulary of Narrative and Expository Text 
Advisor: Dr. L Gambrell 
William Alan Kerns, Jr ........................................................................................................ Sanford, FL 
B.A., Stetson University; M.Ed., University of Central Florida 
Dissertation: Demonstrating Reflection: A Content Analysis of Reflection that Teacher 
Candidates Demonstrate in Writing after Conducting Classroom Inquiry 
Advisor: Dr. L Medford 
Educational Leadership 
Emily Riester Green ......................................................................................................... Pendleton, SC 
B.A., University of South Carolina; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Virtual High School Graduates: A Phenomenological Study Investigating Transitions 
to Postsecondary Environments 
Advisor: Dr. P Havice 
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Educational Leadership (continued) 
Dena R Kniess ................................................................................................................. Pendleton, SC 
B.S., M.A., Slippery Rock University 
Dissertation: Underrepresented Students· Perceptions of their Second-Year in College: A 
Phenomenological Study 
Advisor: Dr. P Havice 
Laura Catherine O'Laughlin ........................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Northern Michigan University; M.A., University of South Florida 
Dissertation: The Least Restrictive Environment Clause of IDEA and Institutional Able ism: A 
Critical Discourse Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. J Lindle 
Chinasa Ada Ordu ................................................................................................ Stone Mountain, GA 
B.S., University of Georgia; M.Ed., Valdosta State University 
Dissertation: The Perceptions of Increased Debt on the College Choice and Enrollment of Rural 
Low-Income Students 
Advisor: Dr. P First 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
John Adam Beeco ................................................................................................................... Easley, SC 
B.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Integrating Spatial Modeling into Recreational Planning in Parks and Protected Areas 
Advisor: Dr. J Hallo 
Lan-Lan Chang ......................................................................................................... Changhua, Taiwan 
B.A., Feng Chia University; M.B.A., Da-Yeh University 
Dissertation: Influencing Factors on Creative Tourists Revisiting Intentions: The Roles of Motiva-
tion, Experience and Perceived Value 
Advisor: Dr. K Backman 
Tracy Lynn Mainieri ............................................................................................................... Easley, SC 
B.A., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Engendering Civic Engagement and Social Capital in a Structured Camp Curriculum 
Advisor: Dr. D Anderson 
GRADUATE ScHooL 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
International Family and Community Studies 
Michaela Kabelkova .......................................................................................... Kadan, Czech Republic 
M.S., University of South Bohemia 
Dissertation: Factors Influencing Volunteering Among the Elderly in the Czech Republic 
Advisor: Dr. M Small 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND MASTER'S DEGREE 
Karen J L Burg, Interim Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, fORESTRY 
AND LIFE SciENCEs 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Paula Borne Beecher ................................. ... ..... Clemson, SC 
Christina Melissa Leard ............................... Westminster, SC 
James Graham Murphy .................................... Concord, NC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Russell Davis Buchanan ................................... Anderson, SC 
LayLa Burgess ........................................................ Seneca, SC 
Joseph David Hammond .................................... Lilburn, GA 
Alex Charles Londeau ........................................ Bluffton, SC 
James McQueen Simons, Jr ............................ Holly Hill, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Lauren Holly Brown .......................................... Six Mile, SC 
Meredith Cole Donaldson ................................ Hickory, NC 
Asher Michael Wright ....................................... Marietta, GA 
Biological Sciences 
Jordan Troy Burbage .......................................... Barnwell, SC 
Bryan D Carl... ................................................ Greenville, SC 
Ryan Dalby ............................................................. Wylie, TX 
Laura Beth Boroughs Haffner ......................... Cimarron, KS 
Katherine A Heldt .................................... Downingtown, PA 
Michael Dennis Hill .................................... Sacramento, CA 
John Peter Kilgallen ............................................. Liberty, SC 
Julianne Lynn Pierson .............................. Bloomington, MN 
Heathe Sibrans Provost ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Monica Adell Thompson-Salters .................... Columbia, SC 
Entomology 
Ying Mo ........................................................ Nanning, China 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jessica Teague Dahle ............................................. Belton, SC 
Food, Nutrition and Culinary Sciences 
Ibtehal Albasher Alsallaiy ................................. Zawia, Libyan 
Amanda Lauren Ancona ................................... East Islip, NY 
Katherine Elaine Ancona ................................. East Islip, NY 
Sarah Ann Borowicz ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Timothy Michael Broderick, Jr. ..................... Bethel Park, PA 
Ahmet Buyukyavuz .................................... Seydisehir, Turkey 
Chad Thomas Carter .......................... North Charleston, SC 
Xi Chen ............................................................... Central, SC 
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Food, Nutrition and Culinary Sciences (continued) 
Junshu Diao ............................................. Chongqing, China 
JoAnna Tess Gorcesky ......................................... Milton, NY 
Mallory Brooke Haynie .................................... Anderson, SC 
Hsiang-Chi Huang .......................................... Taipei, Taiwan 
Kevin James Johnson ........................................... Taylors, SC 
Chinmay Suresh Naphade .................................. Nasik, India 
Sara Lane Stancil ................................................ Central, SC 
Zhuoran Sun ............................................... Shanghai, China 
Brian Christopher Wedell ....................................... Irmo, SC 
Forest Resources 
Steven A Ham ............................................. Goose Creek, SC 
Adam Michael Rose ..................................... Beverly Hills, FL 
Karen Hope Vaughn ............................ Stone Mountain, GA 
Microbiology 
Ryan Everett Hammonds ..................................... Athens, GA 
Packaging Science 
Daniel Edward Hutcherson .................................... Greer, SC 
Rachel Caroline Randall ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Emily Kate Thackston ............................................. Greer, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
James Richard Gann ........................... Kingston Springs, TN 
Mengxuan Hu .............................................. Changde, China 
Garrett Andrew Ridge ............................... Hackettstown, NJ 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Brett Hunter Quattlebaum .......................... St Matthews, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Reisha A Allport .................................... Trafalgar, Dominica 
Nicholas Adam Barrett ............................................ lrmo, SC 
John M Bartlett ................................................... Chester, VA 
Lauren Ann Boulier ....................................... Jacksonville, FL 
Laura Melton Boykin ..................................... Columbus, GA 
Thomas Campbell ............................................... Atlanta, GA 
Sara Elizabeth Cheikelard .............................. Clearwater, FL 
Judith Leigh Crews ............................................. Dayton, TN 
Joshua da Silva Atria ................................................ lrmo, SC 
Chen Fang .................................................. Hangzhou, China 
Adrienne Leigh Fulmer. ......................................... Easley, SC 
Katrina Ann Fumagali ........................................... Miami, FL 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (continued) 
Daniel Kyusung Han ............................................. Seneca, SC 
Ke Huang .................................................... Shenzhen, China 
Laura Lynn Hutton ............................................... Seneca, SC 
Yu Jiang .................................................... Chongqing, China 
Min Ji Kim ......................................................... Seoul, Korea 
Julia Anne Knorr ...................................... San Francisco, CA 
Elsa Jacquelyn Kosegarten Garz .................... Saltillo, Mexico 
Minglu Lin ....................................................... Fujian, China 
Elise Michel Little ........................................... Charlotte, NC 
Lisa Maria Marchi ............................................ Scottsdale, AZ 
Joseph Matthew Martin .................................... Highland, MI 
Andrew Scott Pardue ................................ Heath Springs, SC 
Christopher Ewin Paris ............................ Winter Springs, FL 
Joseph Jacob Podolski ..................................... New Lenox, IL 
Samuel John Pruitt. ............................................ Cheraw, SC 
LeRone Rogues Smalls .......................................... Vance, SC 
Christopher Michael Strang ........................... Greenville, SC 
Jeff Welsh Treitz ............................................... Louisville, KY 
Dalton Reid Watson .......................................... Monetta, SC 
Carolyn Patricia Woods .............................. Toronto, Canada 
Ryan David Woods ............................................... Austin, TX 
Shuo Yang ................................................... Shenyang, China 
Lindsay Lanier Yarborough ............................. Columbia, SC 
Jingjie Zhao ................................. .................... Beijing, China 
Artemiy N Zheltov .......................................... Lexington, SC 
Xuefei Zheng ..................................................... Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Felicia Boulware .............................................. Fort Lawn, SC 
Raven Macrae Campbell.. ............................ Westminster, SC 
Jennifer A Folz .......................................................... Ely, MN 
W Ryan Hall ...................................................... Cordova, TN 
Nicholas Holcomb ................................................. Elkin, NC 
Alyson Leigh Leslie .......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
John Patrick Longshore ........................................... Irma, SC 
Leif Eric Otteson .............................................. Madison, WI 
Christopher Dale Pettit ....................................... Gaffney, SC 
Kyle Ryan Prebble ..................................... Silver Spring, MD 
Olena Tokmylenko ..................................... Kharkiv, Ukraine 
Matthew Vinke ............................................... Charlotte, NC 
Anna Victoria Whitener ....................................... Seneca, SC 
Kristen Lee Howard Wyche ............................ Greenville, SC 
Corey Scott Young ....................................... Centreville, MD 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND 
MANAGEMENT 
John Evans Davis ................................................ Chester, SC 
Vishwaja Nityanand Ghate ............................ Mumbai, India 
Jeremy Alan Long .................................................... lrmo, SC 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Maria Decker Ghys ............................................ Bluffton, SC 
Katherine Muriel Lloyd ...................................... Mullins, SC 
John Christopher Pay .................................... Greenville, MS 
Beyza Sen ..................................................... Trabzon, Turkey 
Yang Song ....................................................... Wuhan, China 
Priyanka R Van kina ............................................. Athens, GA 
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MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
(Master of Real Estate Development is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Business and Behavioral Science.) 
Brett Lea Basnight .................................... Newport News, VA 
James Gabriel Chatham ................................. Alpharetta, GA 
Anthony Maurice Cox ............................................ Greer, SC 
Matthew David Evans ....................................... Lebanon, TN 
Whitney Marie Ferguson .................................. Leicester, NC 
Stephanie Lynn Hawkins ..................................... Chicago, IL 
Andrew Michael Molnar. ................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
Ellen Meryl Mundy ......................................... Columbia, SC 
Julian Jacobs Nexsen Ill ................................ Greenwood, SC 
John Richard Olin ........................................... Copiague, NY 
Martin Thomas Sarkees, Jr ................................. Central, SC 
Robinson Adams Villa ................................. Haddonfield, NJ 
Wongyu You ................................................. Jeongeup, Korea 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Jason Nathaniel Adams ................................ Harrisburg, NC 
Carly Dyan Drew .................................................... Greer, SC 
Ann Kaplan ................................................. Washington, DC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Communication, Technology and Society 
Sarah Elizabeth Arbogast ........................ North Canton, OH 
Madeline Marie Blair. ........................................ St Joseph, IL 
Brandon Carl Boatwright.. ............................. Lexington, SC 
Colleen Elizabeth Dungey .......................... Beavercreek, OH 
Elizabeth Ann Muckensturm .............................. Findlay, OH 
Lauren Rose Rauchwarter ................................... Eagan, MN 
English 
Sophia Marguerite Basaldua ............................ Savannah, GA 
Erica Lynn Britenburg ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Steffanie Danielle Golliher. ................................ Mason, OH 
Jacob Wes Greene .......................................... Jacksonville, FL 
Yangchun Li ............................................... Shandong, China 
History 
Emily Fleming Chandler ...................................... Belton, SC 
Leah Susan Egofske ..................................... Crown Point, IN 
Heidi Baldwin McKee .......................................... .Seneca, SC 
Laura Ashley Mogel .............................................. Seneca, SC 
Jonathan Ames Monroe .................................. Arlington, VA 
Angelica R Mountainspring .............................. Clemson, SC 
Brett Edward Vigil .............................................. Duluth, GA 
Leslie Denita Whitmire .................................. Columbia, SC 
Professional Communication 
Kathleen Louise Baker. ............................. Worthington, OH 
William Allen Cook Blalock, Jr ......................... Augusta, GA 
Joel Parker Evans ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Professional Communication (continued) 
Matthew Charles Floyd ...................................... Valdese, NC 
Samuel Jackson Fuller .................................... Greenville, SC 
Abigail Schlacter Johnson ................................... Findlay, OH 
Chelsie Louise Messenger ...................................... Easley, SC 
William Wood Pope ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
William Joseph Qualkinbush ............................. Central, SC 
Heidi Renee Stewart ........................................ Ravenna, OH 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Historic Preservation 
(Historic Preservation is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the College of Charleston.) 
Laurel Lynne Bartlett .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Charlotte Hewitt Causey .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Emily Anne Ford ............................................. Lake Mary, FL 
Julianne White Johnson ............................... Winter Park, FL 
Pamela Marotta Kendrick .......................... Williamsburg, VA 
Wendy Danielle Madill ....................................... Canton, GA 
Neale Canter Nickels ........................................... Orange, VA 
Rebecca Anne Quandt .............................. Valley Center, KS 
Mary Margaret Schley .................................... Columbus, GA 
Elizabeth Anne Shaw ....................................... Shelbyville, IL 
Karl Philip Sondermann ............................... Charleston, SC 
Julia Anne Tew .................................................. Zebulon, NC 
Amy Elizabeth Uebel... .................................. Martinsville, IN 
Daniel Heinz Watts ........................................... Roanoke, VA 
CoLLEGE OF BusiNEss AND 
BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Stephen Simon Apple .................................... Greenville, SC 
Emily Katherine Armes .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Paul J Ballenger ............................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Megan Ann Blaettler .................................... New Berlin, WI 
Zachary Kurt Blaettler. ........................................ Atlanta, GA 
Chia-Hui Chien .............................................. Taipei, Taiwan 
Natalie Dennis Collins ................................... Greenville, SC 
J Renee Hose D'Agostino ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Matthew Joel Gilreath ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
lain Douglas Grant ............................................... Moore, SC 
Clay D Jester ................................................... Greenville, SC 
Brian James Kauer ............................................ Walhalla, SC 
Robert Chase Lanier. ............................................. Easley, SC 
Chang Liu ................................................. Zhengzhou, China 
Karen Lynn Mayberry ......................................... Ludlow, MA 
Pooja Mosam ........................................................ Griffin, GA 
Jeffery Maurice Plumblee !!.. .................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Joseph Jacob Podolski ..................................... New Lenox, IL 
William Gibson Ritter, Jr ................................. Anderson, SC 
lmran ullah Shaikh ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Anurag Sharma ..................................... Ghaziabad Up, India 
Brent Evan Silver ......................................... Weaverville, NC 
Jarvis Scott Smallfield ...................................... Woodruff, SC 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 
Frank David Smith, Jr ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Randolph T wery ............................. Greenville, SC 
Ryan Hale Whitaker ....................................... Brooksville, FL 
Jui-Tan Yeh .................................................. Hsinchu, Taiwan 
Robert Tillman Yoder Ill ................................ VanWyck, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Gregory Burns .............................................. Schenectady, NY 
Jie Chen ............................................ Inner Mongolia, China 
Alexander Joseph Fiore .............................. Harrisonburg, VA 
Ailin He .................................................... Guangzhou, China 
Xiaolong He .................................................... Beijing, China 
Xuanhao He .................................................. Zhejiang, China 
Byung Gyu Jeong .................................................. Seneca, SC 
Eunjeong Kim ................................................... Busan, Korea 
Han Liu ............................................................. Hebei, China 
Na Lu ................................................................ Clemson, SC 
Aiwei Mao ....................................................... Beijing, China 
Haley Virginia O'Steen ................................... Huntsville, AL 
Xiyan Tan ........................................................ Hunan, China 
Yaqi Wang .................................................. Shandong, China 
Qing Wei ....................................................... Luoyang, China 
Zhuang Zheqi ................................................ Baoding, China 
Huidong Zhou .................................................... Central, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Haotian Feng .................................................. Beijing, China 
Michelle Ilana Gottfried ........................ Goldens Bridge, NY 
Sohaib Hasan ............................................... Lincoln Park, NJ 
Naghmeh Rabii .............................................. Alexandria, VA 
Julie Claire Welch ............................................... McLean, VA 
Applied Psychology 
Julie Michelle Birckbichler ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Ellis ................................. St Pete Beach, FL 
Mary Elizabeth Mossey ..................................... Acworth, GA 
Hannah Jeanne Murphy ................................ Little Rock, AR 
James N Salley ................................................... Clemson, SC 
Applied Sociology 
Yue Chen ............................................................ Hefei, China 
Hannah Marie Jefferies ................................... Charlotte, NC 
Pamela Joyce Ramey .............................................. Seneca, SC 
Erin Greneker Grey Shealy ............................. Columbia, SC 
Yiwei Zhou ................................................. Changsha, China 
Graphic Communications 
Corinne Anne Carnes ........................................... Aiken, SC 
Prem Visuthiphol... .................................. Bangkok, Thailand 
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Management Civil Engineering 
Chengbo Fu .................................................. Zhejiang, China MD Ariful Haque Bhuiyan ...................... Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Greg Robert LaChance ................................... Hoschton, GA Cornelius Roosevelt Bolling III ........................... Taylors, SC 
Julius Warren McAlpine ........................ ............ Hickory, NC Eric Alexander Carr. ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Chao Zhang ................................................ Chengdu, China Linbo Chen .................................................. Guizhou, China 
Anthony Nicholas DiPrima ................................... Easley, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
Matthew Charles Egeberg .................................... Adams, NY 
Kimberly Lynn Faist ........................................ Melbourne, FL 
Jordan Andrew Fiedler ................................... Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS Kristin Elizabeth Fisher ......................................... Jasper, GA 
Xiaoyang Fu ....................................................... Clemson, SC 
Digital Production Arts Austin Gregory Gillen ........................................ Duncan, SC 
Zachariah Jestyn Inks ....................................... Piedmont, SC 
Chaoren Li .................................................. Kunming, China 
Daniel Dean McCoy .............................................. Seward, lL 
Nicholas Shomari McElveen ............................. Florence, SC 
Jaime Alberto Mundo ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Kiel Matthew Pease ....................................... Hawthorne, CA 
Christyna N ichole Wilson .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Ashley Michelle Haydock ...................................... Inman, SC 
Andrew Rynkun Lisicki ................................. Folly Beach, SC 
Brian George Maleck .......................................... Central, SC 
Graham E Malone .......................................... Columbia, SC 
David Michael Matheny ......................................... Aiken, SC 
Patrick Michael Murphy ................................. Sugar Hill, GA 
Andrew Charles Pagels ................................... Charleston, SC 
Sami Pant ................................................. Kathmandu, Nepal 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING Ryan Wil Poole ................................................... Cheraw, SC Earl Wade Shealy III ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Industrial Engineering Hailong Sun .................................................. Baoding, China 
Hunter Samuel Truette .................................. Baltimore, MD 
Kris R Frederes .................................................. Hoboken, NJ Rodrick Jamar Tucker ...................................... Newberry, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Eugene Brian Turner, Jr .................................. Greenville, SC 
Han Wang ................................................... Chengdu, China 
Automotive Engineering 
Donald Wayne West III ............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Mengyu Yang ..................................................... Xi · an, China 
Andrew Scott Evans ................................... Eden Prairie, MN Jeffrey Larry Zimmerman ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Dayu Feng ....................................................... Tianjin, China 
Hakan Kazan .................................................. Ankara, Turkey 
Computer Engineering 
David Paul Miller ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Thagoor Vallabhaneni ............................... Hyderabad, India 
Shane David Snyder ........................................ Newberry, SC 
Nicholas Alston Watts .................................... Columbia, SC 
Bioengineering Computer Science 
Faraz Mirza Baig .............................................. Columbia, SC 
Nitin Nagraj Balakrishnan ................................ Clemson, SC 
Arthur Nathan Brodsky .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Grace Margaret Adams Dion ............................... Sumter, SC 
Nicole Elizabeth Durig ................................. Blythewood, SC 
Chelsea Lea Ex-Lubeskie ............................. Goose Creek, SC 
Bradley Ryan Johns .............................................. Mobile, AL 
Virginia Elizabeth King .......................................... Aiken, SC 
Justin Andrew Marro ................................... Orangeburg, SC 
Brittany Ho McGowan ......................................... Gurnee, lL 
Ariel Marie Nissan .......................................... Ridgecrest, CA 
Leah Eileen Nunez ................................................. Jupiter, FL 
Margeaux Marie Rogers ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Rasika Shashikant Surpali ............................ Dharwad, India 
Bryan Richard Thurston ........................................ Berlin, CT 
Erika Ashley Trent ..................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kun Zheng .................................................... Nanjing, China 
Nigitha Reddy Alugubelli .......................... Hyderabad, India 
Samuel Casacio ........................................... Isle of Palms, SC 
Yingxia Chen .............................................. Shanghai, China 
Viswanath Chennuru ......................... Visakhapatnam, India 
Patrick Samuel Dukes ................................... Blythewood, SC 
Ernest Gerrie Duncan IV .............................. Charleston, SC 
Siddartha Reddy Eleti ................................ Hyderabad, India 
Liang Fang ........................................................ Anhui, China 
Tanuja Gadde ............................................. Vijayawada, India 
Jinen Kirti Gandhi ........................................ Dombivli, India 
Nanda Kishore Gundapaneni ................... Hyderabad, India 
Sakthi Krithiga Sathyanarayana Gurumaharaj. Clemson, SC 
Neeraj Jain ......................................................... Ajmer, India 
Abhay Arun Jalisatgi .......................................... Thane, India 
Aniket Prashant Joshi .......................................... Pune, India 
Ravi Teja Kadiyam ..................................... Hyderabad, India 
Zhi Li ............................................................... Zhuhai, China 
Biosystems Engineering 
Vamshi Krishna Machanapally .................. Hyderabad, India 
Nigilya Malar Mani ........................................ Chennai, India 
David Stephen Morris ................................. Georgetown, SC 
Stephen Wood Taylor .......................................... Marion, SC 
Akash Mudubagilu ....................................... Bangalore, India 
Abhishek Jayant Naik.. ......................................... Pune, India 
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Computer Science (continued) Industrial Engineering (continued) 
Reddy Siddarth Nomula .................................. Solapur, India Sreenath Chalil Madathil.. .............................. Kannur, India 
Andrew Daniel Ouzts .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Satheesh Kumar Chandran ...................... Coimbatore, India 
Hiranmayi Sheshagiri Pai ............................. Bangalore, India Magdi Ahmed El Had iri ............................. Benghazi, Libyan 
Vishwanath Ramkrishna Patil ........................... Thane, India Swapnil Madhao Gaulkar. ............................... Nagpur, India 
Gowtham Ram Rajaram ................................ Chennai, India France LaShay Jackson .................................... Columbia, SC 
Archith Rapaka .......................................... Hyderabad, India Pranav Prashant Kulkarni .................................... Pune, India 
Samarth Bimal Shah ........................................ Navsari, India Siyuan Li ...................................................... Liaoning, China 
Qiyue Sheng ..................................................... Gansu, China Yuliang Nan ..................................................... Harbin, China 
Sameer Sherwani .............................................. Clemson, SC Abhishek Rabindranath Nayak ....................... Gainesville, FL 
Karthiknathan Srinivasan .............................. Chennai, India Chi rag Ojha ............................................. Ahmedabad, India 
Zhengrui Sun ...................................................... Central, SC Meera Ramachandran ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Justin Thomas ..................................................... Nasik, India Ali Ibrahim Rasheed ..................................... Okara, Pakistan 
Anlin Wang ........................................................ Hefei, China Mohit Vazir ................................................ Hyderabad, India 
Degree Awarded Posthumously Bryan Michael Wright ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Yanyan Wang ................................................ Xuchang, China Wei Zhao ....................................................... Nanjing, China 
J ie Zhang ........................................................... Clemson, SC 
Yuefeng Zhou ................................................. Xuzhou, China Materials Science and Engineering 
Electrical Engineering Alexander George Evert ........................................ Seneca, SC 
James Brandon Marro .................................. Orangeburg, SC 
Gregory Allen Abbott ...................................... Anderson, SC Graham Miller Shepherd .................................... Taylors, SC 
Emrah Benli ................................................. Trabzon, Turkey 
Katherine Celeste Cameron ............................. Newport, OR Mathematical Sciences 
Ismail Esin ...................................... Kahramanmaras, Turkey 
Xiang Gao ....................................................... Beijing, China 
Shriya Gurumurthy ....................................... Chennai, India 
Joung Gyu Kim ..................................................... Seneca, SC 
Sneha Latha Kottapalli ................................ Bangalore, India 
Siddarthan Mohan ..................................... .Thanjavur, India 
Ujwal Naik ........................................................... Pune, India 
Krishna Kumar Ramadurai ....................... Bangaloreq, India 
Madhumathi Ramanujam ............................. Chennai, India 
James David Wagner, Jr .................................. Greenville, SC 
Shuang Wang .................................................. Beijing, China 
Tingting Xu ..................................................... Beijing, China 
Kuang Yuan ................................................... Yueyang, China 
Xiaohua Bai. .................................................... Beijing, China 
Paul Joseph Chimenti ..................................... Lakewood, NY 
Victoria Maria Cuff .................................... Huntersville, NC 
Patrick Lincoln Davis ............................. Hendersonville, NC 
Erica Louise Deahl... ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Amanda Lacey Jones ....................................... Cleveland, TN 
Fiona May Knoll ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Shanshan Ni ................................................. Panwam, China 
Kristin M Perry .......................................................... Erie, PA 
Kelsey Rife .............................................. Mount Vernon, OH 
Courtney Sicher Shindeldecker. ......................... Moneta, VA 
Dongmei Wang ................................................. Clemson, SC 
Stacey Ann Watro .............................................. Bedford, MA 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jonathon Hugh Ball... .............................................. York, SC 
Nathan Alec Conroy ............................................ Seattle, WA 
Jordan Mitchell Ferguson .................................. Monroe, GA 
Satya Venkata Phanidhar Gubbala ............... Kakinada, India 
]in Guo ............................................................ Shanxi, China 
Sarah Marie Herr. ............................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Yijie Jiang ...................................................... Zhejiang, China 
Timothy Matthew Sattler .................................. Warwick, NY 
Minjie Zhou ............................................... Hangzhou, China 
Kalyan Chakravarthy Addepalli ...................... Pradesh, India 
Ajay Prasad Arakere ..................................... Bangalore, India 
Chen Chen ....................................................... Hebei, China 
Matthew Richard Evans ......................................... Easley, SC 
Luis Felipe Fernandez Ayala .......................... Quito, Ecuador 
Apurva Abhay Gokhale ........................... Aurangabad, India 
Amanda Ellen King ................................... Travelers Rest, SC 
William Joseph Lannan .................................. Columbus, IN 
Litao Liang ..................................................... Wuhan, China 
Hydrogeology Qi Liu ................................................................ Xi ·an, China 
Kevin Raymond Murray ................................... Tega Cay, SC 
Ruthanne Elise Coffey .......................................... Deland, FL Chinmay Milind Pandit ........................... Ahmedabad, India 
Johnathan Foss Ebenhack ........................... Westminster, SC Sneha Rampa ............................................. Hyderabad, India 
Jeffrey Paul Schwindaman .................................... Byram, MS Somaiah Muccatira Thimmaiah .................. Bangalore, India 
Industrial Engineering 
Xln Wang ....................................................... Suzhou, China 
Yuhao Wang ............................................. Guangzhou, China 
Achieng Ashley Adongo .......................................... .lrmo, SC 
Stephanie Suzanne Bobo ............................... Shelbyville, TN 
Jiaxue Yan .......................................................... Zunyi, China 
Jingyuan Yan ................................................... Harbin, China 
]ian Zeng ........................................................ Charleston, SC 
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Physics 
Michael Joseph Bojazi .................................. Philadelphia, PA 
Shaun David Hampton ......................... Pilot Mountain, NC 
Jared Michael Lalmansingh ............. San Fernando, Trinidad 
and Tobago 
Resha Parajuli .......................................... Kathmandu, Nepal 
Brian Lance Parton ............................................ Setauket, NY 
Endu Sekhar Srinadhu ..................................... Clemson, SC 
CoLLEGE oF HEALTH, EDuCATION 
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Leslie Marie Reynolds Blackmon ................. Greenwood, SC 
Mary S Dameron ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Kimberly Beth Farmer ............................................ Greer, SC 
Angie H Ferguson ............................................ Abbeville, SC 
Melisa Bryan Gunter .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Lori Tunstall Hagood ................................... Greenwood, SC 
Mary Brooks Hogan .......................................... Hartwell, GA 
Jennifer Lynn Jennings .............................. Plum Branch, SC 
David Alexander Livingston ............................... Hodges, SC 
Charlene Louden .......................................... Greenwood, SC 
Robert N Lovelace ................................................ Saluda, SC 
Tammy Fields Martin ............................................ Saluda, SC 
Armendariz Fitzgerald Sprowl ...................... Greenwood, SC 
Eric Thomas Syswerda .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Jennifer Lester Thomas ...................................... Leesville, SC 
Toye Langley Willis ...................................... McCormick, SC 
Counselor Education 
Meghan Linez Arnold ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
Nicole A Broka .............................................. Alpharetta, GA 
Jennifer Rogers Dorriety .............................. Williamston, SC 
Lauren Hope Freeman ............................................ Greer, SC 
Brandi Diane Gagne ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Elizabeth Amelia Hamer. .................................. Durham, NH 
Jill M Hodge ..................................................... Anderson, SC 
Erin Frances Powell... .......................................... Atlanta, GA 
Abigail Miles Rucker .......................................... Oak Hill, VA 
Kristy Clardy Tilley .......................................... Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Level Education 
James Randall Adkins ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Joe Allen Arrowood, Jr. .......................................... Salem, SC 
Laura Ann Baker. ............................................... Houston, TX 
Brent Thomas Carey ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Anna Brooke Carter ........................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Travis Jarmel Cooper ......................................... Sylvania, GA 
Nicholas Michael Cox ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Adam Michael Crawford ................................... Plymouth, IN 
Ginger Gail Dreo .............................................. Clemson, SC 
Middle Level Education (continued) 
Jeremy Leallan Eddie .............................. Berrien Springs, MI 
Miriam Goodwin Edwards .................................... Easley, SC 
Scott Andrew Forster ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Nicholas Lee Groomes .......................................... Seneca, SC 
Julia Bishop Kay ..................................................... Easley, SC 
Sally Ann Wirthlin La Faille ........................... Greenville, SC 
Erin Marie Lyons ........................................ Wethersfield, CT 
Andrew Peter Massa .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Charles Scott McQueen ................................. Greenville, SC 
Amsey Harrington Miller. ............................. Greenwood, SC 
Ken Jermaine Minton ......................................... Central, SC 
Stephanie Prince Mitchell .............................. Greenville, SC 
Kathleen Ann Mohr ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Madison Len Parker. .............................................. Easley, SC 
Victoria Nicole Payne ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Thooyaa Prabhakar ........................................ Chennai, India 
Charles Brett Putnam ............................................ Easley, SC 
Anthony Dominick Ragusa ....................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Emma Rayner .............................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Arthur Schaible .............................. Greer, SC 
Adam Thomas Scott ........................................... Central, SC 
Patrick Andrew Watson ......................................... Easley, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Willey ................................... Abingdon, MD 
Secondary Education 
Chandler Ashton Ginn .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Mary Katherine Moore ....................................... Laurens, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Ashley Caroline McCuen Bohnenberger .. Fountain Inn, SC 
Rachel Leigh Curry Burton ............................ Pendleton, SC 
Monica Lynn Critell ................................... Youngstown, OH 
Robert Newton Devore ...................................... Donalds, SC 
Charlotte Tillman Greene .................................... Union, SC 
Amanda Hayes Hawkins ..................................... Clinton, SC 
Sheryl L Konczal ........................................ Fountain Inn, SC 
Joel Andrew Leine ............................................. Mauldin, SC 
Courtney Brooke Lewis ................................ Greenwood, SC 
Kirsten Nicole Griffith Mobley .................... Greenwood, SC 
Ashley Isabelle Palermo .............................. Harvey's Lake, PA 
Brian Thomas Perrin .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Joshua Lee Roberts ........................................... Walhalla, SC 
Alicia Sloan ..................................................... Greenville, SC 
Seth Warner Stewart .................................... Summerton, SC 
Counselor Education 
Meghan Linez Arnold ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
Kelsey Ann Parker Axe ................................ Huntersville, NC 
Crystal Yi Baldwin ........................................ Burlington, NC 
Jennifer Leigh Beakley ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
Raymund Alexander Berry ............................ Oceanside, CA 
Zachary Ryan Blackmon .................................. Lancaster, SC 
Marjorie Lorraine Blicharz ................................ Bayonne, NJ 
Kimiya L Bond ............................................ West Chester, PA 
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Counselor Education (continued) Literacy (continued) 
Katryna Marie Bower. ............................................. .lrmo, SC Lauren Theresa VanTassel ..................................... Easley, SC 
Casey Anne Bridgeman ....................................... Boone, NC Colleen Mary Varda ......................................... Piedmont, SC 
Nicole A Broka .............................................. Alpharetta, GA Kelly Lynn Wamser ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Casey Lee Carter .......................................... Georgetown, SC Winifred Colclasure Wilcox ....................... Simpsonville, SC 
Jennifer Rogers Dorriety .............................. Williamston, SC 
Katherine Carson Dye ................................... Blacksburg, VA Teaching and Learning 
Frances Helen Exley ............................................ Atlanta, GA 
Lauren Hope Freeman ............................................ Greer, SC 
Brandi Diane Gagne ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Bethany Boller Grogan ................................ Westminster, SC 
Elizabeth Amelia Hamer. .................................. Durham, NH 
Jill M Hodge ..................................................... Anderson, SC 
Wesley Owen Hutchins ........................................... Wirtz, VA 
Steven Bradley Jennings ........................................ Easley, SC 
Emily M Kane ................................................ Alexandria, VA 
Marilyn E Dabney ............................................ Anderson, SC 
Erica Lynn Drew ....................................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Juanita Chambers Lyda .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Tobiatha Ann Pirolla ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Amber J Sakovitz .......................................... Menominee, MI 
Shannon Sloan Story ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Amanda Leigh Anne Waters ................................ Pickens, SC 
Andrea Michelle Williams .................................... Seneca, SC 
Susan Marie Lee Long ...................................... Walhalla, SC 
Mary Allison Lynch ....................................... Lake Wylie, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Campbell Totman Manning ........................... Greenville, SC Nursing 
Colleen Marie Marquart ................................ Shelbyville, TN 
Shannon Elizabeth McGinnis .................... Fort Thomas, KY Ronni Nicole Ayala ............................................ Mauldin, SC 
Jacob Michael Meritt ............................................ Salado, TX Branden Craig Boatwright .................................... Saluda, SC 
Rebecca Lynn Morgan ................................ Wichita Falls, TX Stacy Leigh Browder ........................................ .. .. Pickens, SC 
Christina Lynne Morrison .................................... Austin, TX Elmer Gerald Brown, Jr ....................................... Taylors, SC 
Christopher Laurence Peckham ......................... Central, SC Lindsey Waddell Brown ................................... Hartsville, SC 
Erin Frances Powell... .......................................... Atlanta, GA Donna Burton ................................................. Anderson, SC 
Abigail Miles Rucker .......................................... Oak Hill, VA Amy Denise Hart Caldwell .............................. Anderson, SC 
Taylor Kylin Salstrand ........................................ Raleigh, NC Kathryn Lauren Clayton ...................................... Liberty, SC 
Molly McCarthy Sheils ................................ Centerville, OH Stanley Wayne Darnell ........................................ Taylors, SC 
Savana Kathleen Stewart ........................ Independence, MO Ashley Victoria Durham ........................................ Easley, SC 
Matthew Claude Strickland ............................... Decatur, GA Jill Marie Garrison ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Kristy Clardy Tilley ......................... ................. Anderson, SC Amanda Lynn Gibson ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Heather Anne Tomlinson .................................. Mauldin, SC Brandi Dean Giles .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Bartholomew Upah ....................................... Belle Plaine, IA Jennifer Horton Gilreath ................................. Piedmont, SC 
Anthony Jerod Williams .............................. Jacksonville, NC Carissa Burgess Guerin .................................... Anderson, SC 
Tavianna Williams .............................................. Boston, MA Augusta Bryant Hall ............................................. Pickens, SC 
Tambria N Willingham .................................. Ellenwood, GA Leslie James Hellenga ................................... Greenwood, SC 
Lyndsey Rose Yingst ................................ Mountain Rest, SC Annie Lorraine Hopkins Jones ............................... Pelzer, SC 
Dana Garland Kush in ............................................ Greer, SC 
Literacy Jennifer Major Leonard .................................... Clemson, SC 
Kathryn Gianniny Blankenship ................. Simpsonville, SC 
Lauren Amanda Blanton ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Amy Beth Bryson ................................................. Taylors, SC 
Melissa Alice Carter. ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Dan1elle Aletha De Weil... ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Blair Vaughn Dielman ......................................... Jackson, MI 
Christina W Duncan ...................................... Greenville, SC 
James Allen Gambrell ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Lisa Woods Greenway ............................................. Greer, SC 
Teresa Faye Gunn ........ .. .................................. Greenville, SC 
Erica Ruth Krezdorn ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Kimberly Ann Lane .......................... .. ............ Greenville, SC 
Nicole Lee Parsons ................................................. Easley, SC 
James Philip Pruitt ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Beth Barnhill Robinson .................................. Greenville, SC 
Molly Jane Schaefer ......................................... Rochester, NY 
Jennifer Foreman Seabrook .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mary Hellen Baird Lezan ................................ Greenville, SC 
LaSheika Denise Locke ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Karen Ann Martin ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Katrina Sharpe Maxwell .............................. Williamston, SC 
Paul M McCarragher ......................................... Delavan, WI 
Scott Emory Moore ................................................ Greer, SC 
Tara Alea Nash ............................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Jessica Wilkerson Phillips .............................. .. ... Clinton, SC 
Melissa Allison Phillips ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Brittani Ledford Robinson ....................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Pamela A Snyder ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Ryan William Supler. .............................................. Greer, SC 
Heather Spalding Swofford ............................ Greenville, SC 
Marcia Lee Turley ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Terry Lynn Verdin ................................................ Taylors, SC 
Theresa Whitright .................................... Charlottesville, VA 
Rebecca Anne Whittington ................................ Yorkville, IL 
Heather Meijer Sox ......................................... Lexington, SC 
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Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Laura Elizabeth Grouchy ............................ Oakville, Canada 
Catherine Maurer Munroe ........................... Blythewood, SC 
Michelle Jean Nance .................... ............... Simpsonville, SC 
Kaitlin Rochelle Nichols ......................................... Milan, PA 
William Derek Summerville ............................... Conway, SC 
Stephanie Marie Withey ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Freddy Wojtkowski .......................................... Abbeville, SC 
Sukjoon Yoon .................................................... Seoul, Korea 
Youth Development Leadership 
Chet W Morse II ............................................. Anderson, SC 
GRADUATE ScHOOL 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Charles Henry Hicks .............. .. .. .. ............ Sherrills Ford, NC 
Ashley Blair Jeffcoat ............... ........ .. ...... ............... Pooler, GA 
Josh Dominic Kay ............................................ Anderson, SC 
Evan Adelle McLeod ....... ..................... ....... ...... Camden, SC 
Matthew Alan Rogers .......................... ......... ..... Mauldin, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
CoLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FoRESTRY 
AND LIFE SciENCES 
Thomas R Scott, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Christian Michael Askew ................................ Greenville, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Becker ..................................... Clemson, SC 
**Elyse Marie Borisko ................................. Ellicott City, MD 
Kelsey Michelle Bridges ...................................... Duncan, SC 
Jamison Rashad Britton ............................... Georgetown, SC 
Kelsey Alden Bullard ....................................... Columbia, SC 
**Meredith Trowbridge Caldwell ............. Severna Park, MD 
*Maria Catherine Campolo ............................... Newark, OH 
Chandler Marshall Catanzaro ........................ Greenville, SC 
**Benjamin Jeffrey Robert Childes ........................ Greer, SC 
**Ann Kilmer Colonna ......................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Brendan Daniel Costello .................................... Geneva, NY 
**Mary Milan Crawford ...................................... Cheraw, SC 
*Maureen Claire Cron .................................. Cincinnati, OH 
*Lauren Taylor Dallas ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Jennifer Marie DeLaere .................... Oakland Township, MI 
Ashley June Donithan ..................................... Hartsville, SC 
Kayla Ann Ellsworth ............................................ Taylors, SC 
*Megan Elizabeth Epperson .......................... Alexandria, VA 
*Kasey Lynne Fischer ............................................... Irmo, SC 
***Grace Elizabeth Fredrickson ................ Chagrin Falls, OH 
**Bruce Palmer Freshley, Jr. .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Carly Shor Friedman ..................................... Bryn Mawr, PA 
t***Alice Erica Goodman .......................... Ellicott City, MD 
*Gillian Marie Harper ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Hannah Elizabeth Hatch .................................. Kingstree, SC 
Sarah Marie Helms ............................................. Marvin, NC 
Lauren Kirk Hendrix ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Katherine Leigh Hill... ............................... Williamsburg, VA 
Brianna Nicole Kay ............................................... Seneca, SC 
t**Elizabeth Alyse Kelly ....................................... Carmel, IN 
Jessica Tina Kirkus .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Janna Lisette Komorowski ............................... Columbia, SC 
Marjorie Ann Lutz ................................................. Easley, SC 
Gabrielle Rae Maloney .................................. Damascus, MD 
Bethany Ann Matthews .............................. Ridge Spring, SC 
t*** Allison Leigh McAlpine .............................. Camden, SC 
Lindsey Dew McGinnis ....................................... Sumter, SC 
t***Melissa Paige McKeithan ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Julie Rachel McLeod .................................... Charleston, SC 
Krista Mae Melton ......................................... Darlington, SC 
t**Michael Anthony Mendes ............................... Seneca, SC 
*Jonathan Robert Mitchell .................... West Columbia, SC 
Thomas Raymond Mockridge .......................... Fort Mill, SC 
Brittany Selest Moore ................................. Summerville, SC 
Kylee Elizabeth Nelson ....................................... Omaha, NE 
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Biological Sciences (continued) 
*Jeffrey Robert Pennings ..................................... Goshen, NY 
Kristin Jill Miller Price ......................................... Gilbert, SC 
*Amy Melinda Quist ............................................ Pickens, SC 
t**Rebecca Anne Ready .......................................... lrmo, SC 
*Laura Payne Richardson ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
t*** Alexandra Suzanne Riehm ............................. Easley, SC 
*Mary Ann Robillard .................................... .Annapolis, MD 
*Taylor Paige Satterfield ..................................... .Six Mile, SC 
Alexander Kazimierz Smolka ....................... Johns Island, SC 
**Katherine R Stansell ................................... Damascus, MD 
*Kelsey Latrell Stegall ....................................... Columbia, SC 
t***Jenna Augusta Still.. ................................... Manning, SC 
*Hillary Elizabeth Stone ..................................... Six Mile, SC 
t*Janie McKinnon Thomas ........................ .Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Reagan Thomas ....................................... Roebuck, SC 
t*Joshua Joel Visserman ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
t*Elizabeth Marie Whalen ................................... Moore, SC 
Chasity Tomar Williams ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Madison Marie Williams ...................................... Lugoff, SC 
Phillip Bryson Williams ........................................ Neeses, SC 
Caitlin Patricia Witry ........................................... Chicago, IL 
*Hailey Marie Yagle ................................ Flowery Branch, GA 
*Bryan Winfield Zimmerman ....................... Alpharetta, GA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Education 
Emmanuel Jamal Bankston ............................ Richlands, NC 
*Jessica Nicole Brown .............................................. Latta, SC 
Adam Wheeler Gore ............................................... Loris, SC 
William J Hardee III ................................................ Loris, SC 
*Matthew Patrick Kidd ........................................ Bradley, SC 
Mary Katherine Long ............................. Bowling Green, SC 
Sarah Kathleen Piper ........................................ Sunbury, OH 
**Victor Kingsley Salazar .......................... New Hartford, CT 
Charlotte Kirsten Shannon ................................ Chester, SC 
Bethany Kathleen Vawter ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Brittney Morgan Waller .................................. Greenville, SC 
William Heathley Wilson IV .......................... Mayesville, SC 
*Sally Ruth Yon ........................................... Ridge Spring, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Samuel Henry Adkinson .................................... Trenton, SC 
William Heyward Bonner ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Corey Mackenzie Boyter .............................. Ware Shoals, SC 
Thomas Graves Chaplin III ............................. Hartsville, SC 
Tyler Clark ................................................... Spartanburg, SC 
James Daniel Compton .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
William Garland Dudley IV .......................... Charleston, SC 
Thomas Rutledge DuRant, Jr ................................ Gable, SC 
*Lawrence Edward Edmunds, Jr. .................... Cross Hill, SC 
Basil Maurice Jordan III ................................ Darlington, SC 
*Brian Kamron Kerr ......................................... Landrum, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business (continued) Animal and Veterinary Sciences (continued) 
Christopher Daniel Mixon ........ .. ................ Orangeburg, SC Amanda Marie Powell .......... ............................ Townville, SC 
Michael Thomas Plumb lee .................... West Columbia, SC Matthew Raymond Prendergast .... Egg Harbor Township, NJ 
Creighton Riley Price ............................................ Saluda, SC Erin Chelsea Propst ............................... Moncks Corner, SC 
*Daniel Edward Rummel ............................... Lexington, SC ***Lauren Eileen Purcell.. ....................................... Peoria, IL 
Matthew Blair Sanders ......................................... Dublin, VA **Kelly Samantha Ressler. ............................. Sugar Land, TX 
William Brett Schmidt ..................................... Anderson, SC * Amelie June Rivaleau ................................... Charleston, SC 
Matthew Alexander Shultz ............................. Kennesaw, GA Monica Lucia Rivera ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Christian Putnam Spinosa .................................... Bartow, FL *Christen Kimberly Robinson .................... East Windsor, NJ 
Zachary Wayne Taylor .......................................... Gilbert, SC Elijah Henry Rupe ........................................... Hartsville, SC 
Alva Stephen Williamson III ................................. Cades, SC ***Julianna Celeste Sabol ............................. .Annapolis, MD 
Samuel Kelly Williamson ...................................... Cades, SC ***Emma Lynlee Schaffel.. ................................... Ramsey, NJ 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
*Sarah Kyle Scott .................................................. Gaston, SC 
Sheila Antonia Scott ............................................ Sumter, SC 
Kristi Anderson ................................................ Columbia, SC 
Christopher Robert Askins ......................... Summerville, SC 
Rachel Marie Brandis ........................................ Florence, SC 
t***Kiley Jane Cameron ............................... Cincinnati, OH 
Katherine Anne Carey .................................. Columbus, OH 
*Colin William Chuba ....................................... Central, SC 
Russell Jordan Craig ........................................ Anderson, SC 
*Amelia Sweet Crowley .............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Lauren Kate Delahanty ......................... Redondo Beach, CA 
*Katherine Elise Doerring ............................... Columbia, SC 
*Erin Nicole Dutton .................................... Greensboro, GA 
Miranda Lee Fisher. .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
John Knight Glancy ...................................... Honea Path, SC 
*Emily Elizabeth Goodwin ........................ Locust Grove, VA 
*Shannon Lynne Graham ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Joshua Allan Hammond ........................ Travelers Rest, SC 
t**Ryan Gregory Hann ........................ Westlake Village, CA 
Taylor Davies Hawes ........................................ Awendaw, SC 
*Christopher James Hearn ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Allison Jean Seagle ....................................... Charleston, SC 
Mary Jane Sligh ............................................... Lexington, SC 
Jane Anne Snead .................................................. Hodges, SC 
**Patrick Connor Spotts .................................. Columbia, SC 
*Avery Elizabeth Strait ..................................... Bridgeton, NJ 
Elizabeth Ellen Stubbs ............................................ Greer, SC 
Joshua Keith Sullivan ........................................... Sumter, SC 
*Robert Jackson Teasdall ....................... Winston-Salem, NC 
John Austin Therrell... ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
* Arielle Michelle Thomas ............................... Pittsburgh, PA 
Megan Adrienne Turcotte ................................. Beaufort, SC 
Lakeisha Elise Walker ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Erica Alicia Watson .......................................... Gadsden, SC 
Kirsten Lynn Wayne ........................................ Hartsville, SC 
Tiffany Nicole Weatherford ............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Thomas Dorsey West .......................................... Laurens, SC 
***Anna Elisabeth Williams ................................. Seneca, SC 
Danielle Nichole Williams .............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Heather Nicole Williams ....................... West Columbia, SC 
*Elizabeth L Hood ............................................ Gillsville, GA 
Kaylyn Scott Huggins ......................................... Barnwell, SC 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
t*Joshua Rector Inman ................................. Charleston, SC **William Hunter Alexander ............................ Barnwell, SC 
***Maureen Ainsley Kelly ................................. Fort Mill, SC George William Christian III .......................... Concord, NC 
Madelaine Alexis Kral... .................................. Savannah, GA *Kirsten Frances Kaiser. ........................................ Seneca, SC 
*Nathan Lewis Leckie ..................................... Greenville, SC *Stephen Andrew Nelson ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Christopher Thomas Lemaster, Jr ...................... Gaffney, SC Michael Liston Sarvis ............................................... Loris, SC 
Laura Christine Lester ..................................... Newberry, SC Admiral Dewey Waters IV ....................................... lrmo, SC 
Jenna Marie Little ....................................... Summerville, SC 
**Rebecca Catherine Long ........................................ Lisle, IL Biochemistry 
*Thomas William Longfield .......................... Worcestershire, 
United Kingdom 
t*Stephanie LeAnne Loughlin ............................. Belton, SC 
Jayne McCaslin Major .......................................... .Tampa, FL 
t*** Amber Melina Manley .......................... Williamston, SC 
John Angus McFadden III ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Kathryn Jeanelle Mercer .............................. Hanahan, SC 
LeAnna Parke Minnich ................................. Little Rock, AR 
Alysia Dawn Norton .............................................. Huger, SC 
Nichole Marie Papinchak ...................... West Columbia, SC 
Sarah Jessica Pell ................................................ Monroe, CT 
***Alyssa Marie Petrongelli .......................... Jacksonville, NC 
**Jessica Charlotte Phillips ................................... Asbury, NJ 
R Bryce Pinson ............................................. Greenwood, SC 
Erika Taylor Pisik ............................................... Syracuse, NY 
t***China Grayson Cox ..................................... Mullins, SC 
t**Lauren Michelle Frederic ................. Little Mountain, SC 
t**Cody-Aaron Leigh Gathers ................... Goose Creek, SC 
t***Alec Wilton Gibson ......................................... Greer, SC 
t***Katie Jane Gray ............................................... Aiken, SC 
Zanib Syeda Hassan ......................................... Anderson, SC 
***Shaun Patrick Hinen ....................................... Chapin, SC 
***Kevin Charles Kohm ................................. Colts Neck, NJ 
t**Corey Joseph Koon ............................................. Irmo, SC 
t**Sally Lin .................................................. Orangeburg, SC 
t***William Elliott McAlpine ........................... Hickory, NC 
**Kirby Lin McCall ....................................... Greenwood, SC 
*Stephen Thomas McDonald ........................ Charleston, SC 
William Louis Miles, Jr. ................................. Charleston, SC 
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Biochemistry (continued) Biological Sciences (continued) 
t***Douglas Ryan Morte ..................................... Sumter, SC *Michael Cory Lever ........................................ Columbia, SC 
t**Keely Elizabeth Reichel .................................... Aiken, SC t***Elizabeth Jane Litoff... .......................... .Spartanburg, SC 
t**Mikayla Ann Spitler .................................... Fort Mill, SC Jared Daniel Long ................................................... Greer, SC 
Thomas B Thompson .......................................... Payson, UT Carolyn Lucille Love ................................... Weddington, NC 
***Jessica Marie Tumolo ................................ Charleston, SC *Amanda Grey Macaluso ........................... Chattanooga, TN 
Biological Sciences 
Andrew Taylor Mathias ................................... Lexington, SC 
***Christina Diane Mattingly .................................. York, SC 
***Michael John Abercrombie .............................. Sunset, SC 
*Rebekah Joy Acosta .............................................. Easley, SC 
David Bradley Adamson ................................. Charlotte, NC 
*Carmony Lynne Adler. ...................................... Central, SC 
**Katherine Elizabeth Allen .................................... Latta, SC 
Kate Louise Allison ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Patrick Carlisle McGarity .................................. Duncan, SC 
t**Kelsey Janae McGinnis ..................... Oklahoma City, OK 
Londan Courtney Means ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Morgan Brittany Meggs ...................................... Florence, SC 
t***William Bradley Meredith ............................... Elgin, SC 
t***Scott Donald Miller ................................... Gibsonia, PA 
**Mary Elizabeth Andrews ............................... Piedmont, SC 
t*Joseph Thomas Angeloni ................................ Newark, DE 
Colleen Marie Milsted ..................................... Mickleton, NJ 
*William Glenn Mitchell... ............................. Greenville, SC 
**Harriet Baxley Bagnal .................................. Greenville, SC *Alexander Scott Moffett .................................... Milton, MA 
Lauren Marie Baltz .............................................. Flanders, NJ t*Sarah Alexander Morrison .................................. Greer, SC 
Aurora Barnes ................................................... Fort Mill, SC Dobgima Joseph Njinimbam ...................... Simpsonville, SC 
Hayes Austin Barnett .............................................. Greer, SC Elizabeth Carson Perry ................................... Greenville, SC 
Jenna Victoria Bellflower ............................. Ware Shoals, SC *Jonathan Robert Person ...................................... Liberty, SC 
David Bruce Boerma ....................................... Greenville, SC William Kyle Porter ............................................. Pickens, SC 
Seth Henley Brendle ........................................ Anderson, SC *Lauren Marie Pruitt .......................................... Dothan, AL 
Grant Thomas Butler ............................................. Greer, SC t***Eric Scott Rackley ......................................... Venetia, PA 
Austin Michael Butts ........................................ Hanahan, SC *Tyler Brantley Rae ......................................... Greenville, SC 
**Sean Douglas Carnell ........................................ Ithaca, NY ***Jennifer Rose Raffa ........................................... Easley, SC 
Sarah Anne Carson ....................................... Charleston, SC *Phillip Andrews Reath ................................... Knoxville, TN 
***Zanyu Chen ................................................ Lexington, SC t***Eric William Rice .......................................... Chapin, SC 
Mark Alexander Chestnut ................................ Suwanee, GA **Jillian Angela Richter .................................. Ridgefield, CT 
Melissa Memory Chromik ............................... Yorktown, VA 
James Lee Clapper ............................................... Marion, SC 
t*** Aaron Tyler Collins .................................... Florence, SC 
**Joshua A Cullen ......................................... Hightstown, NJ 
Samantha Crystal Drew ....................................... Marion, SC 
***Margaret Virginia East ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Ashley D Elam ................................................... Augusta, GA 
*Madison O'Connor Elder ............................... Roanoke, VA 
Gregory Brian Elmore, Jr ................................... Florence, SC 
t*Christina Michelle Evangelista ................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
t*Meridith Nicole Ferguson ......................... Honea Path, SC 
***Donna Lynn Fewell.. .................................. Greenville, SC 
**Sarah Ann Fisher ......................................... Ridgefield, CT 
t*Morgan Elizabeth Fletcher ................... North Augusta, SC 
Adam Treffle Forand ............................................... Irmo, SC 
**Emily Lisa Foy ........................................ Lawrenceville, GA 
*Taylor Julia Fraychak ................................... Harwinton, CT 
t*** Alec Wilton Gibson ......................................... Greer, SC 
*Jessica Irene Grant ......................................... Columbia, SC 
**Erin Elizabeth Harris ............................ North Augusta, SC 
Taylor Andrew Hendrick ................................. Gastonia, NC 
*Chaney Elizabeth Hiers ................................... Varnville, SC 
t***Megan Elizabeth Hohenberger ............... Charleston, SC 
Lauren Marie Holley .................................... Orangeburg, SC 
Robert Forrest Jackson ........................................... Easley, SC 
Nikhil Ashok Jain ................................................... Greer, SC 
**Jon Harrison Josey .......................................... Florence, SC 
*Madeline Rose Kelly ............................ North Potomac, MD 
**Catherine Adams King ................................. Anderson, SC 
*James Davis Lemon ........................................ Columbia, SC 
*Rachael Renee Leugemors ................................... Aiken, SC 
Ashley McDill Rowell ............................... Pawleys Island, SC 
*David Laurance Saari, Jr .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Janelli Gonzales Saavedra .............................. Charleston, SC 
Dylan Wade Scurry ............................................ Florence, SC 
*Andrew Blake Senn ............................................... Greer, SC 
Beverly Jean Shaver ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Elizabeth Shaver ................................ Greenville, SC 
**Avery Elizabeth Shawen ....................................... Elgin, SC 
Allison Mary Shutt ..................................... Summerville, SC 
***Kelly Nicole Shymkiw .............................. Westerville, OH 
t*Mohammed Ahsan Siddiqui ........................ Columbia, SC 
Ashley Brianna Smith ......................................... Pomaria, SC 
*Dylan Carter Smith ....................................... Charlotte, NC 
*Emily Michelle Smith ................................ Summerville, SC 
Whitney Anne Smith ...................................... Columbia, SC 
*Lauren Camille Snider ................................... Columbia, SC 
*Hristos Stamatopoulos ................................ Walterboro, SC 
t*Jeremy Isaiah Sullivan ........................................ Easley, SC 
Morgan Kelsey Swearington ............................ Piedmont, SC 
*David Ryan Tyrpak .......................................... Tega Cay, SC 
Sydney Elizabeth Vatrano .................................... Sumter, SC 
**Marissa Kay Vereen ..................................... Little River, SC 
t**Courtney Teressa Ward .................................. Sumter, SC 
**Lana Brooke Ward ........................................... Gaffney, SC 
t**Meghan Danielle Weisen ................................. Aynor, SC 
*Benjamin Thomas Welborn ................................ Seneca, SC 
*Phillip Alexander Westbrook ........................ Lexington, SC 
John Baxter Whetstone ............................ Pawleys Island, SC 
Molly Marie Williams ............................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Joseph Nazareth Xavier ................................... Greenville, SC 
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Billy Justin Adams ............................................ Piedmont, SC **Dylan Zachary Hopkins .................................... Taylors, SC 
Kasey Lynn Auman ............................................... Clover, SC Stephanie Wells James ......................................... Sumter, SC 
Andrew Stephen Begrowicz ............................. Pittsfield, MA *Charles Anthony Johnson ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
Samantha Nicole Bryant ......................................... Greer, SC *Gabrielle Alexandra Judd .............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Chandler Madison Caldwell ........................... Awendaw, SC *Nakita Jolene Kappel ................................... Charleston, SC 
*Larissa Marie Clarke ..................................... Charleston, SC t***Dorothy Adair Kerr is on .......................... Charleston, SC 
Anna Marie Devore ..................................... Spartanburg, SC **Samantha Marie King ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Stephanie Lauren Dolan ....................................... Cary, NC James Benton Maddox ................................... Richmond, VA 
Thomas Cleveland Dunlap IV ................................ York, SC Jerry McGinty Marsh IV .................................. Columbia, SC 
**Elyse Marie Gettler ...................................... Fort Myers, FL Emily Jane Marsinko ......................................... Ashland, MA 
*Cameron James Gill ......................................... Camden, SC t***Jamie Elizabeth Martin ............................. Asheville, NC 
*Samantha Kathleen Hart .......................... Simpsonville, SC Christopher Aaron Milhouse ............................... Neeses, SC 
Lauren Deruelle Keiser ...................... Atlantic Highlands, NJ Alexandra Marie Munson ....................................... Greer, SC 
Amelia Simone King ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC *Andrea Camille Musselwhite ...................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Edward John Kiniry .................................... Summerville, SC **Hannah Brice Oakley .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
*Emily Ruth Lavender ......................................... Berwyn, PA **Emily Katherine Parkman .............................. Swansea, SC 
Kelsey Lynn McClellan ............................... Kansas City, MO *Candace Leigh Richards ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Charly Attaway McConnell ...................... Travelers Rest, SC *Caitlan Margaret Schanne .............................. Houston, DE 
**Terese Phinney ........................................... Columbus, OH *Candace Roxanne Schroer ...................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Daniel Hampton Poaps ............................... Summerville, SC ***Amy Ruth Silver .................................... Buffalo Grove, IL 
*Julieann Prettyman ............................................ Newark, DE Cole Rebecca VanSon ................................. St Petersburg, FL 
Alexander James Rossmann .......................... Charleston, SC *Kylie Alexandra Walford .............................. Cherry Hill, NJ 
Grayson Edward Sarif.. .................................. Albemarle, NC Caitlyn Nicole White .................................. Birmingham, AL 
Parker Moncure Sharpe ................................. Richmond, VA Anna Hayden Whitworth ..................................... Crozet, VA 
Joseph Lloyd Sweet ..................................... Summerville, SC *Brianna Leigh Williams ................................. Columbia, SC 
Zachary Alan Szczukowski .................................. Oxford, MD 
Forest Resource Management 
Food Science 
*Antonio Marcus Artman ........................... Summerville, SC 
Margaret Estridge Barest ................................. Greenville, SC Timothy Manning Asnip .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mary Virginia Barnes .................................... Blythewood, SC Patrick Ryan Blakely ..................................... Georgetown, SC 
Vanessa Fatima Berisha ....................................... Taylors, SC Colby Darin Crosby ........................................ Ridgeland, SC 
*Kelly Elizabeth Binding ........................................ Tampa, FL Harold Franklin Davis IV ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Sarah Ann Boyd ............................................. Rock Hill, SC Christopher Hunter Eddy ........................ Pawleys Island, SC 
Shannon Murray Brennan .......................... Simpsonville, SC Phillip Cristofer Lewis ................................. Martinsville, VA 
*Sarah Marie Burkett ................................ Worthington, OH Matthew Warren May ..................................... Greenville, SC 
*Mary Alana Carney ....................................... Greenville, SC Zachary Edward Riley ........................................... Saluda, SC 
Marisa Lynn Case ............................................. Fort Mill, SC Hampton Reed Sires ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Courtney Leigh Chiang .................................... Marietta, GA *Jonathan Robert Thatcher ................................. Pickens, SC 
t**Melissa Lee Ciccone ................................ Fayetteville, GA Matthew Daniel Warren .................................. Hampton, SC 
*Karen Helena Cuneo ................................. Haddonfield, NJ 
Abigail Absher Davis ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC Genetics 
*Emily Anne Dennehy .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Joshua McEwen Downey .................................... Raleigh, NC 
***Macy Lee Driggers ........................................... Marion, SC 
t*Marguerite Helen Dunn ................................. Conway, SC 
***Margaret Anne Ellingson ................................... Greer, SC 
**Rachel Dawn Ellyn ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Michele Rhea Falin .................................. North Augusta, SC 
Kristiaan Asgjerd Fish ...................................... Columbia, SC 
*Lauren King Foster. ........................................ Anderson, SC 
Briana Denise Foust ................................................. Irmo, SC 
**Stephanie Michelle Gainey ........................... Hartsville, SC 
Haley Erin Gale ................................................... Pickens, SC 
*Sarah Elizabeth Gilbertson ................................ Chapin, SC 
***Elizabeth Ann Hafner ................................. Columbia, SC 
*Courtney Anne Hensch .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Ana Elizabeth Hoffmann .................................. Raleigh, NC 
Stacey Leas Alrutz ............................................ Columbia, SC 
t*Hunter Thomas Balduf.. ....................... Murfreesboro, TN 
t***Katherine Suzanne Bartz .................... Minnetonka, MN 
t***Melissa Anne Beyer. .................................. Yorktown, VA 
Victoria Taylor Bradley .......................................... Easley, SC 
Elena Mae Brown .............................................. Clemson, SC 
Lee Patterson Burcl1.. ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Michael Chaudhary ......................................... Anderson, SC 
t***Kelsey Ann Derrick .................................. Greenville, SC 
t***Jacquelyn Marie Evans ............................... Fort Mill, SC 
Brittany Monshell Hennigan .............................. Conway, SC 
Andrew Richard Hofman .................................. Lebanon, PA 
t***William Elliott McAlpine ........................... Hickory, NC 
**Kirby Lin McCall... .................................... Greenwood, SC 
***Kameryn Alyse McCarty ............................... Florence, SC 
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t**Kathryn J eanelle Mercer. ............................. Hanahan, SC t*Stephen William Wessel ..................................... Greer, SC 
Kelly Devine O'Donoghue ................................. Atlanta, GA *Blake Alexander Winkles ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Megan Eileen O'Kelly ........................................ Florence, SC Joseph Richard Wunderlich .................. New Port Richey, FL 
t*Andrew Christopher Puncheon ....................... Akron, OH 
Victoria Hadley Thomason ............................ Greenville, SC Packaging Science 
t**Emily Warden ............................................... Madison, AL 
t***Lindsey Sonja Weed ................................. Bolchester, VT 
Andrea M Winn ................................................... Seneca, SC 
***Georgia Kelley Anderson ....................... Summerville, SC 
Matthew Logan Barber .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Clayton Palmer Carson .......................................... Easley, SC 
Horticulture Chandler Raye Colton ............................................ Greer, SC 
Matthew Henry Erb ......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
James Archibald Atkins, Jr .................................... Dillon, SC Kevin Philip Gard ............................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Elizabeth Rachel Beauvais-Godwin ..................... Taylors, SC Bret Michael Inskip ..................................... .Spartanburg, SC 
John Alexander Burke ............................................ Greer, SC Isaac William Levin ....................................... Charleston, SC 
*Whitney Caitlin Blue Fraser .............................. Sumter, SC Kyle Robert Nutter. ............................................ Bedford, NH 
**Ethan Luke Hughes ..................................... Greenville, SC Alexander Rigsby ........................................... Charleston, SC 
***Timothy Daniel Knauer .................................... Easley, SC Matthew Joseph Wilczewski ............................ Columbia, SC 
David Theodore Tempel Ill ............................... Beaufort, SC 
Justin Frank Trigg ............................................. Tega Cay, SC Pre-professional Studies 
Jonathan Keith Windham ..................................... Lamar, SC **Olivia Aniela Antosz ............................................. Irmo, SC 
Microbiology Daniel Winston Jamison .................................... Palermo, NJ 
*Anna Elizabeth Lusk ...................................... Anderson, SC 
t*Caleb Edward Ahrns ...................................... Minster, OH Lee Martin McDow ............................................ Hickory, NC 
***Yancey Alexander Appling ............................ .Six Mile, SC 
Shannon Paige Baker ....................................... Columbia, SC Soils and Sustainable Crop Systems 
Brittany Shondria Taylor Chisholm ................... Chester, SC 
t***Alexandra Taylor Cocca ....................... Johns Creek, GA 
t*Christopher Covey ................................ Old Saybrook, CT 
*Whitney Shannon Crain ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
John Wesley Crider Ill ...................................... Bamberg, SC 
Suzette Ruth Sharpe ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Christopher Charles Wozniak ....................... Charleston, SC 
*Alma Didoronkute .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
t***Sarah Cherry Dusenbury ................................ Aynor, SC 
Turfgrass 
**Sharbel Adib Elhage ........................................ Duncan, SC William Barry Brooks .............................................. Loris, SC 
t***Matthew Thomas Floyd ........................... Kingsport, TN Daniel Lee Talley Broome ............................. Blythewood, SC 
Kayla Brooke Frady ......................................... Greenville, SC Alexander Joseph Deahl ....................................... Clover, SC 
Stefan S Friend ............................................... Glen Mills, PA Andrew Christopher Harris ................................ Six Mile, SC 
**Allison Lee Hajec. ............................................... Aiken, SC James Ian Hartzler ............................................. Florence, SC 
Jung W Han .................................................. Midlothain, VA Nicholas Russell Suber ................................. Honea Path, SC 
Bruce Paul Keisler, Jr ............................................. Union, SC Alex Jude Zuercher. .................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
t**Roxanne Vicky Kyriakakis ........................... Clemson, SC 
Luke Tyson Lampe ............................................ Clemson, SC Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
***Kenneth Tyler Leaphart .................................. Chapin, SC 
*Eric David Luther. ............................................. Danville, PA 
Stacie Maree McCants .................................. Cherryville, NC 
*Kristen Danielle McMillin ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
Logan Alton Morris ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
t***Jerrie Michelle Onley ........................................ Irma, SC 
*Samuel Adams Rackley ................................. Bradenton, FL 
*Van Scott Reid ............................................... Greenville, SC 
t**Jared Craig Sheppard ....................................... Wylie, TX 
Erica La Vonne Smith ...................................... Anderson, SC 
t***William Tyler Smith ................................... Radford, VA 
Justin David Durant Southern ........................ Columbia, SC 
Kiesha Maria Staley ................................ West Columbia, SC 
t***Audrey Rachel Stevens ................................... Austin, TX 
t***Brett Matthew Tomashitis ........................ Lexington, SC 
**Victoria Ashley Way ..................................... Holly Hill, SC 
Jennifer Ann Weast ................................................ Easley, SC 
Player Reese Aston ................................................... Latta, SC 
Cyrus Hunter Baird ....................................... Glen Allen, VA 
Callen Frances Bethea ...................................... Lancaster, SC 
*Corissa Anne Boaman ........................................... York, SC 
*John Zachary Douglas Chappell ..................... Cowpens, SC 
*Kyle Jeffry Cox ...................................................... Aiken, SC 
Morgan Louise Dellamura ................................... Jackson, NJ 
Charles Tyler Edwards ................................... Charleston, SC 
*Tyler Gregory Ford .............................................. Belton, SC 
Forrest Reed Lathrop ...................................... Pendleton, SC 
Krista Marie McCuen ................................... Warrenville, SC 
**Seth Adam Mycko ..................................... Gray Court, SC 
*Samuel Harris Patterson ..................................... Belton, SC 
Hannah Stuart Pruett ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
William Hanes Redd ............................................. Aiken, SC 
Ferman Calvin Riddle Ill ............................. Fayetteville, NC 
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Evan Taylor Shears ....................................... Johns Island, SC 
Henry Carter Stokes III ............................ Timmonsville, SC 
Jennifer S Tate .................................................... Bedford, MA 
t*Nathaniel Stoutt Weaver. ................................. Pickens, SC 
Artimus Armond Wimberley ............................. Raleigh, NC 
CoLLEGE oF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
Richard E Goodstein, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Kirsten N Asplund ........................................... StCharles, IL 
Nicholas Taylor Baldwin ........................................ Easley, SC 
*Jessica Leigh Carey ........................................ Greenville, SC 
*Victoria Anne Cervone ....................................... Closter, NJ 
Rebecca Lindsey Harris ................................... Greenville, SC 
Mariana Ramsay Hay ..................................... Charleston, SC 
**Emily Elizabeth Korth .................................. Newtown, CT 
Sierra Jean Kramer ........................................... Columbia, SC 
Joshua Charles McCall .......................... Winston-Salem, NC 
**Caroline Elizabeth Owen ........... Cranberry Township, PA 
***Stephanie Diane Post ................................. Tallahassee, FL 
Natalie Elizabeth Rainer ................................... Hanover, NH 
*Amber Nicole Rody .................................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Natalie Taylor Rushing .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Grace Langdon Smith ......................................... Elgin, SC 
Alice Neyle Wannamaker ............................ Johns Island, SC 
Richard Zachary Williams .................................... Newry, SC 
**Travis Lee Wood ............................................... Pickens, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Reid Benjamin Michael Bagwell... ................... Piedmont, SC 
t**Carlin Elizabeth Bartlett ............................ Charlotte, NC 
**Mallory Leigh Clark ........................................... Sparta, NJ 
Gary Ellis Collins ............................................... Florence, SC 
*Brenda Diaz .................................................... Woodruff, SC 
Gradey Scott Grumman ............................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Sean Catherine Haviland .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jace Christopher Johnston ............................... Bamberg, SC 
Brian Theodore Kisko ...................................... Waxhaw, NC 
*Marc Edward Meddaugh Il ......................... Blythewood, SC 
*Lori Ellen Race ............................................... Manassas, VA 
Alex Wetzel ........................................................ Mauldin, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
Alvin Lecorn Ashby ....................................... Charleston, SC 
***Victoria Helen August ....................................... Elgin, SC 
Cameron Lyle Baker ......................................... Waxhaw, NC 
*Brian Patrick Betz ................................. New Providence, NJ 
t**Allison Rebekah Bustin ........................ Murrells Inlet, SC 
Architecture (continued) 
Elizabeth Kathryn Clarkin ............................... Wakefield, RI 
*Dale Leslie Collier II ............................ West Columbia, SC 
*Erin Welsh Cousins ......................................... Camden, SC 
*William Josey Craig ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Alison Rae Croop ......................................... Blythewood, SC 
t*** Alexander V Darsinos .......................... ._ ... Nashville, TN 
t**Marissa Rochelle DiLoreto ......................... Salisbury, NC 
Olivia Celaine Ellsworth .................................. Dade City, FL 
Jordan William Ford ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Samantha H Funke ....................................... Greenwood, SC 
*Gregory Scott Go bat .................................... Colts Neck, NJ 
Jasmine LaS hay Godfrey .................................. Columbia, SC 
*Carol Ann Goforth .......................................... Florence, SC 
***Evan Robert Goodwin ............................... McKinney, TX 
***Rebekah Dorothea Hencken .................. Weaverville, NC 
*Meagan Elizabeth Hoffman ................... Virginia Beach, VA 
**Carolyn Shelley Ice ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Caitlin Marie Kirby .......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Gregory Norman Lane ............................. Hackettstown, NJ 
*Lewis Randall Mackey .................................. Alpharetta, GA 
t***Mary Alison Martin ....................................... Lugoff, SC 
*Andrew Calton McCall... .............................. Greenville, SC 
**Brittany Lauren McGraw .......................... Mooresville, NC 
**Tyler Donovan McLemore ........................... Columbia, SC 
Lucious W Morris .......................................... Charleston, SC 
Ryan Gregory Newman .......................... Hendersonville, NC 
Dylan Phillips Perkinson ................................ Greenville, SC 
***Anna Corinne Plyler. ....................................... Seneca, SC 
*Emily Joy Porter .............................................. Piedmont, SC 
*Keith Samuel Richey ........................................ Florence, SC 
***Kendall Roberts ......................................... Greenville, SC 
***Emily Rebekah Schneck .................................. Gilbert, SC 
t*Emily Marie Schulte .................................. Blythewood, SC 
**Virginia Miller Sims ..................................... Columbia, SC 
*Amanda Spice-Knoeller ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
*David Andrew Stone ......................... North Charleston, SC 
**Michael James Strople ................................ Charleston, SC 
t***Chandler LeAnn Thompson .............. Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Grace Walters .................................................. Orlando, FL 
Douglas Burton White ...................................... Florence, SC 
*Adam Smith Windham .................................. Manning, SC 
*Calvin Mark Wright ............................................. Easley, SC 
*Ian Zapata ............................................................ Moore, SC 
Communication Studies 
**Courtney Lynn Adair ...................................... Norfolk, VA 
Mary Stewart Bailey ............................................ Raleigh, NC 
***Emily Morgan Barrett ............................... Rehoboth, MA 
Jonathan Erich Becker ................................. Lutherville, MD 
*David James Bennett ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Caroline Crenshaw Boger ............................... Fort Mill, SC 
Courtney Alexandra Collins ........................ Doylestown, PA 
Jennifer Lee Cook .................................................. Easley, SC 
Katherine Helen Dantzler ............................. Charleston, SC 
William Marvin Dillard IV .............................. Anderson, SC 
Paige Marjorie Dolton ......................................... Vienna, VA 
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*JoAnna Chappell Eason ........................... Summerville, SC **Samantha Morgan Chapman ........................ Fort Mill, SC 
*Wesley Burton Emery ................................ Spartanburg, SC **Molly Brianna Collins ................................... Abbeville, SC 
**Thomas William Evans ....................................... Greer, SC *Dorsey Elizabeth Craft ............................... Orangeburg, SC 
*Julia Ellen Felts ............................................... Beltsville, MD Casey Nicole Dargan ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
*Jacqueline Antoinette Fontana ..................... Highland, MD Meredith MacLeod Davidson ............................... Fairfax, VA 
Cameron Marie Force .................................. Spartanburg, SC *Amber Lindsay Day ................................................. York, SC 
t***Terrell K Frey ............................................. Gastonia, NC Shealy Nina DeLoache .............................. Pawleys Island, SC 
Caroline Mills Fuqua ................................. Summerfield, NC Olivia Claudia Elswick ............................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kelly Hall ............................................................ McLean, VA Alexandra Haleigh Gilbert ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Scott Anderson Harkey ..................................... Fort Mill, SC Rebecca Ashley Gnosa .......................................... Clover, SC 
**Erica Elise Harper. ............................................. Clover, SC Karen Lauren Greene .................................... Charleston, SC 
James Harper III ............................................ Jacksonville, FL **Brady Ellis Hammond ................................. Greenville, SC 
*Caroline Herlong ............................................ Johnston, SC *Kellie Melissa Hawkins ..................................... Camden, SC 
*Laura Kathleen Hicks .................................... Charlotte, NC **Shelby Jean Livingston ............................... Charleston, SC 
*Lanie Ann Hudson .................................... Spartanburg, SC Caroline Hunter Maass ................................... Columbia, SC 
*Kara Lenore Hunter. ................................... Woodstock, GA James Xavier Marione .................................... Long Valley, NJ 
Jennifer Anne Jameson .................................... Columbia, SC *Alex Anthony Martinelli ............................... Sykesville, MD 
*Joseph Nathaniel Johns ........................ Whitmore Lake, MI Caroline Morgan Mayberry ............................ Charlotte, NC 
*Daniel Jordan Josey ............................................... Greer, SC Clarke Wardlaw McCants IV. ................................ Aiken, SC 
**Courtney Elizabeth Kane ............................. Rock Hill, SC t*Meredith Doran O'Toole ....................... Murrells Inlet, SC 
*Rebekah Brice Kerr ........................................... Chester, SC **'Katherine Susanne Ott .................................. Fort Mill, SC 
**Hannah Rose Kunkel ................................... Anderson, SC Charles Wade Padgett ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
*Jennafer Noel Laughlin ................................. Charlotte, NC *Amy Melinda Quist ............................................ Pickens, SC 
*Danielle Courtney Lester ............................... Newberry, SC Laura Emily Schwerzel.. .............................. Johns Creek, GA 
Matthew Sumner Lunny .................................. Plantation, FL *Victoria Jane Shannon ..................................... Lakeland, FL 
Emily Elizabeth Massey ................................... Tallahassee, FL Alexis Rae Short .......................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Katherine Thomson Matthews ........................... Atlanta, GA Caleb Jordan Smith ............................................. Sumter, SC 
Maire Hennessy McMahon ........................... Charleston, SC Joshua Allen Sorrells ............................................ Sumter, SC 
***Erin Elizabeth Miller. ................................. Pittsburgh, PA *Caroline Alexandra Stec ............................ Greensboro, NC 
*Emily Wright Moore .................................. Powdersville, SC Caroline Catherine Swanson ........................ Charleston, SC 
**April Simone Richardson ........................ Goose Creek, SC Brian Michael Symmes ................................... Greenville, SC 
*Rachel Lael Roberts ..................................... Charleston, SC **Heather Michelle Tanner ........................ Summerville, SC 
Kaitlin Nicole Scates ....................................... Sunnyvale, CA Zoe Jean Trock ................................................. Columbia, SC 
***Johl) Parker Smith ............................................ Belton, SC Micah Thomas Van Strien ................................ Clemson, SC 
Meghan Sara Smith ........................................ Greenville, SC Joslyn McCraw VonKaenel.. ......................... Walterboro, SC 
Samantha Lucile Spangler ............................. Richmond, VA Zachary David Watson ......................................... Pickens, SC 
Hannah Brianne Spears ............................. Fountain Inn, SC Christopher Thomas Wilhoit ................................. Greer, SC 
*Whitney Taylor Sullivan ................................. Columbia, SC Clarissa Therese Williams ............................... Snellville, GA 
*Jessica Dawn Tanner ........................................... Hamer, SC Mitchell P Zan des ....................................... Stony Brook, NY 
*Madison Rose Taylor ................................. Summerville, SC 
*Brittany Marie Tolleson ..................................... Sumter, SC History 
**Emily Katherine Tumlin .............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Kayla Ann Walbridge ...................................... Braintree, MA 
Benjamin Gaines Warner ....................................... Greer, SC 
Lauren Marie White ............................................ Vienna, VA 
Meaghan Lee Widenhouse .......................... Greensboro, NC 
*Katelyn Ann Wiseman .............................. Summerville, SC 
t***Patrick Michael Bollman ...................... New Orleans, LA 
***Kathleen Miranda Brand ................................. Lugoff, SC 
David James Buchanan ...................................... Hickory, NC 
**Travis Joseph Crocker. ............................ Saunderstown, RI 
Raleigh Elizabeth Daniel ........................................ Ocala, FL 
t**Elizabeth A DeVos ............................. Sherman Oaks, CA 
English William Rutledge Dingle III ................................ Sumter, SC 
Bettina Frances Elder. ......................................... Central, SC 
Amina Ali ......................................................... Newberry, SC Alexander Martin Evans ................................. Greenville, SC 
Justin Tyler Baggott .......................................... Anderson, SC *Fleetwood Leon Fleming III... ..................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sara Grace Bailey .............................................. Lancaster, SC **Elena Boyd Flowers .................................... Charleston, SC 
t***Dorothy Estelle Behre ............................. Charleston, SC Edward Benjamin Floyd ................................. Charlotte, NC 
**Katherine Anne Bricker-Huddleston ............ Durham, NH *Christian Matthew Fryland ........................... Lexington, SC 
Meghan Jeanette Brown ................... Hilton Head Island, SC Cameron Jeffrey Galindo ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
*Mary Hagen Carmichael.. ............................. Greenville, SC Teresa Margaret Gillis ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Caitlin Emily Carter ........................... North Augusta, SC Benjamin Thomas Guerry ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
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Jesse William Gysin ................................................ Greer, SC *Nysa Mariana Hicks ....................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Ashlyn Taylor Hall ....................................... Isle of Palms, SC Bryony Jane Higgins .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Brittany Anne Hendrix ................................... Greenville, SC Alexandra Jane Lauch nor ....................... West Simsbury, CT 
Cori Elizabeth Heyman ..................................... Augusta, GA *Amanda Marzenna Lillibridge .......................... Denville, NJ 
t**Caitlin Veronica Hill ........................... Newburyport, MA t**Raymond Thaddeus McCormack, Jr ....... Gainesville, GA 
**Michael Elliot Hirsch ..................................... Fort Mill, SC *Rachel Yvonne Rogers .................................. Little River, SC 
Jennifer Lee Holtz ........................................... Barrington, RI Claire Elizabeth Seabrook .............................. Charleston, SC 
Carter Benjamin Horton ..................................... Chapin, SC *Sarah Hatley Smoak .................................. Edisto Island, SC 
*Katharine Hall Hunter .................................. Lexington, SC Susanne Louise Sward ..................................... Northfield, IL 
Sarah Diane Jackson ...................................... Jacksonville, FL Wing Ling Tang .................................................... Inman, SC 
William Edward King ..................................... Pendleton, SC Travis Robert Teague ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Abigail Nicole Langrehr ............................... Spartanburg, SC Donald Rochelle Tisdale ............................ Goose Creek, SC 
**Andrew Leipold ................................ Stone Mountain, GA **Jacob Reece Walden .................................. Morganton, NC 
*Amanda K Lyons-Archambault .................... Charleston, SC Emily Webb .................................................. Mooresville, NC 
***Mary Warner Mack ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
t*** Adrienne Edith Margolies ....................... Harlingen, TX Modern Languages 
**Robert Paul Mariani ......................................... Wilder, VT 
*Corey Shelton McCray .................................... Pageland, SC 
*Andrew Preston Miller ....................................... Taylors, SC 
Phillip Nicholas Miller .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Richard Neal Moore II... ................................... Clemson, SC 
*Leigh Monroe Moring ................................... Allentown, PA 
**Dustin Cleag Mosley ..................................... Townville, SC 
Robert Paul Nelson III... ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Lindsay Reed Perry ........................................... Graham, NC 
***Christine Anne Pineros ..................................... Greer, SC 
**Leslie Danielle Robinson ............................ Greenville, SC 
Gregory Charles Sauer. ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Ramzy Sherif Amer .............................................. Giza, Egypt 
t***Dorothy Estelle Behre ............................. Charleston, SC 
*Christine Maree Corontzes ............................. Clemson, SC 
**Molly Elizabeth Gehrt.. ................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Karen Lauren Greene .................................... Charleston, SC 
Courtney Anne Kelly ............................................. Tampa, FL 
***Katherine Lynn Meredith .......................... Greenville, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth Oldani ............................... Brentwood, TN 
*Natalie Rebecca Sholtis ......................................... Greer, SC 
**Joel Nathaniel Smith ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Robert Weston Taylor ................................ Fountain Inn, SC 
Erica Senior ...................................................... Anderson, SC 
Daniel Blake Shorter ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Philosophy 
Andrew Mays Sibold ................................... Bennettsville, SC Jevonta Lashon Henderson .................................. Dillon, SC 
Ryan Eugene Smith ............................................... Easley, SC *Trevor A King ................................................. Anderson, SC 
Richard Blake Stancil... ........................................ Sumter, SC **Alexander William Knowles ................................. Irmo, SC 
*Frances Taylor. ............................................... Greenville, SC *Amanda K Lyons-Archambault .................... Charleston, SC 
Adam Gabriel Touma ...................................... Columbia, SC *Joshua Ryan Newberry .................................... Clemson, SC 
Christopher Eric Troscianecki ....................... Centreville, VA Shelby Lawrence Paul ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brendan Matthew Tully ............................. Locust Valley, NY *John Young-Jun Richard ............................... Lexington, SC 
Jordan Thomas Watson ......................................... Easley, SC **David Robert Roth ....................................... Columbia, SC 
LeAnn Nicole Williams .......................................... Elgin, SC *Richard David Rush, Jr. ................................ Greenville, SC 
Robert Anthony Willis .................................... Cornwall, NY 
Rachael Leigh Wrenn .................................. Isle of Palms, SC Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Language and International Trade **Terrence John Brannen ................................... Omaha, NE 
Michael James Dixon ........................................... Selden, NY 
t***Nicholas Stone Baulch ................................. Dublin, OH *Marc William Fisher Ill ................................... Beaufort, SC 
**Kaitlin Elizabeth Carlyle ............................. Glen Allen, VA Jerry Alan Jacobs II ............................. North Charleston, SC 
*Jordan Findlay Carroll ......................................... Aiken, SC *Nicholas Peter Kulmala ................................... Williston, SC 
Annette Elizabeth Castagno ......................... New Castle, DE ***Erin Kathleen McDonnell ................ South Pasadena, CA 
*Colleen Pinckney Darr ......................................... Aiken, SC *Katelyn Elizabeth McGuirk ......................... Boca Raton, FL 
t*Charles Wilson Dubose, Jr ........................... Madison, GA ***Nathan Thomas Milam .............................. Greenville, SC 
Julianne Rose Egan .......................................... Randolph, NJ *Erin Adeline Parisi .......................................... Clemson, SC 
*Jordan Paige Fagan ..................................... Rougemont, N C Devario Donta Simmons ................................ Greenville, SC 
t***Lauren Taylor Fasbender .......................... Columbia, SC Nicholas James Stow ......................................... Landrum, SC 
*Catherine A Goyak .................................. Myrtle Beach, SC *Justin Turner Wylie ............................................... Greer, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Hadsell ....................................... Clifton, VA 
Griffin Francis Hanrahan ............................ Dartmouth, MA 
Arden Elaine Hare ......................................... Charleston, SC 
t**Marissa J Henry ................................. Hampton Falls, NH 
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Communication Studies and Modern Languages 
*Katie Rebekah Wilson ................................... Columbia, SC 
**Laura Ann Wright ........................................ Loveland, OH 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
Cecelia Reynolds Fox .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Communication Studies and Psychology 
**Grace Marie Clayton ........................................... Greer, SC 
English and Modern Languages 
**Calie Ann Berry ......................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
English and Psychology 
Sandra Oluwafunmilayo Adeleye ............................. Katy, TX 
History and Philosophy 
**James Kristopher Taylor ............................. Stevensville, MI 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Brandon Q Andrews ........................................... Trenton, SC 
James Ryan Berry ......................................... Orangeburg, SC 
David Lawrence Brabham, Jr. ............................. Cheraw, SC 
Mark Hilton Carpenter, Jr ..................... Fort Lauderdale, FL 
*Corey Robert Cox .................................... Murrells Inlet, SC 
Brent Francis Danowski ....................................... Reston, VA 
Joshua Todd Davis ................................. West Columbia, SC 
Ashley Nichole Dickerson ............................... Anderson, SC 
***Eric James Fletcher ....................................... Norcross, GA 
*Christian Emory Grabeman ................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Brett Hahulski ................................................. Calverton, NY 
Brockton K Hall ............................................ Blythewood, SC 
*Jerry Lee Hinson III .......................................... Cheraw, SC 
**Sydna Anne Howard ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Paul Winslow Hughey III ...................... Little Mountain, SC 
**Brandon Scott Humphries ................................... York, SC 
*Ryan Edward Igo ....................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Joseph Haywood McGuire ..................................... Aiken, SC 
*Robert Craven McKinsey ..................................... Aiken, SC 
Spencer Canon Monroe ........................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Reece Hunter Motley ........................................ Clemson, SC 
Blake Alexander Muldrow ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brian Steven Nichols ......................... Columbine Valley, CO 
Ryan Francis O'Connor .......................... Fairfax Station, VA 
Justin Montgomery Olson ............................ Gray Court, SC 
Jillian Elizabeth Poston ..................................... Pamplico, SC 
Sam P Poulos ....................................................... Chester, SC 
Robert Lawton Powell ................................ Murrells Inlet, SC 
**Todd Casey Rapoport ..................... North Stonington, CT 
Austin Michel Rodgers ............................... Ridge Spring, SC 
Jay Blair Roper ............................................... Alpharetta, GA 
*Lillian Dianne Shivers ...................................... Swansea, SC 
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*Daniel Morgan Simpson ................................ Piedmont, SC 
*Brittany Nicole Smyth .................................... Anderson, SC 
Zane Ashford Sneed ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Richard Blake Stancil.. ......................................... Sumter, SC 
David Robert Steadman .................................. Columbia, SC 
Bryson Thomas ...................................................... Aiken, SC 
*Trevin Justin Thompson .............................. Dorchester, SC 
Christopher Ryan White ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Thomas James White .......................................... Denville, NJ 
Language and International Health 
(Language and International Health is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Health, Education and Human Development.) 
Allison Nicole Buck ......................................... Anderson, SC 
*Frances Augusta Ogden Cassada ....................... Leland, MS 
Bryndl Lyn Condie ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Lauren Rachel Crapps ................................... Lexington, SC 
Caitlin Elizabeth Croft ..................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Anna Elizabeth Garner ................................... Lexington, SC 
t**Michael Andrew Harris .............. Broadview Heights, OH 
Cameodiamond Elizabeth Joseph .................. Greenville, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Matthews ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
*Patrick James Wagner ......................................... Taylors, SC 
*Kimberly Lynn Wilson ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Anna Smith Yarborough ................................... Edgefield, SC 
CoLLEGE oF BusiNESS AND 
BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
Charles K Watt, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Clayton Derrick Davenport ......................... Williamston, SC 
*Elizabeth Moss Emanuel ................................ Anderson, SC 
**Blair McCurdy Garrett .................................... Lilburn, GA 
Robert John Glowacki, Jr .................................... Raleigh, NC 
Bernard Hazard .......................................... Overijse, Belgium 
*Sharon Rose Herr ............................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Geoffrey Patrick Holden ................................ Purcellville, VA 
Graham Walker Holdren ..................................... Chicago, IL 
***Marie-Anaelle Janus .............. Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium 
***Tricia Ann Kennelly ........................................ Carmel, IN 
Robert Wilson Kennemur ........................ Pawleys Island, SC 
**Alexander William Knowles ................................. Irmo, SC 
Sean Link ...................................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Grant Layton Malear ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Timothy S Miller ............................................. New York, NY 
*Daniel Theodore Ortiz ................................. Jacksonville, FL 
Cody James Puckett ....................................... Annapolis, MD 
*Brian Robert Shaw ......................... Rolling Hills Estate, CA 
**Christophe Speth ......................................... Aiglun, France 
Robert Stephen Thompson ....................... Chesterfield, MO 
*Jacob Paul Wilson ...................................... Westminster, SC 
Political Science Political Science (continued) 
*Nwamaka Brenda Adimora .......................... Greenville, SC Alexis Michelle Tuten .................................... Charleston, SC 
Claire Elizabeth Armstrong .. ........................... Prosperity, SC **Drayton Charles Wade ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
t**Perry Franklin Austin ................................... Florence, SC Taylor Catherine Welker. .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Nicholas Stone Baulch ................................. Dublin, OH Jessica Wesson ........................................... West Windsor, NJ 
Gia Effigenia Marena Boulos ......................... Greenville, SC 
Cassidi Elizabeth Bowen ....................................... Seneca, SC Psychology 
***K thl M. d B d a een tran a ran ................................. Lugoff, SC 
Stephen Joseph Castro, Jr ............................. Woodbine, MD 
**Ioannis George Co nits ................................ Greenville, SC 
Molly Jenna Cross ............................................ Glyndon, MD 
Shawn Michael Currie ......................................... Ladson, SC 
Rebecca Elizabeth Curry ................................. Lexington, SC 
Olivia Marie Dickman ...................................... Tega Cay, SC 
Brenna Elyse Dickson ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Urban Matthew Dis hart ...................................... Sumter, SC 
Kevin Ansel Duckworth ...................................... Pickens, SC 
**Lullie Morgan Eason ...................................... Florence, SC 
Preston Harry Edwards ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Cody Ellerbe ...................................................... Bluffton, SC 
**M d. hA F G"bb S ere tt nne ttz 1 on........................... t Louis, MO 
t*Scott Adams Herkamp .............................. Cincinnati, OH 
Katherine Susanna Hunter. ........................ Summerville, SC 
William Theodore Hunter ......................... Summerville, SC 
Jennifer Renee Johnson .......................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Thomas Graham Kelly ............................................ Greer, SC 
*Jake Matthew Kline ........................................... Raleigh, NC 
Kevin Talbot Koach ............................................. Sarasota, FL 
t***Jordan Matthew Koppel... .......................... Bellevue, WA 
Stephanie Nicole Langford ............................. Lexington, SC 
Bobby Ray Martin, Jr .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Samantha Ann Martin ...................................... Boyds, MD 
*Joshua Michael Masterson .......................... Greenwood, SC 
Joseph Alan Maxwell .......................................... Atlanta, GA 
Marjorie Frances Mayville ...................... Carolina Beach, NC 
Kelsey Ann McCawley ......................................... Chapin, SC 
*Corey Shelton McCray .................................... Pageland, SC 
*Hollis Valaer McKissick ................................ Greenville, SC 
Derek Christian Micek ......................................... Irvine, CA 
Jeffrey Michael Olsen ........................................... Jackson, NJ 
John Joseph Owens ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
David Edward Parker ........................................ Hanahan, SC 
Megan Elizabeth Piatt ............................................ Easley, SC 
**Andrew Marshall Rawl ................................. Anderson, SC 
Kimberly La trice Robinson ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Richard David Rush, Jr ................................. Greenville, SC 
*John Michael Russo, Jr ...................................... Orange, CT 
Matthew Carl Schott ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Molly Kathleen Seltzer ................................. Centreville, VA 
Evelyn Gray Sexton .......................................... Columbia, SC 
Benjamin Tyler Sinclair .................................... Clemson, SC 
Cameron Roger Skinner. .................................... Central, SC 
Thomas Christopher Berry ..................................... Greer, SC 
Chelsea Taren Brock .............................................. Easley, SC 
Mary Ann Brown ................................................. Sumter, SC 
Abbie Christen Carpenter ...................................... Greer, SC 
Murphy Christine Cassell... ................................... Easley, SC 
Thomas Legare Donaldson ............................ Charleston, SC 
*Samantha Morgan Fisher. ......................... West Chicago, IL 
Kayla Joyce Fultz ........................................... West Union, SC 
Leonka Garvin ..................................................... Gifford, SC 
Alisa Kaye Gibson ............................................ Anderson, SC 
T D . G·b terra emse 1 son ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Ross A Homer-Bouthiett ............................. East Granby, CT 
*Lukas Gaines Honeycutt ................................ Columbia, SC 
Christopher G Jacob ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Taylor Loryn Johnson .............................................. York, SC 
Chelsey Painter Kistler. ................................ Waynesboro, PA 
Colleen Marie Knauf.. ..................................... Rochester, NY 
*Spencer C Kohn ............................................... Camden, SC 
*Taylor Renee Krulac .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Kathryn Paige Linich ........................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Jessica Danielle Mackey .............................................. Iva, SC 
Kaela Jean Mazzola .................................... Londonderry, NH 
*Shelby Katrina McKinney .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
***Kathleen Mary McKissack .................. Pass Christian, MS 
Madison Suzanne Mehder ............................. Lake Wylie, SC 
Aaron Blake Miller ................................................ Easley, SC 
**A . AI d M ustm exan ra urray ...................... Westborough, MA 
Richard Chalmers Neldon .................................. McLean, VA 
*Lauren Ashlee Rampey ...................................... Taylors, SC 
*M d 1· L. R h a e me tsa e m .................................... San Diego, CA 
Carrie Caitlin Rooney ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Evin Jordan Roper ................................................. Easley, SC 
**Regan Camille Schroer .......................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Nicole Ashlyn Schutte ...................................... Oakland, ME 
Jasmine Kelsey Smalls .................................. Summerton, SC 
**Anna Nicole Stastny ..................................... Anderson, SC 
t**Michelle Lynn Steele ............................... West River, MD 
***Haley Warner Sulka ...................................... Bluffton, SC 
Nicholas Taillon ..................................... Richmond Hill, GA 
Abigale Jayne Thayer ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Brittany Marie Tolleson ..................................... Sumter, SC 
Tiffany Lynn Trout ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Joseph Michael White ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Hannah Elizabeth Winchester ............................ Raleigh, NC 
Pierce McBee Smith, Jr. ...................................... Roswell, GA 
George Buist Smythe, Jr. ................................ Charleston, SC 
Sociology 
Daniel Benjamin Summey .................................... Liberty, SC Katelyn Ann Bruggeling .................... St Catharines, Canada 
Jessica Anne Sweet .............................................. Oakton, VA Jasmine Alexis Brunson .............. South Hampton, Bermuda 
Alexander Albert Ronald Thompson ... Nova Scotia, Canada **Anna Lucile Campbell ..................................... Bellaire, TX 
**Michael Joel Tremoulis ....................................... Lima, OH Sarah Marie Caneup ............................................ Gilbert, SC 
Christopher Eric Troscianecki ....................... Centreville, VA 
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Margaret Allison Cashiola .............................. Beaumont, TX Brian Bierman ................................................... Voorhees, NJ 
Margaret Ellen DeBaugh ................................. Pittsboro, NC ***Robert Gray Bonner ................................ Blythewood, SC 
Sarah Christine Fowler ......................................... .. Cary, NC Evan Ambrose Borgelt ......................................... Vienna, VA 
Dontavius An twain Glenn ...... ... ........... .... .... ..... C linton, SC ***Kevin William Bouchillon ............................... Seneca, SC 
Joseph England Hiott ............................................ Easley, SC *Danielle Elizabeth Brischke .......................... Charlotte, NC 
*Tiphany Catherine Jackson ......... ..................... Bluffton, SC C hristopher Scott Brown ................................ Greenville, SC 
Jill Kristin Julian .............................. ........... . Winchester, MA Timothy Ryan Carroll ........................................... Fairfax, VA 
Katherine Anne Ledbetter. .................. ........... Greenville, SC Marcella Mack Castelloes .. ........................... Winter Park, FL 
Kaitlyn Elizabeth McKinney ........................... Lexington, SC Brendan Timothy Cei ................... .... ........... Wallingford, CT 
Hashim Nedal Mefleh ................................. Westminster, SC Kevin William Conlon .................................... Columbia, SC 
Quinten Rashad Mims .......................... Winston-Salem, NC Nicolas Daniel Conner .......................................... Miami, FL 
t**Courtney Jayne Mohan ............................... Fort Mill, SC Desiree Zimmerman Cooley ................. ....... .... Columbia, SC 
Constance Amanda Patterson ........................... Fairport, NY *Jenna Elizabeth Crawford ........... ............ ............ Union, SC 
Katherine Tyler Pearlstone ... .................... Creve Coeur, MO Nicholaus Ransom Davis ................................... Rembert, SC 
Ericha Page Pearson .................................... Simpsonville, SC Lauren Marie DeHoff ....................... ..... ..... Laytonsville, MD 
Katherine Montgomery Richardson .................. Florence, SC William Ryan Dixon ............................................... Greer, SC 
*Tara Kay Ridge ............................................. Charleston, SC **Victoria Louise Drecchio ....................... Severna Park, MD 
Darrell Bernard Smith ...................................... Gadsden, AL Sean Timothy Faust ..................................... Montgomery, NJ 
*Olivia Brooke Stewart ... ............................ ......... .. Easley, SC Kathryn Hope Franks ................ ...................... Ridgeville, SC 
**Hannah Elizabeth Swoap ........................ Simpsonville, SC *Robert Yeargin Furman ................................. Greenville, SC 
Hayden Elizabeth Kyle Taylor ....... .................. Pinehurst, NC Do rota Katarzyna Gasiorowska ................... ........... . lrmo, SC 
*Samantha Rose Webber ........................... .. ... .. ..... . Greer, SC Marina Michael Hadley .......................................... Greer, SC 
*Malisia Wilkins ........... .. .......... ...................... Flat Rock, NC *Kaitrin Mary Hartnett ......................... North Kingstown, RI 
Sharde D Young ............. ....... ........................... Columbia, SC Jeffrey Skillman Hunt ................................. Wilmington, NC 
Jessica Lyn Johnson ........................................ Great Falls, VA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
**Elizabeth Creighton Kay ... .............. .. ........... Greenville, SC 
Ashley Christine Kemp ........................ ... ...... . San Diego, CA 
Economics and Modern Languages Bradley Patrick Kenkel... ... .............................. Charlotte, NC Edward Bonnefond Kerschner ............................. Wayne, PA 
t*Yolanda Mei Ngo ................................... Myrtle Beach, SC Kelsey L Kilcoyne ............................................ Lancaster, MA 
*William Webster Kingsbery ........................ ... ... Raleigh, NC 
Economics and Political Science Chelsea Kay Kite ........ ................ ... ................. Lake Ridge, VA 
*Elizabeth Ellen Dean ...................................... Arlington, VA 
Anthony Demitrios Kyriakakis ......................... Clemson, SC 
Briana Celeste Langley ................... ... ........ Travelers Rest, SC 
Economics and Sociology 
*Jacob Robert Lawler .............................................. Greer, SC 
*Kristin Lynn Lofgren ....................................... Norcross, GA 
Jordan Lee Fox ..... ...... .................................. Mooresville, NC t*Emily Kyle Lyerly ................................................ Destin, FL 
**Joshua Stephen Marbert ..... ................................ Aiken, SC 
History and Political Science **Abby Michelle Marks ............................................ Mars, PA 
*David Stephen Martin ................................ Honea Path, SC 
**Shannon Grace Peters ................. Palm Beach Gardens, FL t*Kristen Elizabeth Martin .......................... .. Wellington, FL 
Modern Languages and Sociology 
*Kyle Cragan Matusek .... .... .... .... .. .................... .... Olney, MD 
Lori Collum Miller .......................... .................. Monetta, SC 
**Jessie Marie Phillips ..... .... ..... .................. Hurdle Mills, NC Ryan Joseph Miller. .......................................... Randolph, NJ 
Steven Anthony Miller. ................................ .Studio City, CA 
Psychology and Sociology *Elizabeth Sterling Moose .................................. Florence, SC 
t*Bhavisha Rajnikant Patel ....................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
t***Lindsey Rae Hutton ..................................... Atlanta, GA Lisa Marie Phillips ........ ... .... .... ..... ..... ......... Wilmington, DE 
*Joseph Alexander Pizetoski ........................... Davidson, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Matthew Ryan Quillan ................................... Greenville, SC 
William Christopher Rakus ......................... Sea Isle City, NJ 
Accounting 
**Nicolas Owen Alexander. .... .... .. ......................... Easley, SC 
Dennis James Randar ....................................... Fort Mill, SC 
t **Virginia Cochran Reed ... .......... ................ Greenville, SC 
Camilo Rodas ......................................... ........ Greenville, SC 
Drew Arthur Amann ......................... ........ Chesterfield, MO 
**Kimberly Paige Arvidson ........ .. ............. Westborough, MA 
William Hite Baldwin ....................................... Penhook, VA 
Raven Danyel Rogers ............... .. .. .. ..... ... .. ...... . Lake View, SC 
Raven Symone Simon ... ..................................... Florence, SC 
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*Zachary John Squillante ........................... Point Pleasant, NJ Alexander Franklin Adams ...................................... lrmo, SC 
Ariel Julissa Stewart ...................................... Blythewood, SC Charles Edward Adams, Jr ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Benjamin Kyle Theisen ............................... Johns Creek, GA Adam James Barnett ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Evan Michael Tollison ........................................ Raleigh, NC Jamieson Banker Bates ......................... North Brunswick, NJ 
Keegan Leigh Wallace ....................................... Westfield, NJ Elizabeth Ann Bell ..................................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Hayley Elizabeth Warden ............................... Great Falls, VA Lauren Elizabeth Berkemeyer ....................... Cincinnati, OH 
Allison Anne Waterhouse ................................ Ashland, MA Louis Adams Bledsoe IV ................................ Charlotte, NC 
*Katherine Mackie Winchester ...................... Greenville, SC Louis Matthew Boers ............................... Downers Grove, IL 
Andrew Foster Bond .................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Economics Savard Timothy Boone, Jr. ............................. Charleston, SC 
**Jeremy Reagin Addy ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Gerald Nesmith Arnette III .................................. Dillon, SC 
Jonathan Burt Blaber .................................... Blythewood, SC 
t**Paul Botello ............................................. Centerville, MA 
Zachary William Burkhart ................................. Canton, OH 
Anna Elizabeth Carson ............................ Fredericksburg, VA 
*Jonathan Clayton Darling ............................. Greenville, SC 
t*Dustin Timothy Davis .................................. Mt Holly, NC 
Charles Edmund Downs, Jr ........................... Gloucester, VA 
*James Robert Duessel.. .................................... Gibsonia, PA 
t**Cameron Scott Eagles ................................ Longwood, FL 
Connor Harlan Fleck .............................................. Greer, SC 
Elizabeth Hope Fulton ................................. Kensington, MD 
**Anthony Philip Gabarro .............. Greenville Junction, ME 
Walter Robert House Hammond ............... Sugar Valley, GA 
James Huston Henson ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Kenny Hin Kwok ............................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Travis Philip Lecture ............................................... Greer, SC 
*Jordan Elizabeth Leigh Lowery .................... Charleston, SC 
**Yannick Maden ..................................... Stuttgart, Germany 
Thomas Michael Mahon, Jr ............................... Neptune, NJ 
*Andrew Braden McNab .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Tatiana Natalie Mirutenko ............... Hawthorn Woods, IL 
t***Sadler Blaydes Moore ........................... Weddington, NC 
**Leslie Rose Olson .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Lee Timothy Peters .................................... Bernardsville, NJ 
*Colin Michael Pettigrew .................................. Clemson, SC 
Kelly Ann Pettigrew ............................................... Easley, SC 
Stephanie Nicole Pridgen ............................ Chesapeake, VA 
Zachary Lee Raborn .............................................. Lyman, SC 
*Timothy William Rogers ....................................... Greer, SC 
Davis McCord Rose .............................................. Fairfax, VA 
***Calvin Thomas Salter ........................................ Greer, SC 
John Stewart Sanders, Jr ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Stephen Philip Spaseff II .................................. Ashburn, VA 
Nicholas James Sykes ................................. New Canaan, CT 
Scott Donovan Tennant ......................................... Greer, SC 
t*Dan McKeithan Thomason, Jr .................... Greenville, SC 
John Andrew Throckmorton, Jr .................... Richmond, VA 
Robert Morgan Tinsley ............................ North Augusta, SC 
*Ellen Marie Walker ....................................... Port St Joe, FL 
t*Eric Matthew Witzke ................................... Greenville, SC 
t**Perry Alan Yarborough ............................... Asheville, NC 
*Richard Alexander Boyko ............................ Pearl River, NY 
Kyle Richard Chambers .................................... Medway, MA 
Joseph Cigna ............................................. West Windsor, NJ 
Siedah Romon Coleman .................................. Abbeville, SC 
Kaetlin Kelly Collins ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Zechariah Council ..................................... Estill, SC 
**Reid August Cruse ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Jessica Patrycja Cygan ....................................... Holyoke, MA 
Lauren Denise Dailey ...................................... Blenheim, SC 
Paul James Dancy ............................................... Fairport, NY 
Jonathan D Davis ............................... West Stockbridge, MA 
**Richard Edward Davis, Jr. ........................... Greenville, SC 
Travis William Defibaugh ........................... Summerville, SC 
t** Anthony John DePalo ......................... Downingtown, PA 
*Benjamin Robert Dinges ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Michael Arthur DiRocco ........................... New Canaan, CT 
Michael Paul Dorosh ....................................... Terryville, CT 
W d. R' NY Amanda Jane Drower ............................... a mg tver, 
*Christopher John Edmonds ........................ Landenberg, PA 
Luke William Finlay IV .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Denardo Rodreco Freeman II ....................... Charleston, SC 
David Michael Garrigan ......................................... Greer, SC 
**Bruce Jerome Haase ..................................... Rockville, MD 
Audrey Marie Haines ............................................ Seneca, SC 
*Duncan Weathers Hart ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Daniel Ronald Hawkins .......................... Davidsonville, MD 
***David James Hoppe ...................................... Leesville, SC 
*Charles Cody Hughes ................................ Isle of Palms, SC 
Kathleen Elizabeth Hullinger .............................. Reston, VA 
Matson Munro Hutchins ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
t***Elizabeth Ann Johnson ................................ Galena, OH 
Samuel Warren Johnson ................................. Greenville, SC 
Hayden Alton Jones ............................................. Taylors, SC 
*Allison Bismarck Kelly .......................... East Sandwich, MA 
Blake Sonna Kennedy .................................... Alpharetta, GA 
William Wallace Kerr ..................................... Davidson, NC 
Bradley Joseph Kittel .............................................. Greer, SC 
Ryan John Kreger ........................................ Lawrenceville, NJ 
Jamie M Kryder ................................................ Rochester, NY 
Anthony Demitrios Kyriakakis ......................... Clemson, SC 
t**Sally Lin .......................................... , ....... Orangeburg, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Lowe ............................................ Austin, TX 
*Jordan Elizabeth Leigh Lowery .................... Charleston, SC 
John Robert Mauney Il.. .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Logan Jesse Maxon ......................................... Alpharetta, GA 
***John Francis McAfee, Jr. ............................ Greenville, SC 
t**Katherine Charlotte McFee ..................... Clarksville, MD 
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Melanie Lewis McNeel... ........................................ Brielle, NJ Anna Victoria Feaster ........................................... Saluda, SC 
Michael Owens MeN inch ................................... Chester, VA Kendall E Goss ............................................. Spartanburg, SC 
***Nathan Thomas Milam .............................. Greenville, SC t*Bonnie Josephine Hanna ........................... Statesboro, GA 
Daniel Byrd Miller IV .................................. Spartanburg, SC ***Kayla Marie Hartigan .............................. Chesterfield, MI 
*Michael Thomas Miller ............................... Glenwood, MD Andrew Wilson Holmes ................................. Lexington, SC 
**Tatiana Natalie Mirutenko ............... Hawthorn Woods, IL Amanda Rae Hrubesh ........................................ Lilburn, GA 
Nicholas Taylor Ogle ..................................... Gatlinburg, TN Melissa Ann Jackson .................................... Weaverville, NC 
Cameron Eugene Parker ...................................... Chapin, SC Lauren Alexis James ................................................. Loris, SC 
Justin Lee Parker ............................................. Charlotte, NC Rebecca C Kernodle-McCraw ........................ Charleston, SC 
W Hays Parks, Jr. ............................................... Clemson, SC Stuart Katharine Lowden .............................. Richmond, VA 
Michael Christopher Pournaras ........................... Fairfax, VA Paul David McJunkin ......................................... .Six Mile, SC 
**Heather Melissa Powell.. ................................ Prattville, AL Jaron Cephas Owens ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Daniel Anthony Michael Pratt ................... West Chester, PA Lauren Elizabeth Roberts .................................... Shelby, NC 
t**Virginia Cochran Reed ............................. Greenville, SC Hannah Michelle Sellers ......................................... Pelzer, SC 
Philip Earl Rhodes .......................................... Greenville, SC *Rachel Elizabeth Shearer .............................. Alpharetta, GA 
Steven Christopher Rosa II ......................... Middlebury, CT **Anna Davis Shillman .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Meredith Faye Rucker ..................................... Lexington, SC Christan Victoria Spires ............................... Walterboro, SC 
Amanda Morgan Schmieler. ................................ Chapin, SC Katie Rebecca Stokes ............................................ Lyman, SC 
t***Preston Reid Schwartz .................................. Sumter, SC Lauren Ann Teague ......................................... Columbia, SC 
Katelyn Mary Simmons ............................. Mattapoisett, MA Charlotte Canada Trotter ................................ Columbia, SC 
*Jonathan Michael Simpson ............................. Fort Mill, SC Sarah Rose Webb ............................................ Lexington, SC 
*John Stuart Skelton, Jr ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Jesse Carl Smith V. ...................................... Winter Park, FL Management 
David Donald Steinmetz III .............................. Medford, NJ 
Craig James Stephanson, Jr .............................. Arlington, VA 
Dhanesh Ashok Sujanani ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
Charles Paxton Tallman ................................. Alpharetta, GA 
t*Megan Tallman ............................................. Randolph, NJ 
John Robert Tassinari ....................................... Andover, MA 
Frank Filmore Thach III ..................................... Roswell, GA 
t*Dan McKeithan Thomason, Jr. ................... Greenville, SC 
Zachary Joel Toates ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Craig Michael Toggweiler ............................... Fort Myers, FL 
Elliot James Van Dyke ..................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Ronald J Vitta .................................................... Freehold, NJ 
Megan Elizabeth Vogt ........................................ Parkton, MD 
Nicholas John Vonesh ........................................ Oakton, VA 
*Grant Patterson Walczak ........................... Wilmington, DE 
Julia Anne Will ............................................... Lancaster, OH 
James Arthur Wilson ...................................... Hingham, MA 
Serenat Siir Yaz ................................................. Izmir, Turkey 
William Carey Yowell IV .................................. Marietta, GA 
Alexander Jay Zeiss ............................................ Clemson, SC 
Robert Anthony Adams ....................................... McColl, SC 
*Nwamaka Brenda Adimora .......................... Greenville, SC 
Tyler Colby Altom ........................................... Piedmont, SC 
J Q Armstrong IV ........................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Michele Hahle Augliere ................................... Littleton, MA 
Allen Bryce Austell ............................................... Clover, SC 
Robert John Barreto, Jr ................................... Greenville, SC 
Morgan Elizabeth Baskin ....................................... Easley, SC 
Meredith Dawn Beebe ..................................... Knoxville, TN 
Michael Alexander Beeson ............................. Greenville, SC 
Brandon Ross Berger ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Andrew Joseph Berrier ................................... Lexington, NC 
Kathleen Calvert Biladeau ..................................... Tampa, FL 
Jennifer Lynn Bozzo ............................................. Chapin, SC 
Christopher Michael Bradford ......................... Hanover, MA 
William Michael Bruce ...................................... Roebuck, SC 
Lindsay Rachelle Buckles .................................. Fort Mill, SC 
James Clayton Butler ........................................... Ruston, LA 
Phillip Stephen Calcutt II ................................. Pamplico, SC 
Christopher George Carroll ............................... Duluth, GA 
Graphic Communications *Laura Marie Casassa .................................. Summerville, SC 
Heather Tennyson Ceran ........................ Monte Sereno, CA 
Alex Sampson Barnard ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
**Lindsay Ann Battaglia ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Lauren Michelle Beck ..................................... Stamford, CT 
t***J h · h I d . os ua Kett Bo an ................................ Lexmgton, SC 
t**Hannah Elizabeth Bordner ....................... Sykesville, MD 
Thomas M Brush ........................................ Simpsonville, SC 
*Elizabeth Paige Byrd ....................................... Hartsville, SC 
Kathryn Renee Cook ......................................... Holland, MI 
**C amlin Rebecca Cothran ................... West Columbia, SC 
Brett Rebecca Czechowski ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Milligan Ruth Davis ....................................... Batesburg, SC 
Thomas Cooper Dees .................................... Smithfield, NC 
Allyson Emily Cialfi ..................................... Kennebunk, ME 
**Mary Teresa Ciccarelli ................................... Reading, MA 
Michaelanne Clardy ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
*Jacob Lewis Coleman .................................... Greenville, SC 
Catherine Jean Conway ................................ Cincinnati, OH 
Kathleen Olivia Cook ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Clifford Carlton Corley ....................................... Chapin, SC 
**William Jacob Coursey .................................. Abbeville, SC 
Jeffrey Alexander Cox .......................................... Sumter, SC 
Malinda Jane Craig .......................................... Piedmont, SC 
Owen David Crean ............................................. Atlanta, GA 
Carl McNair Cross ................................. Winston-Salem, NC 
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Alex Christian Dalpiaz ........................................... Easley, SC William Douglas McDaniel... ......................... Greenville, SC 
James Wesley Daniel ............................................ Taylors, SC Courtney Jean Chelsea McFarlane ................. Kennesaw, GA 
Jesse Doyle Danielewicz ............................... Spartanburg, SC Morgan Franchesca McMinn ................ Hendersonville, NC 
Lindsey Jean Dattoli .......................................... Danvers, MA Eric Alden Menatti ........................................... Herndon, VA 
Dustin Brian DeMio ............................... Falling Waters, WV Jonathan Paul Meyer. ..................................... San Diego, CA 
Olivia Vaigneur DeVore ................................. Greenville, SC McAlpin Thomas Miller .................................... Lakeland, FL 
Shontavian Laquell Devore .................................. Olanta, SC Amos Arnold Moon ........................................ Anderson, SC 
Elizabeth Anne De Witt ........................... ......... Clemson, SC Anthony Craig Morris ........................................... Aiken, SC 
Matthew Alexander Dorn ............................... Flat Rock, NC Wesley Jerome Nelson .......................................... Austin, TX 
**Benjamin Thomas Ebert ......................... Summerville, SC Kevin Andrew Newell .................................... Alpharetta, GA 
Matthew Clifton Edwards .............................. Pendleton, SC Benjamin Todd Nodtvedt ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Matthew David Elder ............................................... Erie, PA Ethan Daniel O'Malley .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Phillip Michael Fajgenbaum ............................... Raleigh, NC Ashley Rose Page ............................................... Manning, SC 
Katelyn Elizabeth Fedore ......................... Huntingtown, MD Adam David Panichi .............................................. Media, PA 
Timothy James Fitzpatrick ................................... Milton, GA Morgan Virginia Paris ....................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Christopher Michael Fratus ................. East Bridgewater, MA *Garrison Brice Park ....................................... Greenville, SC 
*Taylor Keith Fulton ...................................... Centreville, VA Jie Won Ashley Park .......................................... Seoul, Korea 
Erin Boden Gallagher .................................. Westminster, SC Alexa Marie Parker. ............................................ Newark, OH 
Tamia Lynnae Garrett ................................. Goose Creek, SC Timothy Alexander Pate .......................... North Augusta, SC 
Timothy Hugh Gaymon, Jr .................................. Sumter, SC *Alton Clarence Phillips, Jr. .......................... Charleston, SC 
Tabitha Dawn Gilstrap .......................................... Easley, SC Charles Pike .................................................... Greenville, SC 
Luke Thompson Godwin ............................... Greenville, SC *Robert Douglas Powell ..................................... Beaufort, SC 
*Erin Ashley Gotterbarm ....................................... Cayce, SC Christopher Brent Powers .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Joseph Scott Gratton ............................................ Olney, MD Donovan Vance Propst ...................................... Hickory, NC 
James Perrin Guignard ..................................... Columbia, SC Quyen Loc Quach .................................................. Easley, SC 
Gregory Brett Hardee, Jr ................................ Little River, SC **Anna Simmons Rash .................................. Carrollton, GA 
***Paul Harwood Hargrave ............................ Charleston, SC *Jonathan David Rickey ............................... Georgetown, SC 
Kelsey Lynne Haslett.. ....................................... St Louis, MO Sarah Caroline Rigter ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Thomas Phillip Hassler. .......................................... Greer, SC **Robert E Robinson .............................................. Greer, SC 
Charles Griffin Hill ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Heath Michael Runion .................................. Charleston, SC 
Charley D Hill ................................................. Anderson, SC Matthew Edward Russell .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Stephanie Lauren Holodak ............................... East Islip, NY *Jennifer Lynn Sand .......................................... Penfield, NY 
Nicole Michelle Horvilleur. ................. Port Washington, NY Taylor Jean Saraco ............................................... Tappan, NY 
Arthur Reed Hudson, Jr. .................................... Orlando, FL Patrick Joseph Scheible, Jr ................................... Chapin, SC 
Daniel Imperiale ............................................ Lumberton, NJ Barrett Rea Scott ...................................... Fairfax Station, VA 
Jason Truitt Isbell... ........................................ Lake Wylie, SC Spencer Conrad Shuey ................................... Charlotte, NC 
La'Mont D Jackson ........................................... Marietta, GA Thomas Jordan Simpson ................................ Charlotte, NC 
John Ross Jasmin ................................................... Aiken, SC Andrew Warren Smith ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Justin Legrand Jones ................................... Summerville, SC Paul Franklin Noah Smith .......................... Summerville, SC 
Cassandra Paige Kalinowski ................................ Chapin, SC Susannah Olivia Smith .................................. Charleston, SC 
*James Andrew Kaplanges ........................... Stevensville, MD Zachary Michael Sneed ................................... Greenville, SC 
Ryan Patrick Kenealy ............................................. Scotia, NY Andrew Nicholas Speer ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Kent .................................................. Springfield, VA Thomas Richard Stafford, Jr. .......................... Lexington, SC 
Kristin Elizabeth Kiceluk ....................... Marstons Mills, MA Jacob Thomas Stuckey .................................... Lexington, SC 
James F King III .................................................... Seneca, SC Robert Johnson Tapp ................................. Summerville, SC 
Jason Ross Kleiner ......................................... Lake Wylie, SC Cory William Thalheimer ........................... Hopkinton, MA 
Jordan Zachary Knoke .................................... Greenville, SC Brady Russell Thomas ......................................... Macon, GA 
t**Catherine Emelie Knotts .......................... Cumming, GA Kevin Mitchell Thomas ....................................... Marion, SC 
Hugh Comer Lane III ........................................... Seneca, SC Milton Grant Trotter ..................... ............ Fountain Inn, SC 
Ryan W Lemoine ........................................... Alpharetta, GA **Garrett James Visnansky .......................... Wilmington, DE 
t***Kyle LePrevost ........................ Washington Crossing, PA Blake Mitchell Walker .................................... Greenville, SC 
**Tianjiao Lu ............................................. Fountain Inn, SC Bradley Allen Walker. ....................................... Clemson, SC 
William Nathaniel Lyles ................................. Lexington, SC Oliver Gregory Walsh .................................... Charleston, SC 
Lauren McKenzie Maggs ..................................... Roswell, GA Justin Robert Warzoha .................................. Greenwich, CT 
James Evander Manning III ............................. Columbia, SC Christopher Riley West .................................... Abbeville, SC 
**Heather Lynne Marik ................................... Naperville, IL Anna Rae White .............................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Ryan Eric Massenburg .................................... Statesville, NC **Justin Thomas White ..................................... Beaufort, SC 
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Lucas Aaron White ......................................... Lexington, SC *Gordon Legare Gibson ................................ Charleston, SC 
James Terrance Kirk Wilson ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC *Shannon Nicole Glenn ...................................... Taylors, SC 
Valerie Joy Wilson .............................................. Central, SC *Erin Ashley Gotterbarm ....................................... Cayce, SC 
Daniel Jason Wood ........................................... Cowpens, SC Victoria Ruth Gryniewski .......................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Matthew Thomas Workman .................. Winston-Salem, NC *Kayla Nicole Halchak ..................................... Prosperity, SC 
Peter Laurenson Worthington ................. Randallstown, MD **Tyler Jordan Hall ......................................... Muskegon, Ml 
Jessica Marie Yoder ............................................... Seneca, SC ***Paul Harwood Hargrave ............................ Charleston, SC 
Mark Steven Zurawelll ....................................... Raleigh, NC John Harleston .............................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Rebecca Ann Harmon ................................ Goose Creek, SC 
Marketing Taylor Parks Heath ........................................... Columbia, SC 
**Jordan Sheffield Allan ............................... Harleysville, PA 
*Ellen Elizabeth Amos .................................. High Point, NC 
Alicia Marilyn Appell... ...................................... Freehold, NJ 
Morgan Elizabeth Aussprung .......................... Columbia, SC 
*Austin Thomas Barrett ......................................... Media, PA 
*Laura Marie Bellino ............................. North Reading, MA 
*Christian James Benedix ................................. Andover, MA 
Mitchell Taylor Bergeson .................................... Raleigh, NC 
William Tyler Bibb .......................................... Townville, SC 
Kathleen Calvert Biladeau ..................................... Tampa, FL 
Paige Marie Blackmon .......................................... Seneca, SC 
**Kendell Frances Blackwelder ............................ Chapin, SC 
*Austin W Blunt ........................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Zachary DeWitt Boggs ........................... Walnut Creek, CA 
t**Hannah Elizabeth Bordner ....................... Sykesville, MD 
Cessily Allyn Burris .............................................. Landis, NC 
Kendall Marie Butters ....................................... Durham, NC 
*Kelly Caporaso ................................................. Matawan, NJ 
Geoffrey T Carroll ........................................ Marshfield, MA 
Brooke Elizabeth Carson ................................. Columbia, SC 
Matthew Byron Carter. ..................................... Clermont, FL 
Sarah Elizabeth Casey ............................ Winston-Salem, NC 
**Patrick John Chamberlain ....................... Ellicott City, MD 
**Caitlin Alain Chrisey ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Paige Beatrice Clegg ......................................... Rochester, Ml 
Kyle Andrew Clifford ...................................... Sandwich, MA 
*Ryan Patrick Conlon ............................ The Woodlands, TX 
t**Katherine Osborne Coward .......................... Raleigh, NC 
*Lisa Joy Crabbe ................................................... Sumter, SC 
*Jessica Lorraine Crenshaw ............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Brett Rebecca Czechowski ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Allison Elizabeth David ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Melissa Lynn Davis ....................................... Liberty Hill, SC 
*Thomas Francis Delaney V ....................... Chadds Ford, PA 
*Meghan Lee Dennewitz ................................. Hockessin, DE 
Nicole Catherine Downes ................................ Madison, CT 
**Jonathan Neil Easton ....................................... Lenoir, NC 
Jennifer N Eckart .................................................... Greer, SC 
Jacey Ann Edwards ........................................ Charleston, SC 
t**Albert Donald Erb Ill ............................. Doylestown, PA 
Evan Joseph Falciani ........................................... Sea Girt, NJ 
**Matthew Alexander Fetty .................................. Olney, MD 
***Samantha Lee Fischer .............................. Doylestown, PA 
*Jennifer Elaine Fowler ................................... Greenville, SC 
Megan Frances Garland ........................... North Augusta, SC 
Rebecca Marie Garvin .................................... Lexington, SC 
**Kelly Catherine Herman .................. Hawthorn Woods, IL 
***Caitlin Marie Hill ....................................... Asheville, NC 
**Kara Ashland Hinson ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Haleigh Ruth Hipp .............................................. Chapin, SC 
t***Lindsey Grace Hoeg ............................... Doylestown, PA 
**Mary Anna Howell ........................................ Clemson, SC 
*Audrey Marie Hungerman .......................... Eldersburg, MD 
*Timothy Lee lsgett ............................................ Fletcher, NC 
Sarah Lindsay Johnson ............................. Severna Park, MD 
*Victoria Caroline Johnson ............................ Kingsport, TN 
*Robert Harrison Jordan ....................... South Portland, ME 
Shawn Michael Kelly .............................. Mountain Lakes, NJ 
Alexandra Leigh Kemp ........................................ Reston, VA 
t**Catherine Emelie Knotts .......................... Cumming, GA 
*Tara Toner Kolarsick ................................ Florham Park, NJ 
*Alison Elizabeth Lanning ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Adam Joseph LeBlanc ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Lea Marie LeFebvre .......................................... Fairfield, CT 
Anthony Vito Lepore ............................................... Brick, NJ 
*Grace Christine Levine ........................ Hendersonville, NC 
*Kevin Joseph Liller .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Sara Marie Lincoln ...................................... Lutherville, MD 
*Anna Reed Lynch ................................................ Seneca, SC 
Hannah Noelle Mahaffey ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Zackery Lloyd Andrew Mann .......................... Anderson, SC 
**Ryan Andrew Maurer ........................................ Austin, TX 
*Christopher Jordan Mayer ............... West Long Branch, NJ 
**Maegan Hund McGoff ..................................... Lorton, VA 
***Jill Mitchiner McNair. ................................ Greenville, SC 
Carly Elliott Miller. ......................................... Derwood, MD 
*David Andrew Mintz ................................................ Rye, NY 
*Selvy Anne Miros .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Meghan Alexandra Moersen ............................ Marietta, GA 
Stephanie Ann Moorhead ............................... Anderson, SC 
*Wesley Tyler Moran ................................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
Trent Lowman Morgan .................................... Columbia, SC 
*Jessi C Morley ................................................ Lexington, SC 
***Chase Alexander Morten .................. Winston-Salem, NC 
*Holly Elizabeth Mosley ................................... Rock Hill, SC 
**Alison Elizabeth Motroni ........................ Goose Creek, SC 
Derek Charles New ............................................. Orlando, FL 
*Cameron Tyler Newberry ....................................... lrmo, SC 
**Leslie Rose Olson .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
t*Nicholas Omeltchenko .................... Port Washington, NY 
Thomas George Orban ....................................... Raleigh, NC 
*Rebecca Downing Parker ............................... Anderson, SC 
Christopher Michael Patch .................. North Attleboro, MA 
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*Veronica Patruno ............................... .............. . Hatboro, PA *Kathleen Lydia Backman ................................ Clemson, SC 
Brooks Thomas Patterson ............................... Greenville, SC t*Meghan Leigh Barnes .................................. Greenville, SC 
Emilee Brooke Payne .................................. Simpsonville, SC Laura Elizabeth Barone ....................................... Oakton, VA 
*Sara Ann Pepper ............................................ Rockville, MD t***Taylor Sullivan Bolt ................................... Anderson, SC 
**Allison Hope Perkins ...................................... Brevard, NC t**Melicia Ivette Bosnjak ...................................... Easley, SC 
*Margaret Ann Perry .................................. Silver Spring, MD *Autumn Taylor Breeden ............................ Hagerstown, MD 
Jared Dewain Pike ........................................ Weaverville, NC Caitlin Elizabeth Bresnahan ............................. Leesburg, VA 
*Romalea Georgia Pisteolis ............................. Greenville, SC Christian Trousdale Brown II.. .......................... Metairie, LA 
Andrew Joseph Posen ........................................ Freehold, NJ **Deanna Karol Burns ................................... Manorville, NY 
*Mary Blair Powell ............................................ Phoenix, MD Alyssa Mishelle Callahan ................................. Columbia, SC 
Marian Elizabeth Proctor ............................... Charleston, SC *Allan Michael Ciciriello ................................... Camden, SC 
Brooke Elizabeth Raines ................................... Marietta, GA **Robert Christopher Coley ................................ Pickens, SC 
Jamie Elizabeth Raines ......................................... Tucker, GA Megan Alexandra Collins ............................... Lexington, SC 
*Madaline Alexia Ralston ................................ Salisbury, NC Brittany Marie Comer ......................................... Gilbert, SC 
**Jennifer Lynne Ready ........................................... Lititz, PA Kimberly Lynn Copus ............................ Winston-Salem, NC 
Mary Lauren Reddeck ..................................... Lake City, SC t*Shannon McDermott Elliott ..................... Sugar Land, TX 
Crawford Elliott Reeves .................................. Greenville, SC Matthew Scott Finkenstadt ................................... Seneca, SC 
*Lauren Elizabeth Reichard .................................... Greer, SC Travis Mathew Hattery Freetly ............... Winston-Salem, NC 
***Tyler Walter-Woods Reinhard ................... Parsippany, NJ t*Elena Victoria Garifallou ............................... Bluffton, SC 
t*William Walker Ryan ................................. Charleston, SC Hannah Lynn Gersbach .............................. Johns Island, SC 
Stevie Lynn Scott .............................................. Kingstree, SC Chelsea DePauw Glynn .................................... Seymour, CT 
***Morgan Suzanne Sheats .......................... Ocean View, DE t***Jack Gregory Graham .................................... Easton, PA 
**Alexandra Jean Simmons ................... Chester Springs, PA Amanda Nicole Hairston ........................................ .Irmo, SC 
*Emily Annette Sisson .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC *Hannah Elise Haley .................................... Georgetown, SC 
Kyle Stewart Smiley ........................................... Fort Mill, SC Meredith Christine Harper ..................... North Augusta, SC 
Ian Rand Smith ......................................... Gaylordsville, CT Melissa Ann Hibdon ........................................ Hanahan, SC 
Julie Ann Starnes ...................................... Gaithersburg, MD Caroline Elizabeth Hill .................................. Charleston, SC 
Phillip Charles Stephens ........................................ Greer, SC **Lauren Paige Hinkel ................................. Westampton, NJ 
Lindsey Michelle Straga ................................ Mullica Hill, NJ Gordon Wesley Hodge .......................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Lauren Lee Thompson ........................................ Sumter, SC ***Jerry Lee Huffman ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
Taylor Michelle Tushar ............................... Wake Forest, NC *Samantha Marie Hughes .............................. Long Valley, NJ 
Lauren Elizabeth Vitek ....................................... Raleigh, NC Brittany Leanne Jackson .................................. Prosperity, SC 
**Caroline Rose Westerman .................. Fort Lauderdale, FL *Kelly Lee Jeanes ................................................... Belton, SC 
***Shawn Bachman Wicker ................................. Chapin, SC Nicholas Russell Jewell... ........................................ Easley, SC 
*Kathleen Sullivan Wilkins ................................. Chapin, SC Craig Jonathon Johnson .................................. Asheville, NC 
Chelsie Jenae Williams ................................. Fort Worth, TX *Victoria Kathryn Kirby .................................. Greenville, SC 
*Katharine Anne Williams ............................ Annapolis, MD * Alyson Margaret Knapp ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
*Erin Danielle Wiltse .................................... Great Falls, VA *Cynthia Marie Marshall ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
**Mindy Leigh Windle ................................... Charlotte, NC Nicholas Stephen Metropol.. ........................... Columbia, SC 
*Kelly Joanna Wright .................................. Simpsonville, SC Rhys Alexander Miles ........................................ Florence, SC 
Political Science 
Brian Alphonso Murdaugh ................................. Gifford, SC 
Bryan Thomas Nadrowski ............... Spring Lake Heights, NJ 
t***Kristin Elizabeth Bender .... McGuire Air Force Base, NJ 
*Ryan Thomas DeMattia ................................ Lexington, SC 
Kasey Melissa Fowler ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Taylor Lawrence Grooms ....................... Bonneau Beach, SC 
t***lsmael Antonio Hernandez-Cruz ................ Florence, SC 
Nicholas John Holba ..................................... Charleston, SC 
*Cole Alec Sulmonetti ...................................... Marietta, GA 
t**Mason Thomas Turner .................................. Atlanta, GA 
Wesley Michael Watt ...................................... Kennesaw, GA 
*Hayden Christian Zurl .............................. Wake Forest, NC 
Brooks Jordan Pfeifer ............................... Peachtree City, GA 
Sarah Elizabeth Reddy ................................ Summerville, SC 
**Kathleen Marie Robinson ............................ Freeland, MD 
*Amanda Denise Rollo .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Kathryn Louise Sant ........................................ Hilliard, OH 
t**Ronald Richard Schram ......................... Canonsburg, PA 
Myongii Anne Shephard ................................. Brooklyn, NY 
Cherie Victoria Singletary ...................................... Elgin, SC 
John Benson Sloan, Jr .......................................... Chapin, SC 
Lauren Kathleen Smart ...................................... Atmore, AL 
** Alisha Lauren Solak-Shawn ......................... Charlotte, NC 
Alexandra Jacquline Sparks ............................. Haverford, PA 
*Ali via Elsan Stott ................................................. Lyman, SC 
*Timothy Paul Tate .............................................. Taylors, SC 
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Caroline Anne Thomas ...................................... Cheraw, SC ***Kathryn Lois Ashley .................................... Anderson, SC 
*Lindsay Marie Thomas ...................... .................. Olney, MD Troy Jerome Bargeron ..................................... Greenville, SC 
*Andrew Campbell Tucker ......................... Simpsonville, SC t***Ryan Culp Boyer ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Caroline Mary Venables ............................... Spring Lake, NJ Tiffany Elizabeth Gray ............................................ Cope, SC 
Mary Catherine Walker ......................................... Dallas, TX Jalonna Kearney ........................................ Lawrenceville, GA 
Sarah Ann Wasloski .................................. Marriottsville, MD Brian David Kidd ........................................ Summerville, SC 
Leah Miriam Williams ....................................... Augusta, GA *Jonathan Edward McMasters ............... Winston-Salem, NC 
*Perry Blain Willimon .......................................... Liberty, SC Kenneth Earl Miller II ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Eric Daniel Wilson ........................................... Landrum, SC *Laverne Anne Piper. ............................................... lrmo, SC 
Joseph Manning Young Ill ............................. Lexington, SC *Meredith McGowan Richardson ............... Spartanburg, SC 
Sociology 
***Caroline Dunning Stalvey ...................... Georgetown, SC 
*Zane Anthony Troyer ....................................... Farragut, TN 
*Kathryn Anne Baker ................................. Summerville, SC 
Samuel Leroy Keith Baxter .......................... Orangeburg, SC 
Physics 
Devin Rydale Booker ....................................... Whitmire, SC Jeremy Christopher StJohn .............................. Concord, VA 
t**John K Christopher ......................................... Moore, SC 
Joshua O'Neal Davis ............................................ Elloree, SC DOUBLE MAJOR 
t*** Ashley Elizabeth Duquette .................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jasmine Nicole Edgerson .................................. Marietta, GA Economics and Mathematical Sciences 
Scott William Firth .................................... Buffalo Grove, lL 
Jeanni Lynn Haas ................................................... Easley, SC 
t*Cassandra lves Buchta .............................. Bay Village, OH 
Milton Wayne Jennings, Jr. ......................... Summerville, SC BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Stormy Paige Kendrick ..................................... Gastonia, NC 
Mary Katherine Kennemore ............................... Laurens, SC Bioengineering 
*Michael Hagop Layne .......................................... Seneca, SC 
Marcus Alexander Maxey .................................... .Athens, GA 
Roderick Jamal McDowell ................................... Sumter, SC 
Christina Leigh Ray .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Bryan Llewellyn Sloan ......................................... Pickens, SC 
Kyle Everett Tanner ............................................. Conway, SC 
Rickey Eugene Taylor, Jr ......................................... .lrmo, SC 
John Maxwell Thomas .......................................... Belton, SC 
Mary Addison Varin ....................................... Greenville, SC 
t*Alexandra Renee Zanaboni .................. Coto De Caza, CA 
Michael Magdy Beshay ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
t***Devon Alexandra Bowser .............................. Seneca, SC 
t***Colin Tyler Burns-Heffner ..................... Woodbine, MD 
Matthew Ross Cogburn ................................ Greenwood, SC 
Matt Steven Denney ..................................... Cincinnati, OH 
*Victor Julian DePiero ..................................... Louisville, KY 
*Jhilmil Dhulekar ........................................... Greenville, SC 
t**Melissa Allyn Dunphy .................................. Florence, SC 
t***Anthony Lee Dyer. .......................................... Easley, SC 
t**Ryan David Freed ............................................. Aiken, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
**William Robert Gordon ..................................... Aiken, SC 
Benjamin Michael Green ........................... New Orleans, LA 
Stuart Wilson Grimes ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Martine LaBerge, Acting Dean *Theresa L Hafner ........................................... Columbia, SC 
t*Jacob Elliott Hammers ................................ Lexington, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS *Elizabeth June Hay .......................................... Clemson, SC 
t***Johnie O'Neil Hodge ....................................... Elgin, SC 
Chemistry Robert Andrew Holman .................................. Naperville, IL 
t**Elizabeth Marie Gerndt ............................ Richmond, VA 
*Carrie Jean Roberts ........................................... Central, SC 
Matthew Aaron Thibodeau ................................... Easley, SC 
Nathan Daniel Hutton ................................... Sykesville, MD 
*Cheryl Marissa Jennings ................................ Columbia, SC 
*Allison Rebecca Kennamer ....................... Beech Island, SC 
Allison Grace Kniola ................................. Ogden Dunes, IN 
Computer Science 
t***Matthew Brian Kofoed ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
t* Alison Lindsey Lamb .................................. Lexington, SC 
***J d or an Christopher Gestring .................. Maseru, Lesotho 
Matthew Andreasen Steven ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
James Alexander Vaughn IV ............ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Bryan Charles Lembo .................................... Cherry Hill, NJ 
***Michael Austin Lewis ........................................ Easley, SC 
Robert Lindsay Lewis Ill .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
t***Nadine Luedicke ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Geology 
MollyJane Matheson Lyles ................................ Oak Hill, VA 
t*Katherine Ann Luffy ....................................... Dublin, OH 
t*Kevin Walter Lybrand .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
***Linae Paula Maganini ................. Hilton Head Island, SC 
***Danielle Marie Martin .............................. Centreville, VA 
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Laura Elizabeth McCallum ......................................... Iva, SC t*Hanna Renee Aucoin ...................... North Charleston, SC 
*Benjamin Thomas Melchers ......................... Lexington, SC Brian Owen Baker ................................... North Augusta, SC 
t* Anna E Merryman ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC t*Eric Bohac .................................................. Charleston, SC 
*Adam Christopher Metzger .......................... Kingsport, TN t**Yanina Teresa Breakiron ................................... Aiken, SC 
*Katie Marie Miller ............................................ Parkton, MD **James Allan Clark ......................................... Piedmont, SC 
***Amanda Kim Nguyen ....................... The Woodlands, TX Bradley Neal Daley ................................................ Inman, SC 
Andrew Jacob Nisbet .............................................. .lrmo, SC *Anthony D'Amato .................................. Ronkonkoma, NY 
*John Patrick O'Donnell .......................... Gaithersburg, MD *Stephen Adair Fessler. ................................... Greenville, SC 
*Kathleen Logan Parker ................................... Knoxville, TN t***Tyler Vaughn Goodman ............................ Marietta, GA 
Satyam Baldev Patel ..................................... Orangeburg, SC *Samuel Michael Gorosh ............................ Kansas City, MO 
t*Kayla Marie Perry ................................... Silver Spring, MD **Stephen Eric Gregg .................................... Blythewood, SC 
*Samuel Joseph Pollard ................................... Greenville, SC t*John Theodore Helms .................................. Columbia, SC 
Ryan Patrick Quinn ...................................... Saint Marys, PA *Michael Wade Hughes .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Molly Ann Russell .......................................... Madison, AL Mark William Kalata, Jr. ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
t**Even Skjervold ................................ Lillehammer, Norway t*** Alexandra Paige Kleven .................................... Irmo, SC 
t***Benjamin Joseph Stoner ................................. Aiken, SC t*** Alec William Lamb ............................... Mooresville, NC 
***Brian Christopher Sudduth ........................... Duncan, SC **B Drake Lawson ................................................ Taylors, SC 
t**William Charles Sumner. ......... : ................ Kingsport, TN *James Adrial Losey ............................................... Aiken, SC 
Alexander Hon Keung Tam ................................... Aiken, SC t*Benjamin Huston Murphy ................................ Seneca, SC 
t*Laura Katherine Tumblin ....................... Simpsonville, SC Brian Patrick Murphy ......................................... Bel Air, MD 
t**Jackson Glenn Turbeville ...................... Wilmington, NC Stephanie Carol Pearson .................................. Knoxville, TN 
Sallie Jean Ware .......................................... Old Hickory, TN *Patrick Christopher Philipp ................................. Aiken, SC 
Harleigh Jane Warner .............................. Surfside Beach, SC Heather Michelle Rodgers ............................. Purcellville, VA 
*Jeffrey Alan Willis ......................................... Canastota, NY **Courtney Ilene Rowe ............................... Weddington, NC 
Alexander William Wusylko ........................... Pittsburgh, PA *William Ethan Rudisill .......................... North Augusta, SC 
**Tyler Robert Youngman ............................... Southlake, TX t*Allison Lynn Rue ...................................... Cincinnati, OH 
Biosystems Engineering 
*Zachary Daniel Siegel... ..................... North Charleston, SC 
**Kirby Lamar Tate ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
t**Leigh Ann Allison ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Lindsay Faythe Burton ............................ Hauppauge, NY 
Nicholas Salvatore Cleveland ..................... Summerville, SC 
R Kyle Corley .......................................................... .lrmo, SC 
*Sarah Mabry Galphin ........................ Signal Mountain, TN 
Andrew Dylan Gray .............................................. Moore, SC 
Richard James Harvey .................................. Isle of Palms, SC 
*Jason Michael Tedstone ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Zachary Elliott Thames ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Phuc Vinh Truong .......................................... Roebuck, SC 
Colleen Julia Warren .................................... Blackstone, MA 
*Nicholas Robert Wegner. ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
**Frederick John Wewers III.. .......................... Anderson, SC 
t**Riley David Wilson ....................................... Chester, VA 
t*Olivia Paige Jenkins .................................. Chesterfield, VA 
Austin Johnson II ........................................... Lexington, SC 
Chemistry 
Fowler Scott McDonald ........................... North Augusta, SC Joseph Richard Blackmon-Dishaw ...................... Conway, SC 
Kyle Richard Mihaljevic ..................................... Fairport, NY Catherine Cason Chapman ................................. Liberty, SC 
*Lauren Alyssa Owen ........................................ Suwanee, GA t*Eric Thomas Drew .............................................. Greer, SC 
t***Heather Mead Sprague .................................. Moore, SC Kyle Benjamin Edge ............................................ Central, SC 
Taylor W Wade ............................................. Winnsboro, SC *Brett Robert Hester ............................................ Marion, SC 
Cynthia Louise Westmoreland .................... Westminster, SC **Caleb Zachary Hilley ......................................... Belton, SC 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
t*David Beauregard Jeffcoat .................................... Irmo, SC 
**William David Locklair ................................ Columbia, SC 
Brian David Anderson ................................. Johns Island, SC 
***Andrew Kenneth Buff ........................................ Greer, SC 
t*Joshua Jenkins Furtick ........................................ Greer, SC 
** Trevyn Alexander Hey ................................... Beaufort, SC 
*Maxwell Robert Jones ........................................... Greer, SC 
Lindsay Jordan Mullenix .......................................... Irmo, SC 
Ashley Christina Sachs ................................ Cooper City, FL 
t*Meredith Skye McSwain ...................................... York, SC 
David Ross Murphy ......................................... Nashville, TN 
**Bogdan Mikhaylovich Oliy ................................ Belton, SC 
*Nicholas Glenn Paciaroni ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Alexander H Parenzan ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Mina Fawzy Shehata ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
t**Megan Marie Sibley ..................................... Fort Mill, SC 
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Thomas Williams Alexander III ................... Mt Pleasant, SC *Tommie Leon Little III ................................ Greenville, NC 
Devin Phillip Arnold ................................... Georgetown, SC t*William Woodward Littlejohn ............. Blowing Rock, NC 
**Austin Alphonso Baten ............................. Greenwood, SC Terence David Livingston ................................ Piedmont, SC 
*William Bradley Beadles ....................................... Greer, SC *Katelyn Nicole Love .......................................... Chester, SC 
*Meredith Nicole Becker ............................. Orange Park, FL Robert Thomas MacNaughton III ........................... lrmo, SC 
*Morgan Adrianna Benton ................................. Conway, SC Evan Antonio Mantilla ...................................... Penfield, NY 
Philip Johnson Bethea ............................................. Latta, SC Matthew Rutledge Martin ............................ Greenwood, SC 
Matthew Robert Bishop ............................... Greenwood, SC **Cameron Thomas Matthews ......................... Belmont, NC 
Carter Lee Blackwell .............................. Moncks Corner, SC James Austin McAdams ................................... Anderson, SC 
***William Brannon Blanke ..................... Castle Hayne, NC Kyle Steven McDonough .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Alexander Charles Born ................................. Greenville, SC *Edgar Angus Mcintosh III ............................ Greenville, SC 
Daniel Dwaine Briggs ............................................ Easley, SC *Matthew Olin McMillan ................................... Atlanta, GA 
**Peter Dowe Butler ............................................... Aiken, SC Erik Peter Messina ............................................... Chester, NJ 
Roland Joseph Cadotte Ill.. ............................... Freehold, NJ Matthew Ryan Miller .................................. Summerville, SC 
Justin Chase Childers .................................... Little River, SC ***William Graham Montgomery ....................... Chapin, SC 
t***Rebecca Eileen Clark ............................... Charlotte, NC Jeffery Shawn Moore ............................................... Loris, SC 
*Kyle Loring Clements .............................. Severna Park, MD *Tin Due Nguyen ............................................... Mauldin, SC 
*David Rainey Cousins .................................. Blacksburg, VA Ryan Tyler Ohmer ............................................ Williams, SC 
Harry Foster Crow ....................................... Spartanburg, SC Melissa Renee Oubre .............. .... .......... . West Columbia, SC 
Thomas Joseph Daily II .................................... Clemson, SC Justin D Ouzts .......................................... North Augusta, SC 
Samuel Coleman Deaton ................................ Nashville, TN **Andrew James Owen ................................... Greenville, SC 
Isaac Paul Dodson ..................................... Hillsborough, NC *Frederick Eugene Paige ............................ Murrells Inlet, SC 
t***Kristen Marie Doolittle ............................ Matthews, NC Rhett Thornton Park ...................................... Lexington, SC 
Gavin Witherspoon Ervin ...... ........................... Florence, SC Tyler Hugh Phillips ........................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Davis Juliette Evans ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Reid William Polstra .. .. ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
George Holden Evans III ................................ Lexington, SC Lucas Barkley Powell ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Collin Matthieu Filo ......................... North Charleston, SC Joshua Mark Queen .................................... Summerville, SC 
Tom Michael Ford ........................................... Piedmont, SC Franklin Logan Reed ........................................ Franklin, TN 
Weston Jess Ford ............................................ Albemarle, NC **Patrick Brady Sanders .................................... Suwanee, GA 
David I Fralick .............. .... ..................................... Aiken, SC Edwin J Scott, Jr ..................................... West Columbia, SC 
t**Abigail Leigh Francisco ........................... Cincinnati, OH Christian Tyler Shatley ....................................... Valdese, NC 
Christopher William Gagnon .................. Londonderry, NH **Mason Allen Smith ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Michael Robert Gilligan ........................... Pawleys Island, SC *Andrew Bryant Stokes ................................... Lexington, SC 
Zachary Dean Graham ......................................... Sumter, SC *Kelly Arline Tappe!.. .................................... Cincinnati, OH 
James Philip Grant ........................................ Blythewood, SC Thomas Simpson Taylor .................................... Candler, NC 
Matthew Smith Haig ..................................... Folly Beach, SC ***Frances Lynne Timmons ............................ Columbia, SC 
Miles Alexander Hamilton ............................... Tega Cay, SC Tristan David Vallari ....................................... Libertyville, IL 
Kenneth Carey Hawk III... ........................ Pawleys Island, SC Forrest Douglas Vaughan ................................ Greenville, SC 
Savannah Lynn Hayes ............................... Satellite Beach, FL Andrew John-Vincent Yarborough ......................... Greer, SC 
Shelby Landers Hercules ..................................... Lilburn, GA Adrian Arm en Zadoorian ............................... Greenville, SC 
Richard Wolfgang Hooke .............................. Baltimore, MD 
**James Ray Hubbard ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Computer Engineering 
Timothy Pearce Hudson ...................................... Sparks, MD 
Colin Thomas Hughes ....................................... Sayville, NY 
t***Rh d S I · h o es metana Hunt ................................ Ra etg , NC 
James Wilmont Jackson III ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Travis Nathan Jackson ..................................... Hanahan, SC 
**] ason Christopher Jansante ....................... Bentleyville, PA 
*Samuel Ross Johnson ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Zachary David Johnson ........................................ Sumter, SC 
Eric Mu-Young Kim ............................................ Central, SC 
:~mber Renee King ........................................... Andrews, SC 
* Krysta Kimberly Klein ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
*:Kristin Elizabeth Knight .................................... Salem, OR 
R·Dantel Alexander Kyser ...................................... Aiken, SC 
p •chmond }eng Hong Lam .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
au! Nathan Lawler ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*John Samuel Bohannon ............................ Summerville, SC 
Pamela Anne Bourque .................................. Springfield, MA 
t***Matthew Warren Dunlap ............................... Seneca, SC 
t***Brown Rhodes Farinholt ........................ Richmond, VA 
**Anshul Goel ............................................ New Delhi, India 
Wesley Bradford Green ............................................ York, SC 
Priya Gupta ................................................. New Delhi, India 
Matthew Shane Idol ....................................... Matthews, NC 
*William Derek Johnson ............................ Goose Creek, SC 
Brandon Nicholas Kent ..................................... Donalds, SC 
***Chi Heng Lee ...................................... Hong Kong, China 
***Katherine Rose McCall.. .................................... Greer, SC 
Brian Robert O'Sullivan ........................................ Aiken, SC 
Arnav Singh Rekhi ...................................... New Delhi, India 
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Computer Engineering (continued) Electrical Engineering 
***Nicholas Robert Romito .............................. Tega Cay, SC Eli Jonathan Allison .......................................... Brevard, NC 
Joshua Scott Soileau ............................................ Sumter, SC *Joseph Wilson Apple .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Edward Louis Sullivan ....................... Gaithersburg, MD Paul James Barnello ............................................. Chapin, SC 
**Matthew Robert Wilson ............................... Anderson, SC t** Alan Donald Bartow ................................ Hammond, LA 
Computer Information Systems 
t*J us ten Michael Brewster ...................................... Lithia, FL 
Evan Porter Brown ................................................... lrmo, SC 
Akeem Jamal Anthony ................................. Orangeburg, SC 
*Wythe Rhett Crisler .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Marquita Cherelle Frazier ................................ Columbia, SC 
Briana Mia Jackson ................................... Timmonsville, SC 
***Lucas Charles Fitzgibbons White .............. Hingham, MA 
Mathias Bullmer ............................................. Camarillo, CA 
Vincent Devane Burris .................................... Anderson, SC 
John Lowell Burth ................................................. Easley, SC 
t***Miller Glenn Byrd ............................................ Cary, NC 
***Andrew Kenneth Chaney ............................. Bluffton, SC 
Ryan Marcus Dalla-Rizza ........................................ Miami, FL 
Computer Science t***Paul Uri David ................................................. Elgin, SC 
Cory West Davis ................................................... Seneca, SC 
Joshua Thomas Albertson ..................................... Easley, SC **Kevin W Ertel ............................................... Knoxville, TN 
Ashleigh Nicholle Austin .................................. Hanahan, SC **Dhruva Gupta .......................................... New Delhi, India 
William Cory Beck .......................... Hilton Head Island, SC Brian R Hestir. .................................................. Marietta, GA 
Ethan Clay Black ................................................. Pickens, SC Benjamin Perry Ho ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Adam T Boyd .................................................... Kingstree, SC ***Henry Thomas Johnson .................................. Accord, NY 
t**Phillip Alexander Brandon ....................... Kingsport, TN Robert Jared Keating ................................. Severna Park, MD 
*Ryan Britt ............................................................ Dillon, SC *Daniel Vuyiya Kenya ............................. Boiling Springs, SC 
Eric Scott Bunton ...................................... Yonges Island, SC *Bharat Khokhar. ................................................ Delhi, India 
*David Allen Burch III ................................... Greenville, SC t**Cody Kirk Lang ..................................... Darnestown, MD 
t*David Alexander Cohen II ........................ Darlington, SC ***Chi Heng Lee ...................................... Hong Kong, China 
*Christopher Joseph Corsi ...................................... Irmo, SC t***Allison Ann Manhard ......................... Johnson City, TN 
Douglas Ray Edmonson, Jr. .................................... .lrmo, SC David McCormick II... ....................................... Florence, SC 
Gabriel Paul Fair .................................................... Easley, SC **Kelly A McGee ................................ Colorado Springs, CO 
Evan Hamilton Gaito ......................................... Newark, DE Justin Keith Miller ................................................. Aiken, SC 
Damien Richard Harsany ................................... Cheraw, SC Kyle M Olbrich ............................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Stephen Yi-Fan Huang ................................... Charleston, SC Karan San jay Patel ......................................... Charleston, SC 
Richard P Kelly ........................................... Summerville, SC Daniel Martin Patterson .................................. Anderson, SC 
***Aubrey Michelle Lawson ............................. Cleveland, SC Amlan Gaurav Pattnayak ............................ New Delhi, India 
Ryan Scott Lengel ............................................. Fort Mill, SC t***Ryan Daniel Payne ........................................... Greer, SC 
Jacob Anthony Maggio ..................................... Fort Mill, SC t*Connor Michael Pencek ........................... Glenwood, MD 
***Christopher Paul Malloy .............................. Clemson, SC Lakeshia Nicole Peterson .................................. Scranton, SC 
Antonio Carlos MalvaGomes ............................ Florence, SC *Andrew Brian Priest .......................................... Perkasie, PA 
*Aaron Abram Mast .................................... Millersburg, OH Thomas Leary Reddish ..................................... Hanover, MA 
Peter Thomas McDonald ...................................... Seneca, SC **Nathan Alexander Reed .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Tyler Austin McGough ................................. Collierville, TN Jessie Caro Santiago ........................................... Bluffton, SC 
**Nicholas Joseph Moore ............................ Spartanburg, SC Kevin Anthony Santos ....................................... Florence, SC 
Parker J Moore .................................................... Ravenel, SC Bradley Michael Scott ........................................... Moore, SC 
t***Patrick McMillan O'Friel... ................... Millersville, MD Ricky Tramaine Sease ...................................... Denmark, SC 
Chan yang Park .............................................. Greenwood, SC ***Oleg Viktorovich Sivov .................................... Inman, SC 
Keith Lee Perkins ................................ North Charleston, SC Garrett N Sutton ................................................... Clover, SC 
Richard Grover Renner III .............................. Columbia, SC Auston Stuart Thompson ...................................... Tampa, FL 
**Christopher Garrick Robertson ................ Mt Pleasant, SC **Catherine Anne Varnes ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mark Allen Schindler ........................................ Metairie, LA Thomas Michael Veith .................................. Winter Park, FL 
**John Thomas Schratz ................................... Pittsburgh, PA Michael Augustine Wolf ................................ Hollywood, SC 
t**Gregory Cullum Smith ............................ Greenwood, SC Benjamin Joseph Wowk ................................... Mendham, NJ 
Josef Dylan Swift ............................................ Charleston, SC 
Pearson Chandler T uckfield ............................. Clemson, SC Environmental Engineering 
*Barry Trent Vigar, Jr ..................................... Little River, SC 
Aliceann Elizabeth Wachter ...................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Chelsea Nicole Wallis ................................. Centreville, VA 
Evan Thomas Wechsler .......................................... .lrmo, SC 
David Martin Wilson ...................................... Lexington, SC 
Joseph William Batts ...................................... Greenville, SC 
t*Jessica Robin Bush .................................. Summerville, SC 
*Stephanie Lynn Carey ..................................... Grafton, MA 
Kathryn Marie Fauerby ............................ North Augusta, SC 
Robert Eugene Getsinger, Jr. ....................... James Island, SC 
*Malcolm Dickinson Glenn ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
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Environmental Engineering (continued) Industrial Engineering (continued) 
Adam Alexander Grant .............................. Wethersfield, CT David Edward Parker .......................... .............. Hanahan, SC 
**Erin Nicole Grubbs .......................... Farmington Hills, MI *Alana Lea Powers .......................................... Pittsburgh, PA 
*Amanda Jean Kunkle ...................................... Clemson, SC Daniel Puetter ................................................. Greenville, SC 
*Jaclyn Paige Lauer. ............................................... Fishers, IN *Austin Taylor Riggs ............................................. Arden, NC 
Kevin F Mcintyre ............................................. Liverpool, NY Chase Alexander Rummans ............ Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Zachary Miles Trammel.. ...................... Winston-Salem, NC LaRon Rosemond Sanders ...................................... York, SC 
Geology 
*James Kenneth Schill, Jr. ........................................ York, SC 
Thomas Bruce Scott ....................................... Richmond, VA 
t**Jonathan Alexander Baldwin ............. North Augusta, SC 
Nicholas Andrew Bozzarello .................................. Aiken, SC 
Corey Nathan Buchanan ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
*William Maynard Chamlee .................................. Easley, SC 
Alex Douglas Grayson ............................. Peachtree City, GA 
*T uangsit Sittisuntorn ....................................... Florence, SC 
Tamara Jean Smith ................................................ Gobles, MI 
Paul Edwin Sparks .......................................... Kennesaw, GA 
Brian Owen Sutphin ................................... Summerville, SC 
Joseph Elza Tanner ......................................... Charlotte, NC 
Caitlyn Allison Timko ................................... Charleston, SC 
Industrial Engineering Clayton Robert Toddy ................................... Alpharetta, GA 
William Jackson Turner ........................................ Clover, SC 
William Tucker Allendorf .......................... Simpsonville, SC *Leah Judith Tuten ....................................... Graniteville, SC 
David Jefferson Alrutz ....................................... Hickory, NC Haley Marie Vaigneur ...................................... Knoxville, TN 
Courtney Sade Anderson ................................ Columbia, SC Allison Mary Verde ....................................... Dunwoody, GA 
Bradley Wayne Behrends ............................... Lake Wylie, SC Kyle Duffield Wagner .......................................... Taylors, SC 
Nicholas John Bierie ......................................... Acworth, GA Katherine Michelle Wallace .................................... .lrmo, SC 
James Matthew Butler ............................................. Cross, SC Desiree Annajean Walters ....................... Surfside Beach, SC 
Scott Wrightson Chaney ................................ Finksburg, MD Patrick Jay Ward .............................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
Joseph Francis Charlow lll ............................ Charleston, SC *Ashley Amber Watson .................................... Hudson, OH 
Michael Carmen Chickene ................................. Raleigh, NC t***Taylor Connor Wells ................................. Columbia, SC 
Christopher Russell Connelly ............................... Easley, SC Alexander Joseph Wood ........................... Lawrenceville, GA 
Jeffrey Curtis Correa ................................... Johns Creek, GA 
t*Elizabeth Evans Cottingham ..................... Mt Pleasant, SC Materials Science and Engineering 
Foster Elliott Davis ..................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kurt William Freemyer .................................... Arlington, VA 
Richard Mallory Hanson ..................................... Sumter, SC 
Brian Alexander Hays ..................................... Greenville, SC 
William Lee Hews ton ............................................ Aiken, SC 
*Casey Elizabeth Hobbs .................................. Fort Myers, FL 
James-Robert Wade Holder ............................. Gastonia, NC 
Erin Michal Horgan .............................................. Odessa, FL 
t**Robert L Ivanov ......................................... Greenville, SC 
t*Michelle Anne Jahn .................................. Cincinnati, OH 
Christopher Robert Jones ................................. Herndon, VA 
Kristie Brianna Jordan ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Anne Marie Kayla ............................................ Anderson, SC 
Talha Khan .................................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Caroline Rose Kimmich .................................. Gibsonia, PA 
Adhiesha Sathindu Kulasekera ......................... Clemson, SC 
MaryAnn Lander .................................................... Greer, SC 
t**Daniel James Lapihuska ................................. Hixson, TN 
t***Kyle Henry Lassiter ................................. Highlands, NC 
*Samantha Eyre Lawley .................................... Worcester, PA 
Joshua David Lechleiter. ................................... St Louis, MO 
t*James Michael Lemmon ....................................... Irmo, SC 
Clarence Haywood Mabry Ill ................................ Aiken, SC 
t*C . 1· A d 1 a1t m man a McCrory ................................. Cover, SC 
Emily L · M G h L · KY ou1se c rat ...... ................... .......... exmgton, 
t**Eric Jensen Michels ............................... Wilmington, DE 
Kyle] Mish .......................................................... Hadley, MA 
Hillary C · 1· M c· · · OH a1t 1n oore ................................... lnClnnatt, 
Austin Myers Nettles ...................................... Charleston, SC 
*Terence Joseph Ahern ....................................... Marlton, NJ 
*Jonathon Neal Baker. ....................................... Wagener, SC 
*Gregory Martin Bateman ...................................... Greer, SC 
*Austin Louis Beachler ........................................... .lrmo, SC 
*Drew Alexander Dahill ................................. Pendleton, SC 
Christopher David Dunn ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Joseph Michael Durst ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Trevyn Alexander Hey .................................... Beaufort, SC 
*Sarah Frances Heyse ........................................... Athens, AL 
Jonathan David Komplin ................................ Lexington, KY 
Patrick League Lane ............................................... Easley, SC 
t*Thomas Graham Lawton ........................... Charleston, SC 
Everett Leander Love, Jr ................................... Rock Hill, SC 
t*Matthew Ryan Marchewka ......................... Charleston, SC 
Jessica Marie McDowell ...................................... Conway, SC 
**Kara Jeanne Phillips ................................ Wilmington, NC 
Jacob Scott Webb ........................................ Summerville, SC 
Degree Awarded Posthumously 
Mathematical Sciences 
*Christopher Dean Bryant .................. Signal Mountain, TN 
t**Brad Steven Burkett ........................................ Kenner, LA 
Emily Champion .................................................. Taylors, SC 
t***Joel Aaron Clingempeel. ............................. Florence, SC 
*Kyle A Fairchild ............................................. Pasadena, MD 
*Jordon Ross Feldman ............................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Meredith Ann Harris .................................... Columbia, SC 
Rafael Adriel Hellebuyck ................................ Greenville, SC 
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Mathematical Sciences (continued) Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Melissa Frances Jones ...................................... Columbia, SC *Jonathan David Paul Laredo ...................... Westminster, SC 
*Andrew Shu i-On Lee .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC *Joshua James Lee .... ............................................. Dalzell, SC 
***Chi Heng Lee ...................................... Hong Kong, China George Nicholas Marchman .................... Sandy Springs, GA 
Edward Louis Mahan ................................... Shrewsbury, MA Matthew James McCarthy ................................... Chapin, SC 
**Mark Richard McDevitt ............... Hilton Head Island, SC John Alexander McCrary IV ......................... Annapolis, MD 
Steven Tyler Moffitt ............................................. Trinity, NC Morgan Alicia McDougald .............................. Anderson, SC 
*Christopher Nicholas Ostrouchov ............... Oak Ridge, TN *Melissa Danielle McPartland ........... Lincoln University, PA 
Matthew Samuel Ramsaroop ................. Fort Lauderdale, FL Nelson Shane Mims .................................... Summerville, SC 
***Calvin Thomas Salter ........................................ Greer, SC Ian R Moore .................................................... Greenville, SC 
Wilson Montgomery Scott ............................... Lancaster, SC Matthew Richard Moore .................................. Clemson, SC 
**Victoria J Sincavage .............................................. Lititz, PA *Kyle Vanceton Mote ...................................... Greenville, SC 
t***Ian McKenzie Taylor ................................. Columbia, SC t***Daniel Patrick Neal ................................... Woodruff, SC 
***Rebecca Elizabeth Tkach .............................. Beaufort, SC *Kirton Walker Neipp .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
David Austin Todd ....................................... Clemmons, NC t*Cleveland Jose Noel ............................................ Greer, SC 
Latina Geynane Washington ........................ Walterboro, SC *Kenneth John Nutter ....................................... Bedford, NH 
Mechanical Engineering 
Carter Northen Paden IV .................... Signal Mountain, TN 
Alexander J Paris .............................. Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Jake Russell Adams ................................ Boiling Springs, SC 
Stephen Lee Akridge ............................................ Reston, VA 
Devin Patrick Anderson ................................... Belmont, NC 
t**Norman Andrew Barrett II ............................. Taylors, SC 
Alexander Westley Belch ..................................... Chapin, SC 
*Michael Thomas Berry .............................. Goose Creek, SC 
t*** Alan Dean Boyd ......................................... Gibsonia, PA 
t**Thomas Martin Bridges ............................. Charlotte, NC 
Justin C Brown ............................................ Westminster, SC 
**Michael David Castille .......................... Severna Park, MD 
***Raymond Scott Collison .......................... Gainesville, GA 
Deanthony Braylon Colvin .................................. Ladson, SC 
Matthew Joseph Connelly ................................. Florence, SC 
Benjamin Austin Corkery .............................. Worcester, MA 
Russell Lynn Corwin .............................................. .Irmo, SC 
Samuel Olin Davis ........................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Alfred Nicholas DeAngelis ..................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Christopher Wilson Delaney ........................ Holland, OH 
Thomas Laurent Dany Demey .................... Summerville, SC 
Nicholas Andrew Edwards ...................................... .Irmo, SC 
Brock David Fitschen .............................................. Greer, SC 
***Christine Camille Fletcher .................... Summerville, SC 
Ian Fredrickson ..................................................... Austin, TX 
Andrew S Gam bon ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Keegan Fairbanks George .......................... Locust Grove, VA 
t**Ross Daniel Gorman ................................. Lexington, SC 
Jacob Alexander Greer ........................................... Easley, SC 
*Ethan Jens Halvorsen ......................................... Taylors, SC 
*Parth M Parmar .................................................... Cayce, SC 
Collin Barrineau Pascal ....................................... Chapin, SC 
Michael Thomas Peckham .................................... Seneca, SC 
*John Davis Perkins ........................................... Hickory, NC 
Ellis Andrew Pickens ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
William Dickinson Powers ................................... Liberty, SC 
Robert Ryan Raquet ........................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Ronald George Saleeby ................................... Lexington, SC 
*Jacob Stephen Scanlon ................................. Newburgh, NY 
Patrick William Scheele ................................ Blythewood, SC 
Michael Joseph Scruggs .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
t***Matthew William Sheen ............................. Augusta, GA 
Christopher Wayne Smith ............................... Newberry, SC 
t***David Adam Spencer ................................ Columbia, SC 
Devin Gregory Staack ............................................ Aiken, SC 
Jonathan David Starr ........................................ Sudbury, MA 
*Jason Alexander Stephens ................................ Walhalla, SC 
**Gary Wade Stout, Jr ............................................ Aiken, SC 
James Theodore III ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Alexander Tisdale ................................. Macon, GA 
N iccolas G Tones ................................................ Central, SC 
*Kyle Dalton Turner ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Blake Daniel Whitson ....................................... Conyers, GA 
Leslie Diana Wiggins .......................................... Central, SC 
t***James Justin Wilbanks ................................. Central, SC 
Austin Palmer Wise ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Brian Thomas Wright ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
t***Graham John Yennie ................................. Marietta, GA 
***Jake Thomas Hawkins ....................................... Easley, SC Physics 
Andrew Michael Henrickson .......................... Lexington, SC 
*Seth Linehan Horn ................................... Summerville, SC t*Hunter Thomas Balduf.. ....................... Murfreesboro, TN 
**Brian Paul Hudanich ......................................... Exeter, NH *Adam Thomas Barton .......................................... Dallas, TX 
*Christopher Edward Jack.. ............................ Kingsport, TN *Edward Ray Bell ................................................. Gilbert, SC 
t**Elizabeth Ann Jones ............................. Johnson City, TN t**Ryan Anthony Caracciolo ............................. Central, SC 
Leonid Dennis Kapanzhi ............................. Campobello, SC Elizabeth Eloise Clark ................................. Summerville, SC 
*Tyler Walton Kasperski ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Addison Chase Kierspe ......................... Moncks Corner, SC 
**Garrett Adam Kiessling ................................. Hanahan, SC 
Charles Alexander Kowalczyk ..................... .Spartanburg, SC 
*Eric Olen Lambert ........................................ Lexington, KY 
*Jonathan Florez ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Kimberly Grace Ledwell ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t*Scott Matthew Lindauer .................................... .Apex, NC 
***Marc-Andre Schaeuble ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
t***Benjamin Martin Schroeder ........................ Dublin, OH 
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Steven Justin Till.. ................................................ Sumter, SC 
Spencer Laine Waldrop ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Jared Brett Williams ............................................ Lyman, SC 
Polymer and Fiber Chemistry 
*Justin Andrew Murphy ................................... Columbia, SC 
**Melissa Rene Stimson ........ .. ....... .. ..... ....... ..... ... Vienna, VA 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND 
HuMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Lawrence R Allen, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
**Brooke Marie Adams ............................... .lndian Land, SC 
***Margaret Pierce Anderson ................................ Tampa, FL 
**Hope Samantha Bennett .................................... Aiken, SC 
*Jenna Marie Boiter .............................................. Liberty, SC 
**Chelsey Elizabeth Burkett ..... ... ...... .... ........... Columbia, SC 
*Lauren Miranda Carter ................................. Greenville, SC 
**Alicia Taylor Chewning ............................. Blythewood, SC 
Candace Green Diehl ........................................... Moore, SC 
Kelsey Lynn Dill ........................................... Chesapeake, VA 
*Meredith Lynn Drake ..................................... Batesburg, SC 
**Randi Blair Hardin ................................ Travelers Rest, SC 
**Katherine Ann Horton ............................... Greenville, SC 
**Maeghan Elisabeth Jewett ............................. Anderson, SC 
**Franziska Keppler ..................................... Chesapeake, VA 
*Abby Elizabeth King ................................... Ware Shoals, SC 
**Mary Lillian Kinney .......................................... Sumter, SC 
Jordan Wilson Laney ....................................... Anderson, SC 
**M 1 . A L · · L e ante nne ewts ................................. ... exington, SC 
**Marlee Nicole Maneri .................................... Marietta, GA 
***H El. b I agan tza et 1 McCall .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Hannah Rebecca Moyer ............................. Charleston, SC 
*Kathleen Marie Nimmo ............................... Alpharetta, GA 
*Deanne Lindsey Oliver ....................................... Seneca, SC 
*Felicia Porter .............................................................. Iva, SC 
Casey J Ring ............................................................ Greer, SC 
*Kaelin Spivey .... .. ............................................ Columbia, SC 
Margaret Ragsdale Stewart .............................. Greenville, SC 
**)aclyn Kay Thompson .................................. Greenville, SC 
*Brittany Ma · -r -..v, · SC * ne 10we ................................... westmtnster, 
* Becca Starr White ........................................ Clarks Hill, SC 
*~elsey Grace Williams ................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Hope Elizabeth Wooster. ............................... Suwanee, GA 
Elementary Education 
!:~~my William Allen ........................................ Clemson, SC 
*Ch tmberly Ann Altman ................................ Anderson, SC 
***Mlsea Neal Bagwell ....................................... Roebuck, SC 
***Atlly Elizabeth Blackburn ....................... Columbus, OH 
exandra Dorothea Bod dicker ........................ Plano, TX 
Elementary Education (continued) 
***Courtney Danielle Boone .................................. Greer, SC 
t***Lauren Elizabeth Brock .................................. Seneca, SC 
*Amanda Mara Buccino ......................................... Greer, SC 
Jordan Ashlee Burgess .................................... ... .... Easley, SC 
Nicole Natalia Chmielowski ............................... Wallace, SC 
**Justine Nicole Costantino ................................ Darien, CT 
*Sarah Ann Cox ................................................ Marietta, GA 
***Laurel Ellis Crout ....................................... Greenville, SC 
*Catherine Marie Davis ......................................... Easley, SC 
** Ashbie Anna Day ................................................ Easley, SC 
***Brittany Lynn Kidman Flake ................. Summerville, SC 
*Angelica Fowler ................................................ Walhalla, SC 
*Christine Elizabeth Fowler .............................. Houston, TX 
*Jenny Freitag ......................................................... Easley, SC 
Danielle Marie Gay ...................... ... .... .... .............. Seneca, SC 
t**Erika Lillie Giorgis ...................................... Herndon, VA 
**Taylor Anne Hall ......................................... Charlotte, NC 
Catherine Ann Hardin ............................................ York, SC 
***Rachel Craig Hester ......................................... Clover, SC 
*Rachel Marie Hester. .......................................... Marion, SC 
***Emily Logan Izard ............................................. Aiken, SC 
***Devon Marie Johnson .................................... Canton, CT 
*Mary Courtney Jones ........................................ Raleigh, NC 
*Kelsey·Mary Krauss ................................... St Petersburg, FL 
***Hillary Michelle Lee ......................................... Seneca, SC 
*Nikki Marie Lefort ............................................ Central, SC 
**Heather Christine Lewis ................................ Camden, DE 
**Chelsea Lauren Lockridge ....................... Simpsonville, SC 
Mary Elizabeth Matthews ............................ Chesterfield, SC 
***Anna Lane McAlister. ........................................ Greer, SC 
***Maggie Elizabeth McConnell... ......................... Easley, SC 
**Mary Katherine Miller ................................ Annapolis, MD 
***Sarah Grace Murphy ........................ ........ Greenwood, SC 
**Miriam Elsie Nichols .................................... Prosperity, SC 
**Emily Elizabeth Pearce ........................ Winston-Salem, NC 
**Michelle Joy Phillips .................................... ..... Taylors, SC 
Christina Foster Powers .................................. Rockville, MD 
*Olivia Michelle Powers ................................. Charleston, SC 
*Claire Elizabeth Recinos ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Ashley Reagen Saunders ............................... Lexington, SC 
*Amanda Grace Scott ........................................... Seneca, SC 
Tempest Renee Shaw ........................................... Wando, SC 
*Merritt Mayes Smith ........................................ Florence, SC 
***Sarah Stalnaker .................................................. Greer, SC 
*Rachel Grace Stiglbauer ......................................... lrmo, SC 
*Katherine Marie Tanner. .......................... Fountain Inn, SC 
**Brenna Shae Wilkie ............................... Travelers Rest, SC 
***Courtney Lynn Williams ................................... Greer, SC 
Science Teaching 
Matthew Aaron Thibodeau ................................... Easley, SC 
Secondary Education 
Caleb Andrew Alexander ............................ Williamston, SC 
**Danielle Karen Boston .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Matthew William Campbell ....................... Mullica Hill, NJ 
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Secondary Education (continued) Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education 
**Ashley Rebecca Davis ............................... Westminster, SC Megan Leigh Bauss ............................................... Inman, SC 
*Travis Jameel Farnham ................................. Charleston, SC Rashonda Charmell Davis .............................. Greenville, SC 
***Justin Allen Holliday ...................................... Six Mile, SC Erin Margaret Fox ............................................. Clemson, SC 
Jalonna Kearney ........................................ Lawrenceville, GA *Megan Carlyle Oliver ..................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Ashley L Muse ..................................................... Ravenel, SC **Kristen Nicole Redmond ................................. Roswell, GA 
*Laverne Anne Piper ................................................ lrmo, SC 
*Meredith McGowan Richardson ............... Spartanburg, SC BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
***Caroline Dunning Stalvey ...................... Georgetown, SC 
**Robert Alan Sturkie ........................................... Saluda, SC Health Science 
Kristin Michelle Sutton ........................................ Moore, SC 
**Shannon Marie Walklet ...................................... Apex, NC 
Ameerah I Aly ................................................. Longwood, FL 
Kristi Faye Antunes ............................................... Clover, SC 
Special Education **Maxwell Charles Bailey ........................................ Greer, SC *Amelia Sikes Baxley ........................................ Columbia, SC 
*Kirstie Annette Anders ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Shelby Erin Arne berg ............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Casey Allison Beach ................................ Gaithersburg, MD 
Kelli Marie Callahan ............................................... Greer, SC 
Daniel Ramey Capps ................................... Westminster, SC 
*Ruth Anne Christensen ..................................... Carmel, IN 
***Amy Kathryn Cook.. ................................... Columbia, SC 
Meghan Elizabeth Craft.. .............................. Blythewood, SC 
Addison Grace Crosby ........................................... Aiken, SC 
*Kelsey Elizabeth Davis .............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
Brittany Marie Fowler ....................................... Fort Mill, SC 
**Hallie Michelle Friar ....................................... Florence, SC 
Joshua Adam Fulmer .................................... Blythewood, SC 
Elizabeth Ashlan Herlihy ............................ Indian Trail, NC 
**Elizabeth Anne Holmes ............................... Greenville, SC 
*Pamela Dana Horowitz ..................................... Bluffton, SC 
**Corinne Rachelle Jones ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
*Megan Marie Kopscik ................................... Greenville, SC 
**Kayla Brittany Lanford ...................................... Lyman, SC 
Madison Rebecca Lynch ................................ Lake Wylie, SC 
*Langlee Nicole Maldonado ................................. Inman, SC 
Nathalie FitzSimons Matthews ........................ Columbia, SC 
Jillian Marie McAlary ...................... Spring Lake Heights, NJ 
t***Shannon McNellis .................................. Charleston, SC 
***Karla Michelle Miller ................................. Greenville, SC 
*Christy Lee Monroe ........................................ Clemson, SC 
*Elizabeth Claire Nelson ................................... Clemson, SC 
Kirsten Ann Nelson ......................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Samantha Elizabeth Nemchek ...................... Stamford, CT 
Leanna Elaine Rauton ...................................... Clemson, SC 
*Britni Ann Slone ............................................ Columbia, SC 
Mary Elizabeth Staggs .......................................... Sumter, SC 
Wyatt Edward Stephens .......................................... Greer, SC 
**Kara Elizabeth Tallman .............................. Lynchburg, VA 
*Jessica Marie Wade .......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Jonathan Micheal Bell ..................................... Columbia, SC 
*Christopher Olin Blanton ................................... Aiken, SC 
*William Adams Bolt ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Katherine Borowicz ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Lauren Stokes Brazukas ................................... Hartsville, SC 
Charles Boyce Brooks Ill .................................. Waxhaw, NC 
Josiah Michael Conrad ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Stacie Lashone Cowan ..................................... Anderson, SC 
*Dustin Isaac Cox .................................................. Easley, SC 
*Brian Anthony DiMaggio ............................... Fort Mill, SC 
*Mary Brooke Doolittle ................................... Prosperity, SC 
Lauren Drawdy ............................................. Walterboro, SC 
Georgina Sheneque Dukes ................................ Monetta, SC 
Warren Garnett Fraser ................................ Nassau, Bahamas 
Elizabeth Ferebee Frazier .................................... Raleigh, NC 
Caroline Alexandra Fregeau ........................ Phoenixville, PA 
***William Nathaniel Gasque ........................... Florence, SC 
Helen Rebekah Givens ........................................ Taylors, SC 
Esteban Nicolas Guigou ..................................... Roswell, GA 
Ryan Bishop Hartung ................................... Doylestown, PA 
t*Abid Tariq Javed ........................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Elizabeth Maxwell Jones ................................. Concord, NC 
**Kristen Lee Kaps ........................................... Park City, UT 
**Andrew Jacob Kohler ......................................... Easley, SC 
Kelsey Elizabeth Larson .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Christina Nicole Macropoulos ..... Hilton Head Island, SC 
t**Emily Scott Martin ...................................... Clemson, SC 
**Monica Marie McCrary ..................................... Seneca, SC 
**Hilary C McGrath .......................... Plymouth Meeting, PA 
*Anne Nolan McGregor .................................. Anderson, SC 
*Andrew Douglas McQuiston ........................... Bluffton, SC 
*Amy Kay Moon ................................................ Mauldin, SC 
Emily Alyce Nelson ........................................ Charleston, SC 
*Sally Jane Oates ................................................... Seneca, SC 
**Margaret Rhoads Randall ........................... Bishopville, SC 
Gregory Ryan Ricalde ........................................... Seneca, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR *Kristina Danielle Roberson ........................... Charlotte, NC 
Biological Sciences and Science Teaching 
**Lauren Marie Rosati ....................................... Bluffton SC 
**Kylie McCann Saunders ............................ Sugar Land: TX 
Courtney Ann Hauck .................................... Purcellville, VA 
*Lane Kathryn Seymour ................................ Charleston, SC 
*Catherine Venetia Skahen ............................. Concord, NC 
Chemistry and Science Teaching 
Brittany Michelle Clark .................................... Acworth, GA 
**Curren Elizabeth Smith ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Kaley Smith ...................................................... Columbia, SC 
t*Rachel Leigh Smith .............................. North Augusta SC 
**Hannah Marie Sprenger ................................. Florence: SC 
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Health Science (continued) Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Elizabeth Siria Tatum ............................. Fort Lauderdale, FL Joshua Craig Addy .......................................... Lexington, SC 
Lyna Hoang Hoa Thai ...................................... Clemson, SC **Sara Elisabeth Baker ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Allison Elizabeth Todd .................................. Vero Beach, FL Zachary Chevis Ballentine .............................. Lexington, SC 
*Jonathan Trent Vanadore ..................................... Easley, SC James Rezner Barber IV ......................................... Aiken, SC 
*Katherine Ann Wargo ........................................ Vienna, VA Matthew Taylor Baughman ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Trevor Thomas West .................................... Alpharetta, GA Elizabeth Marie Binnicker ............................... Columbia, SC 
*Kristin Elaine Wike .......................................... Florence, SC Molly Truesdell Brinson ................................. Greenville, SC 
*Carly Michelle Wilcox ............................... Simpsonville, SC Thomas David Brittle ............................................. Cross, SC 
*** Ashlee Woods Wilson ..................................... Chapin, SC Brittany Ann Burns ........................................ Davidson, NC 
Chad Daniel Yaken ............................................ Florence, SC *Bradley William Chalk .......................................... Greer, SC 
t**Stephanie Michelle Zimmerman ........ North Augusta, SC Jus tin Hart Chatlosh .......................................... Florence, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Sarah Elizabeth Chewning .................................... Seneca, SC 
*Dustin Rhodes Cullen II .............................. Pendleton, SC 
*Jiles Patrick Mitchell .............................................. Pelzer, SC **Kelly Christine DeGuenther ............ Mountain Brook, AL Ebsalom Lois Dendy .......................................... Mauldin, SC 
Nursing Stephen Wayne Faris, Jr ...................................... Atlanta, GA 
**Hannah Leigh Fellers ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Frances Middleton Anderson .................... Mt Pleasant, SC **Jacquelyn Rachel Floyd ................................ Greenville, SC 
***Kelsey Elizabeth Barham ............................. Columbia, SC **Logan Marie Fulbright ................................. Greenville, SC 
t***Lauren Elizabeth Boynton ................ North Augusta, SC Mary Jacqueline Gibbs ........................................ Mullins, SC 
*Catherine Eliza Cahill ............................... Simpsonville, SC Ashley Elizabeth Grooms ............................... Charleston, SC 
Cara Alana Cannon .......................................... Herndon, VA Anne Mcintyre Hargrove ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
***Hannah Rebecca Carpenter .................. Goose Creek, SC Mackenzie Charlotte Hunnings ........................ Durham, NC 
**Marla Lynette Caskey ..... "' .............................. Lancaster, SC **Payton Marie Jamieson ............................. St Matthews, SC 
***Abigail Lauren Colwell ................................... Pickens, SC *Elizabeth Marie Johnson .................................. Fletcher, NC 
**Kaitlyn Frances Craig .............................. Beech Island, SC Walter Alexander Legette, Jr ................................ Marion, SC 
**Megan Louise Cromer .................................. Ringgold, GA ***Kenneth William Long .................................... Clover, SC 
**Alyssa Michelle Daigle ........................................ Plano, TX **Tiffany Michelle Mattos ............................. Gray Court, SC 
Alissa Eads Davis ................................................... Easley, SC Jacob Mitchell Maxwell... ................................. Anderson, SC 
***Corey Mitchell Dickinson ........................ Blythewood, SC Robert Donald McElveen II ........................ Georgetown, SC 
**Whitney Morgan Drozd .............................. Lexington, SC James Michael McLoughlin, Jr. .................... Long Beach, NY 
**Bridget Yvonne Farrell.. ................................... Granger, IN Jeffrey Joseph McMillan ................................... Anderson, SC 
Jessica Lauren Gardner ......................................... Seneca, SC *Amber Nichole Meteraud ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Dominique Sa de Geiger ....................................... Irmo, SC Brandon Michael Moore .................................. Lancaster, SC 
t***Lauren Elizabeth Harper ..................... Simpsonville, SC Joseph Harvey Moorefield ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
***Krista Danielle Hord .................................. Kissimmee, FL Anthony Craig Morris ........................................... Aiken, SC 
*Courtney Amber Huggins ............................. Greenville, SC Katharine Blaire Nienow .............................. Woodstock, GA 
Jonathon Brad Kelley ...................................... Greenville, SC Ethan Daniel O'Malley .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Kristin Lee Kimmerling ................................ Blythewood, SC 
*Katy Wanda Kirvin ............................................. Dalzell, SC 
*Lauren Grace Lindsay .............................. Johnson City, TN 
***M ary West Marzolf ...................................... Anderson, SC 
***L· d tn sey Marie McGarr ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
***La uren Michelle Moss hart .............................. Bogart, GA 
*Aubrey Lane Neely ............................................. Chapin, SC 
**S amantha Marie Elizabeth Normandin ....... Rancho Santa 
*Abigail Beatrice Perrin .......................... Mountain Rest, SC 
***Jordan Lee Plumblee ....................................... Taylors, SC 
*James Michael Revis .......................................... Six Mile, SC 
**Meghan Hannah Scanlon ............................. Sherman, CT 
Dana Ashley Schoenbach .................................... Warren, NJ 
Jordan Meriwether Shealy ................................... Guyton, GA 
Cameron Ashley Smith ........................................... Greer, SC 
Alicia Marie Soler ................................................. Seneca, SC 
Margarita, CA 
**Melita Lois Pena ........................................... Potomac, MD 
:~hristopher Michael Rhodes ......................... Anderson, SC 
*I Amanda Leigh Schuermann .......................... Fort Mill, SC 
t*s*abel Fudan Socia ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t
** Kathleen Diana Spencer. ....................... Adamstown, MD 
Joellen M · S · S S · NY t*** ane ptcer ........................ aratoga pnngs, 
**C Sarah Elizabeth Turman ............................... Taylors, SC 
B . amille Elizabeth Vice ................................ Davidson, NC 
t;~tany Nicole Watt .. ..................................... Kennesaw, GA 
S d race Elizabeth Wielicki. ......................... ..... Manning, SC 
Y ney Jayne Woodberry ................................... Barnwell, SC 
Phillip Lawrence Spitz ............................ Mount Pleasant, SC 
*Taylor DeLynn Stathes ...................................... Conway, SC 
**Danna Catherine Stokes ............................. Greenville, SC 
Amanda Jarrard Stribling ........................ North Augusta, SC 
Kelly Christine Stribling ........................... Travelers Rest, SC 
*Katherine Rowe Tribble .................... ........ ..... Columbia, SC 
*Kelli Nicole White ............................................. Sumter, SC 
Morgan Marie Williams ............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Patrick J Williams ............... ............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Matthew Thomas Workman .................. Winston-Salem, NC 
Zachary Ben Zweibon ......... .......................... Chappaqua, NY 
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Science Teaching 
Joshua George Carroll .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Taylor Danielle Green ...................................... Columbia, SC 
**Brittany Nicole Miller. ............................. Montgomery, AL 
Gregory Todd Sharp ................................... Summerville, SC 
t**Mary-Kate Rowell Spillane .................... Summerville, SC 
t***Megan Nicole Watts .................................. Columbia, SC 
Secondary Education 
Daniel Michael Doyle ................................... Honea Path, SC 
*Colleen Elizabeth Gallagher ......................... Millington, NJ 
t***Julianne Garner ............................................. Verona, NJ 
Matthew Collins Kennamer .................... North Augusta, SC 
Travis Jay Kreuzberger .................................. West Union, SC 
*Zachary Bruce McCrary ................................ Greenville, SC 
Matthew Robert Miller .................................... Piedmont, SC 
Lennon Thomas Murphy ................................ Piedmont, SC 
Shannon Marie Pasley .................................. Churchville, NY 
David Hudson Pearson .................................... Knoxville, TN 
**Margaret Marie Peterson ............................. Cornelius, NC 
**Amy Elizabeth Smedberg ........................... Burlington, NC 
Brandon Ranard Thomas ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
*Molly Kate Tierney ................................. West Hartford, CT 
*Benjamin Cotten Tyler ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
*Leslie Caitlin Willey .................................. Summerville, SC 
Darus Lamar Williams .......................................... McBee, SC 
Richard Moore Windham ................................... Sumter, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched 
program of study through the Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall 
grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. 
Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors College 
Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, 
the late B C Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are 
members of university recognized honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of 




First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will 
of the Honorable D K Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating 
student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the 
University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted in the Hendrix Student Center. 
Recipient of the Norris Medal 
Elizabeth Ann Johnson 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SuLLIVAN AwARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, 
and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. 
These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
Recipients of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Student Award 
Kelsey Ann Derrick Douglas Ryan Morte 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in classroom teaching. The 
faculty recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is 
presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
Recipient of the Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Dr. Ashby B Bodine, II 
Visiting Professor/Professor Emeritus, Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
fACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member 
of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work 
required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
Michael John Abercrombie 
Kathryn Lois Ashley 
Kelsey Elizabeth Barham 
Emily Morgan Barrett 
Nicholas Stone Baulch 
Melissa Anne Beyer 
Molly Elizabeth Blackburn 
Ryan Culp Boyer 
lauren Elizabeth Boynton 
Caitlin Emily Carter 
Joel Aaron Clingempeel 
Abigail Lauren Colwell 
China Grayson Cox 
Alexander V Darsinos 
Kelsey Ann Derrick 
Donna Lynn Fewell 
Recipients of the Faculty Scholarship Award 
Christine Camille Fletcher 
William Nathaniel Gasque 
Alec Wilton Gibson 
Jack Gregory Graham 
Kayla Marie Hartigan 
Jake Thomas Hawkins 
Rachel Craig Hester 
Lindsey Grace Hoeg 
Megan Elizabeth 
Hohenberger 
Justin Allen Holliday 
David James Hoppe 
Elizabeth Ann Johnson 
Tricia Ann Kennelly 
Aubrey Michelle Lawson 
Danielle Marie Martin 
Jamie Elizabeth Martin 
Mary Alison Martin 
Anna Lane McAlister 
Allison Leigh McAlpine 
William Elliott McAlpine 
Katherine Rose McCall 
Lindsey Marie McGarr 
Jill Mitchiner McNair 
William Bradley Meredith 
Scott Donald Miller 
Douglas Ryan Morte 
Lauren Michelle Mosshart 
Daniel Patrick Neal 
Jerrie Michelle Onley 
Ryan Daniel Payne 
Christine Anne Pineros 
Anna Corinne Plyler 
Stephanie Dianne Post 
Eric Scott Rackley 
Jennifer Rose Raffa 
Alexandra Suzanne Riehm 
Kendall Roberts 
Matthew William Sheen 
John Parker Smith 
Heather Mead Sprague 
Edward Louis Sullivan 
Rebecca Elizabeth Tkach 
Brett Matthew Tomashitis 
Jessica Marie Tumolo 
James Justin Wilbanks 
Ashley Woods Wilson 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The university mace is the symbolic representation of the whole 
of Clemson University and must be present at any convocation 
where the University, through its delegated members, is acting 
officially. At any official convocation such as commencement, 
the university marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the president 
into the assembly. The mace rests before the president's chair 
or speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal 
from the assembly at the close of a convocation is symbolic of 
the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of 
the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the 
ceremonial maces carried by heads of the state and church in the 
Middle Ages. Its basic club-like shape, however, is much more 
ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of 
walnut wood and silver, with Clemson's seal in gold and the 
university colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South 
Carolina. 
The presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority 
vested in the office of president by the governing body of the 
University. Only the university president may wear it, and while 
wearing it, he speaks for the whole body of the institution. 
Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and 
cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval 
"staffs of office," which were carried by the senior members of 
departments of state or church. They display the university seal 
and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver 
with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The Clemson University regalia were designed and executed 
by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the 
Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths of our 
era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by 
the late Mr. C C Wilson of Clemson University. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson 
( 1807 -1888), who left the bulk of his estate to the state of South 
Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and 
educated at the Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). 
His early profession was that of a mining engineer; however, 
circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic 
advocate of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat 
(charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
superintendent of agricultural affairs in Washington (1860). As a 
scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, 
chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his 
assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, 
his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina 
after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of John C Calhoun, a 
South Carolina political figure of national importance during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. Calhoun's home, 
Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson campus as a national 
shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with 
an enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced 
only two four-year curricula, supplemented by two two-year 
preparatory courses. Today the University has six major academic 
units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences; the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities; 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science; the College of 
Engineering and Science; the College of Health, Education and 
Human Development; and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges 
of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the 
bachelor's, master's, education specialist, and doctoral degrees. 
Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, 
Decatur, GA 30033-4097 or call at 404-679-4500 for questions 
about the accreditation of Clemson University. 
Curricula are accredited by AACSB International (Association 
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Council 
for Construction Education, American Dietetic Association 
(CADE), American SocietyofLandscapeArchitects, Commission 
on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), Council for 
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs 
(CACREP), National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education, NRPN AALR Council on 
Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of 
American Foresters. Documentation of accreditation is available 
in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged 
not only in its primary academic program, but does extensive 
research at the main campus and at five agricultural experiment 
stations located in the state. The University is also heavily 
committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension, which has professional personnel 
located in each of the state's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/ arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
0' er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
0' er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified 
graduates. Likewise, academic honors designations are 
based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations 
must come from the Registrar of the University. 
FIRST AID 
A First Aid Station is located at the north entrance. 
EVACUATION SYSTEM 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire-alarm 
evacuation system. In the event of activation, as noted 
by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building 
until fire officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
NO SMOKING 
Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Clemson University- One of the Nation's Best Public 
Universities 
• U.S.News & World Report ranks Clemson No. 25 among the 
nation's public universities, No. 7 as an "up-and-coming" 
school and one of nine public institutions that make writing a 
priority across all disciplines. 
• SmartMoney magazine ranks Clemson No. 7 among the 
nation's top public and private universities whose graduates 
get the best return on their tuition dollars. 
• Kiplinger magazine rates Clemson among the best values in 
public higher education- 34'h for in-state students and 39'h 
for out-of-state students- in its most recent rankings of the 
"100 Best Values in Public Colleges." 
• Clemson is among the nation's 75 best values in public 
colleges and universities according to The Princeton Review Best 
Value Colleges for 2013. 
• The University currently has 11 National Science Foundation 
Graduate Research Fellows, two Goldwater Scholars and three 
Fulbright Scholars. 
• Diverse Issues in Higher Education recognized Clemson as tied 
for ninth top U.S. producer of African-American engineering 
Ph.D. graduates and eighth for B.S. graduates. 
• In FY 2012, Clemson's externally funded research 
expenditures totaled $101.5 million, including $99 million in 
new awards. 
• Top500.org ranks Clemson's supercomputing fifth among 
public U.S. universities that do not have a federal center/ 
laboratory. 
• On the annual National Survey of Student Engagement given 
to freshmen and seniors, Clemson continues to outscore 
its peers in nearly every benchmark comparison of overall 
educational experience. 
• Creative Inquiry, a unique Clemson initiative that brings 
together undergraduate students and faculty to research 
important issues that affect our world, is described as a "best 
practice in undergraduate research." 
• Forty Clemson faculty have been awarded National Science 
Foundation CAREER Awards, recognizing young faculty 
members who are excellent researchers and teachers. 
• From a pool of 42,000 professors, five Clemson educators are 
profiled in "The Best 300 Professors" by The Princeton Review. 
• Sixteen endowed-chair faculty positions have been created to 
attract new, top faculty through the SmartState Program. 
• Sixty-five Clemson faculty members have been elected Fellows 
of national or international academic societies since 2000. 
• The National Research Council ranks 15 Clemson doctoral 
programs in the top 50 among public universities. 
• U.S.News & World Report ranks nine Clemson graduate 
programs in the top 40 among public universities. 
• In the past decade, Clemson research has generated 15 spinoff 
companies; 147 active patents, producing $28 million in 
revenue; and $1.25 billion in research awards. 
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• In less than a decade, the Clemson University International 
Center for Automotive Research (CU-ICAR) has become a 
model for economic development, with 16 campus partners, 
30 research partners and 775 employees across 760,000 
constructed square feet. 
• The Clemson University Restoration Institute being 
developed in North Charleston promises to make S.C. a 
magnet for the restoration economy. It will soon house a 
major wind turbine drivetrain testing facility, funded by a 
$45 million U.S. Department of Energy grant, which will 
move the state into the forefront of the wind energy industry. 
• The Clemson University Biomedical Engineering Innovation 
Campus (CUBEinC) at the Patewood campus of the 
Greenville Hospital System strives to develop high-impact 
medical technology and devices and to transfer research and 
engineering to clinical applications. 
• U.S.News & World Report ranks Clemson's undergraduate 
engineering program at No. 33 and the undergraduate 
business program at No. 34 among national public 
universities. 
• The Clemson University Advanced Materials Center provides 
state-of-the-art equipment, including one of the nation's most 
advanced electron microscope facilities. 
• Agricultural research and education initiatives supporting 
South Carolina's $34 billion agribusiness industry focus on 
agricultural productivity and sustainability, and capitalize on 
new and emerging economic opportunities such as bio-fuels, 
nutraceuticals and ecological restoration. 
• Clemson alumni rank No. 5 in the nation in alumni support 
to public universities as measured by alumni giving, according 
to U.S. News & World Report. 
• Clemson graduates find jobs at nearly twice the national 
average according to the University's Michelin® Career 
Center. For 2010-11, 34 percent of Clemson students either 
had a full-time job offer in hand or had committed to military 
service before graduation. The national average is 18 percent, 
according to the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers 2011 report. 
• For the fifth year in a row, Clemson has been named to 
the President's Higher Education Community Service 
Honor Roll. 
• Clemson was named a Campus with a Conscience and one 
of The Princeton Review's 100 socially responsible colleges and 
universities. 
• Clemson's incoming freshman SAT scores rank in the 
top 15 among national public universities by U.S.News 
& World Report. 
• Clemson students consistently capture intercollegiate 
championships in academic and club competitions such as the 
Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, Pershing Rifles, Ethics Bowl, 
Blue Key, Traffic Bowl and more. 
• The Princeton Review's guidebook, "The Best 376 Colleges: 
2013 Edition" ranks Clemson No. 1 for good town-gown 
relations, No. 1 in the "Jock Schools" category, No. 1 
for participation in intramural sports, No. 4 for happiest 
students, No. 5 for career services, No. 15 for "everybody 
packs the stadium" and No. 15 for the administration's ability 
to run the University smoothly. 
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